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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a teacher reseeurch study that 

focuses on reflection and literature response as a vay to 

explore the identity development of children in my own 

fourth euid fifth grade multiage classroom. 

I looked at dreima, literature discussion, written 

responses, cuid visual images to explore how students 

construct their own identities within a school context. 

Data sources included audio euid video tapes euid treuiscripts, 

journals, field notes, photographs and student eirtifacts. 

The data was etnetlyzed in three ways. The first peurt of the 

cuialysis is a discussion of the categories of students' 

issues. The second euialysis section explores the spaces in 

the curriculum that allowed these issues to emerge or to be 

thought cibout more deeply. The third section of cuialysis is 

three case studies presented as photo documentciries. Each 

case study is eui example of one of the three categories of 

identity construction: integrated, conceptual, euid 

situational. 

The study speaUcs for leeiming experiences that cure 

open-ended emd which allow for collaboration, reflection, 

dialogue and personeJ. response. The power of literature to 

support such leeunaing experiences as relate to identity 

construction is evident. Creating space to consider issues 

of identity construction is to truly vauLue diversity in the 

classroom. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Miguel: I think that com dancers are like our 
folklorico deuicing 

Joe: No, they eure not the same. When em Indian 
dctnces, it is a kind of prayer. We pray by 
dancing. 

Brad: But, why do you still do that? You pray to 
the sun ctnd stuff, and you are supposed to 
pray to God. I am Christian and I pray to 
God. 

Voices: (Murmurs). We cure Catholic and we pray to 
God. 

Joe: I am Catholic and I am Indiem also. We pray 
to one God, but we believe his spirit is in 
all of nature. There is like a spirit for 
each thing in nature. Indians dcuice all their 
lives, like from age three. The whole tribe 
goes to dances. It's not like you cam choose. 

(Kaser, 1994) 

This dialogue grew out of children's connections to 

literature within a classroom context where they were 

encouraged to bring their lives cuid cultural identities into 

school. Through their literature discussions, children 

considered diverse perspectives about how they viewed 

th&nselves, each other eind the world. The ways in which 

children define themselves shape their views of the world 

and affect the choices they msike in dciily living. The 

forces that go into creating such a definition are diverse 

and lifelong. My interest in exploring diversity has led to 

a series of studies cibout how the institution of school both 

promotes euid hinders the development of children's own 

social euid personal identity. 

This dissertation is a teacher reseeurch study that 

focuses on reflection eind literature response as a way to 
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explore the identity development of children in my own 

fourth and fifth grade multiage classroom. I looked at 

drama, literattire discussion, written responses, and visual 

images to explore how students construct their own 

identities within a school context. I was interested in the 

issues that eure of significemce to ten emd eleven-yecur-old 

students as they construct their own identities and how the 

classroom learning environment can support identity 

construction by creating spaces for students to think about 

who they are cmd who they are becoming. In order to create 

space for identity work to occur, teachers can structure 

time for leeuming engagements such eis studio or drama, or 

time periods set aside for reflection. Students then decide 

what they will tcLlk about, work on or discuss during these 

blocks of time. 

This chapter hcis two sections. The first section 

gives the background to the study with an overview of my 

journey to the current questions. The second section 

focuses on the theoretical framework for this study through 

a review of the related literature in the major areas of 

identity construction euid the theory of reader response euid 

treuisaction. 

Background of the Study 

As a beginning teacher, I was primarily concerned with 

the curriculum handed to me in the form of mandates and 

mcuiuals. Our school had a book room filled with the 

"adoption" materials representing a variety of publishers. 



I viewed my primeury responsibility as ceirefully considering 

the manuals and plotting a time line £or covering the grade 

level materials over a nine month period. When I was 

assigned a "combination" class with two grade levels, I 

worked at "flip-flopping students" so that all of the grade 

level curriculum was covered. Students in a grade level all 

studied the s£une thing and those "below or edx>ve the norm" 

were remediated or tested for special education placement in 

programs such as Lecuniing Disabilities or Gifted and 

Talented. 

With time, I realized that my role as a teacher had 

become a sifter of knowledge. I studied the curriculcur 

materials emd then looked for idecis to mcUce that knowledge 

more accessible to children. This methodology resulted in 

my my development of Veuriety of creative activities to 

encourage students to underst£uid material in texts without 

involving them in the often Iciborious texts themselves. 

Although this method of instruction was more enjoyedsle for 

students and took their age cuid interests into 

consideration, the emphasis was on "a spoonful of sugar to 

mcUce the medicine go down" rather theui on getting to know 

individual children, recognizing the diverse experiences 

they were bringing to the classroom euid creating curriculum 

accordingly. 

Over the years, I have grown in my understandings of 

diversity in the classroom. My thinking was chcillenged 

first when the district moved into em emphasis on ethnic 
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diversity and multicultureLl education. Initially, this 

multicultural education was characterized by a superficieil 

focus on ethnicity in which each ethnic group was studied in 

isolation as a theme study, a "learning center" in the 

classrocHn, a set of books checked out of the library for two 

weeks, or as a specicLI monthly focus. This approach defined 

culture narrowly, eliminated important cheuracteristics that 

shape each of us as people, euid implied that ethnicity was 

static cuid uniform rather them a dyncunic featxire of children 

in classrooms. 

I begeui to explore alternatives to this type of 

mxilticultureU. unit in my fifth grade classrocHU because I 

wanted to encourage my students to bring their lives into 

school. I became interested in classroom research and made 

a decision to look closely at my teaching practices relating 

to ethnicity. The first study I completed was in a school 

that served a diverse multiethnic working class community. 

Although my students reflected a rauige of ethnic backgrounds 

I do not recall any of them ever making a personal response 

to multicultureil lessons or units. There had not been 

occasions for personal sharing or making cultural 

connections from these activities. This kind of shsuring 

seemed important for students to gain more knowledge about 

other ethnic groups and to heetr personal, perspectives from 

each other. I felt this sharing could lead to a greater 

understanding of difference as students grew to adulthood. 

I devised a cross-curriculcur, literature based Family 
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Studies Inquiry to encourage students to explore their o«m 

experiences euid family backgrounds in an effort to better 

understcmd themselves (Kaser, 1994). I hoped that this 

curriculum would support children cuid allow them to vetlue 

their diverse experiences and ways of leeuming and to see 

this diversity as essential to our classroom community and 

to their own learning. The students themselves became the 

ciirriculum with the study of family as a framework cuid 

literature discussion as a vehicle for response. The 

students had access to books that contextualized diverse 

perspectives in personal cind concrete terms. In the study I 

cunalyzed picture book discussions that took place with the 

entire class as well as in small groups who read the same 

book euid held several discussions related to that book. As 

part of the data analysis, I also examined three students 

closely to see what issues of cultural diversity occurred 

repeatedly in their conversations eUid writing across the 

year. By looking at these discussions and three specific 

students, I hoped to understand how children thought about 

their connections to culture. 

As I examined the trcuiscripts, I noticed that there was 

one aspect of culture that I had overlooked consistently. 

Students often discussed how a topic or book related to the 

culture they shcured with members of their age group. These 

issues went beyond differences in their personal histories 

and ethnic identities to a set of shared "kid" concerns. I 

recilized that students were connecting cultureU. diversity 
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with the expectations and culture of their own age group. 

Although today's students are bombarded with issues of 

ethnicity, the story of growing up that each student creates 

is an importeuit focus in his/her life. The struggle to 

determine who they cure as individuals is a struggle all 

children stieure, irrespective of differences in their 

cultural identities. 

Based on this first study, I conducted a second smaller 

classrocxn research study (Kaser, 1996) in which I examined a 

whole class picture book discussion, a small group chapter 

book discussion and a meeting of the girls in the classroom 

which was held to discuss their concerns. I wanted to see 

the connections that fourth euid fifth grade students would 

make in a literature discussion eind how these connections 

determined the issues of intermediate students euid in so 

doing define "kid culture." Three themes emerged in this 

small study. Kids made observational cuid analytical 

statements about adult behavior. The inqportance of "who has 

the power" was evident in how kids emd adults relate as well 

as how kids relate to kids. The third theme was kids' 

concerns with defining a system of values for themselves. 

In all of these themes, talking about literature was a safe 

way to look at varying perspectives that could develop 

children's moral cuid social sense. 

Through sharing euid talking to colleagues about these 

first two studies, I came to believe that children are 

active agen-ts in constructing their own identities euid that 



their concerns and issues cure indicators of the experiences 

that influence them. Middle school students are the ones we 

usually connect with identity formation euid issues, such as 

a certain style of clothing, the formation of gangs, euid a 

general sense of rebelliousness. Yet the evidence that 

schools consider identity formation at em eeurlier age is 

appcurent in the programs that are now placed in the 

elementary school. Two of the state adopted programs are 

DARE which educates students eUx>ut responses to addictive 

drugs cuid Family Life Curriculum which goes beyond the old 

lessons on the physical chemges brought cUaout by growth and 

considers issues such as bir~th order cuid probl^ solving. 

Our faculty has also been asked to teach "life skills" which 

include such traits as integrity, curiosity, eUid initiative. 

These progreuns involve awcurd coupons to present to students 

who eire developing these "life skills." These programs in 

addition to the previously mentioned multicultural emphasis, 

indicate that the school district believes that identity 

formation begins in the eeurly grades £uid that school has 

influence on identity development. 

As a teacher researcher, I am interested in how 

children construct their socicQ worlds, how they form their 

attitudes eind relationships with others, euid how others 

influence them. I am specifically interested in the school 

setting as a place sepcurate eund distinct from everyday 

contexts of lecuming. X have ccme to understemd that 

students go about learning in diverse ways and I have 
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subsequently created flexible class structures so that 

students can make decisions about hew to accomplish the work 

of school. I encourage children to meUce euid share meeuiing 

through a variety of ways such as art, music, drama emd 

Icuiguage. I highlight literature and dialogue in order to 

create opportunities for children to talk openly and 

critically with peers £d>out meuiy issues. 

In this study I examine the various elements vi^ich form 

the leeuming environment dLn my classroom. I peurticulaurly 

focus on how responding to literature serves to capture 

children's thinking as they construct an identity by forming 

personal euid socicd. perspectives. The following resecurch 

questions are the foundation for this study in my 

intermediate multiage classro<xa: 

1. What sure the issues that are significemt to ten 

and eleven-yecur-old students related to the 

construction of their own identities? 

2. How does the classroom leeuming envdLronment 

provide spaces for students to explore or 

construct their own identities? 

3. How do students work at constructing eui 

identity within a school context? 

Review of the Literature 

It has been my privilege to lectm from my students even 

as I am teaching them. In a classrom, teachers and 

students hold detLly conversations in which they respond to 

one another euid leeum from one emother. Yet gaining entry 
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into the social worlds of children requires far more thctn 

c£isual conversations. Rather teachers must attempt to 

understeuid a ccxmnunity that is separate from that of adults 

but that at the same time mediates the relations between the 

world view of adults euid other children. Such eui 

understcuiding of the social world of children requires some 

knowledge of the sociohistorical nature of childhood. 

Andrade & Noll (1992) in a discussion of the work of 

El'Konin (1980) eUid Vygotsky (1978) address the notion that 

the concept of childhood eUid the children's activities (e.g. 

play, relationships with people, schooling) are societal in 

origin, content and form. Postman (1982) for example, 

refers to childhood as a social eurtifact rather than a 

biologiceil phenomenon, giving attention to the acquisition 

of literacy as defining the adult. 

The areas of professional literature that inform this 

study are: 1) the formation of social and cultural identity; 

2) the theory of reader response eind transaction; euid 3) the 

role of literature discussion and reflection in identity 

formation. Additional auceas of relevant professional 

literatiire will be addressed throughout euid when I discuss 

the resecurch questions. 

Understeuidino SocicJ. Identity 

In a discussion of the social constructivist approach 

to social identity, Ochs (1993) notes that such cui approach 

"captures the ebbs €uid tides of identity construction over 

interactioncU. tdLme, over historical time, and even over 
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developmental time" (p. 298). Ochs defines social identity 

as a rcuige of social perspectives, including social 

statuses, roles, positions, relationships, emd institutional 

and other releveuit community identities that one may attempt 

to claim or assign in the course of a social life. The 

social identity of self cuid others is established through 

performing certain socicU. acts euid displaying certain 

stances. A social act meems cuiy socially recognized, goal-

directed behavior, such as mciking a request, contradicting 

cuiother person or interrupting someone. Stance refers to a 

socially recognized point of view or attitude. Stance 

includes epistemic attitudes, such as how ceirtain or 

uncertain a person is, euid affective attitudes which are a 

kind of emotion or intensity of emotions. Particulcir acts 

and stcuices have conventional links that bind them together 

to create socieil identities and as such cire a ccnnplex 

inferential and social process that begins with children's 

concepts of objects in babyhood (Piaget, 1952, Bruner, 

1986). Social referencing begins with the role of the 

mother as children respond to a person or thing in a way 

similcur to the mother's response so that the mother and 

child construct the child's relationship to the person or 

thing together (Vygotsky, 1978). These joint constructions 

socialize young children into how they should think edx>ut 

the world euround them and they come to associate certain 

actions and stances with the structuring of their own cmd 

other's identities. When students come to my classrocm. 
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they may be building lives out of shifting identities which 

come from multiple experiences or "identities that are 

subtle and perhaps have no ledael^ blended Identities, even 

blurred identities" (Ochs, 1993, p. 298). 

We, therefore, have acts eind stances on the one hand 

euid social identity on the other, growing out of 

Interactions. Crossing cultural boundaries means to secure 

a knowledge of the acts euid stances of a particular culture, 

especially if one should choose to become a member of that 

culture. As an adult I cannot become a member of the Icld 

culture that exists in my classroom, but I can look closely 

at the formation of socleJ. identity that is tciklng place. 

When Andrade & Moll (1993) attempted to obtain data on a 

child in South Tucson, they were looking for "intimate 

glin^ses into children's social worlds, thus confirming our 

philosophical approach to understanding children's lives as 

they themselves live them" (p. 92). In a summation of their 

study, they state that contemporcury childhood is very 

different from adult perceptions of it, euid that teachers 

cure often ineffective because they do not concern themselves 

with the reactions euid attitudes of children. One way to 

capture some of the intimate glimpses into the children's 

social responses that £ure evident in classrooms is through 

children's responses to llteratiire. 

Exploring Culture 

Much of the research relating to multlculturallsm in 

education focuses on ethnicity or race (BcUiks, 1989). Major 



reseeurchers in the field of children's literature like 

Harris (1992) and Bishop (1992) focus their explorations of 

multicultural literature on ethnic studies. Viewing culture 

as ethnicity, though perhaps necesseiry at one time, may now 

do more to encourage additional separatism in a classroom as 

teachers implement traditional methods of teaching about 

ethnicity through specieil themes or units such as "Black 

History" or "Native Americans." 

Gollnick & China (1990) cuid Ovemdo (1989) look at 

cultural differences euid similcurities through a perspective 

that goes beyond race auid ethnicity to include gender, 

language, social class, exceptionability, age and religion. 

This viewpoint stresses that greater understeuidings etnd a 

sense of equity can come only when world views are excunined. 

That world is created for students through the ways their 

thinking has been impacted by their over-all life 

experiences. Students need to develop a consciousness of 

how they have arrived at their own understcuidings euid 

perspectives as well as look at the perspectives cuid culture 

of others (Greuit & Sleeter, 1989). 

To do this, it is necesseury to look at the vcuriety of 

"thought collectives" of which they have been a pcurt (Fleck, 

1935; Short, 1992). This is consistent with eui 

euithropological view of ctilture as a person's way of 

thinking, feeling and believing (Kluckhohn, 1971) or a 

system of shared rules or pooled knowledge transmitted by 

people who share a common social or historical experience 



(McCarty, 1989). Certetinly race and ethnicity eure important 

in this view, but it Ccui eG.so include msmy other aspects of 

our cultural identities and who we become such as age, 

religion and social class. When culture is defined in this 

broader sense, there cure more ways for students to connect 

to one another through sheured experiences and 

understeuidings. Finding commoncilities unites us amd so 

allows us to explore areeis of difference. 

Exploration of culture in classrooms needs to be 

accompcuiied by criticcU., reflective lecuming (Gollnick & 

Chinn, 1990) rather theui just curriculina add-ons. A study 

of culture Ceumot only be a definition of what delineates 

any one group, but must also include cin examination of 

society's assus^tions about these groups emd a challenge of 

such assumptions, thus developing a critical consciousness 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987). For example, schools cure 

attempting to raise a critical consciousness stance toward 

gender. History textbooks are placing greater emphasis on 

the role of women, and classroom discussion related to the 

reading of a text cem natiirally focus on personal experience 

related to gender cuid society's assumptions as to the roles 

of women euid men. The highest level in Banks' (1989) 

hiereurchy is decision-mcUcing emd social action which may 

specik to this critical thinking emd socieU. consciousness 

paradigm. Certainly working to develop students who are 

thinking and cciring eUid who act on values cuid beliefs 

arrived at through thoughtful actions is what schools should 
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be eUtx>ut: (Rasinski & Padedc, 1990). 

Unfoxi:unately, too few t:eachers recognize the power of 

the ccxnmunity of leeomers to accept as workable or to reject 

as impractical a teacher's notions of social change. I 

would suggest that children's acceptance or rejection may be 

rooted in how the teacher's view of social cheuige fits 

within the peurameters of the "kid culture" in which the 

students are rooted. Inherent in the word "teacher" is the 

assumption that we are cUale to instiruct students in cuiy curea 

we choose rather than providing the support needed in order 

for leeunning to teUce place. John Goodlad (1984), author of 

A Place CcLlled School, concludes that "if teachers in the 

talking mode emd students in the listening mode is what we 

W2uit, rest assured that we have it" (p. 229). This may work 

in "teaching" flash ceirds but it will not work in content 

that relates to life experience euid will be especicQly 

ineffective in evoking personeil euid societal chcuiges. To 

provide the kind of critical tliinking discussed eeurlier, 

students must have a voice. There needs to be cui 

iinderstanding of the concerns cmd issues inherent in the 

"kid culture" auid thought given as to the impact of "kid 

ciilture" on the way students are able to assimilate other 

cultural experiences and perspectives. We need to provide a 

format for the concerns of kid culture to intermingle with 

other concerns of cultiiral identity emd with acceptance and 

understandings across cultures. Nodelmcui (1992) suggests 

that we treat kids as if they were human just like the rest 



of us. 

The Influence of Reader Response Theory 

For many of us, our training as educators has led us to 

believe that reading in school is designed to teach leuiguage 

conventions euid the elements of story. The manuals we eire 

given have vocabuleiry lists euid text euialysis activities. 

Rosenblatt (1938), drawing on Dewey (1934), suggests that 

the connection of personal experience to the readdLng event 

is where the power in literature lies: 

The humeui experience the literatiire presents is 
primeury . . . the formal elements of the work -
style and structure euid rhythmic flow - ftinction 
only as peurt of the toteil litereiry experience. 
The reader seeks to participate in smother's 
vision - - to reap knowledge of the world, to 
fathom the resources of the human spirit, to gain 
insights that will make his own life more 
comprehensible, (p. 7) 

When readers approach a text, they bring to the reading 

experience their own frameworks of experiences cmd 

understandings. The term "transaction" refers to the nature 

of the relationship between the reader eind the text during 

the reading event, each mutually acting on the other to 

evoke an experience or a meeuiing for the particular reader 

(Rosenblatt, 1978). Rosenblatt offers an alternative to the 

belief that a text Ccirries a meajciing that the reader must 

figure out. Rather, the text guides the reader's active 

creation of meaning. This active coming together of the 

reader cuid the text is described as the "event" or "poem" 

(Rosenblatt, 1938). Rosenblatt tedces into account the 

importance of the socictL context and encourages a veuriety of 
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response strategies including feelings as well as the 

traditional cognitive responses. Readers tsdce a stance 

toweurd what they read which affects their response to those 

texts. Readers who take an efferent stemce focus on 

extracting details or pieces of information from the text. 

In an aesthetic stcince, readers respond according to their 

own lived through experience and engagement with a text. 

Slatoff (1970) agrees that a separation of the reader 

from the text denies the power inherent in literature to 

elicit emotional response emd Probst (1990) concludes that 

teachers should encourage students to attend to their own 

experience of the text. Bleich (1975) argues as well for 

the public shearing of emotional responses to literature 

where students eure part of a "ccamminity of readers" in a 

cultural or educational context. Bleich's study on personal 

response to literature verifies the belief that reading 

produces greater personal understeuiding in V2u:ying degrees 

with vcurying educational tasks. Hickmeui (1983) describes 

the importcuice of the physical surroundings euid a secure 

environment for response. The role of the teacher would 

appsurently then be crucial, based on these studies. 

Rosenblatt (1978) has much to say to a teacher. She 

suggests that after a student participates in a reading 

experience, it is the teacher's function to deepen that 

experience: "we should help the young reader to return to, 

relive, savor the experience" (p. 275). This may take the 

form of non-verbal, expression or response such as drawing or 



dance, or verbal response eit:her orcil or writ-ten. 

Rosenblatt encourages the teacher to have a truly receptive 

attitude and make strong efforts to create trust so that 

there is no sense of a testing motive. She suggests that 

teachers foster expressions of response that keep the 

experienticLl cind qualitative elements in mind through the 

use of open ended questioning and further reflection on the 

text as to what triggered the reaction. Teachers should 

provide opportunities for students to "talk to themselves, 

to each other, or to teachers who genuinely want to know 

what they think" (p. 32). 

The importance of the teacher's role is emphasized in a 

study by Hickman (1983). She concludes that teachers: 

wield a great deal of power over children's 
responses to literature. In choosing books that 
would be in their classroom area, in choosing the 
way such books would be presented euid discussed, in 
providing ready access to the books, and in 
suggesting cuid demonstrating appropriate modes of 
responding, teachers influenced both the 
qu£tntitative and qucJ.itative aspects of the 
responses of children, (p. 12) 

Cox euid Mauiy (1992) offer advice to teachers on how to 

encourage personal responses. They suggest teachers offer 

choice about how students will organize their evocation of a 

text, both choice in content eind choice in the form of 

response. Time to respond and responding over time is of 

iii^>ortance as well. Teachers invite cuid encourage students 

to mcUce personal cUid intertextueU. connections. Teachers 

should recognize, support, cuid encourage a focus of 

attention on the lived-through experience of the literary 
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evocation. If the teacher does not give considereddle thought 

to the literature experiences, the meeuiing making from 

literature engagements will be limited. 

Literature Discussion as a Vehicle for Response 

As students grow older, the sharing of responses 

becomes the basis for vcLlued:>le interchange (Rosenblatt, 

1982). Engaging in dialogue while trauisacting with texts 

helps readers mcike meaning themselves cis well as explore the 

mecunings of others (Bcumes, 1982). Probst (1988) suggests 

that sheuring responses "allows you to be wrong, to make 

mistakes, to be convinced by the shetrper insights of someone 

else - in other words to engage in the natural activities 

associated with leciming and thinking" (p. 33). 

Raphael, et al (1992) support the use of literature 

discussion in a reading program. Cox emd Many (1992) 

acknowledge the inqportcuice of talk in aesthetic responses to 

literature. Talk in literature discussion with older 

students has been euialyzed by Purves euid Beach (1972) 

according to the ways readers express their responses euid 

how their words may mirror the teacher's interpretations of 

the piece, in a later study, Broudy and Purves (1982) 

orgeuiized talk into categories of style ets in literalists, 

associationists, construers euid euicLLogizers. This reseeurch 

indicated that individual differences in styles of 

responding reflected the students' use of vcirious cognitive 

strategies that in turn influence their stance. Hunt and 

Vipond (1985) discuss similar categories of style saying 
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tha-b s-tudents adopt eind ''information-driven", "story-driven" 

or "point-driven" orientation. 

Eeds and Wells (1989) explored response to literature 

as teachers cuid elementcury school students engaged in "greuid 

conversations" about literature. They emphasized the 

in^rtance of dialogue in the meeming making process related 

to the reading of books. Peterson (1992) differentiates 

between responding simply through conversation and response 

that results in true dialogue. In dialogue there is a focus 

"and participants join for the purpose of understanding, 

disclosing emd constructing meeming" (p. 103). Peterson 

suggests that true dialogue encompasses inquiry and critique 

- the skills necesseury for constructing mesuiing that can 

lead to change. Rasinski cuid PadcUc (1990) medce a simileu: 

statement: 

Any action needs eui impetus. In a multiculttircU. 
curriculum, there are few stimuli with greater 
potenticU. to move people to action than literature. 
Because it tells the stories of human events and the 
humcui condition and not simply the facts, literature 
does more theui cheuige minds; it chcuiges people's 
hearts. And people with chcuiged hearts cure people 
who Ceui move the world, (p. 580) 

I believe that sheuring euid dialogue focused on a piece of 

literature that deals with issues of culture and identity 

can be a powerful experience for students. 

Given the validity of reader response theory euid the 

research exploring response through discussion and dialogue, 

the assximption could be made that encouraging literature 

discussion takes li-ttle effort. Shozrt (1991) suggests that 
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both students and teachers have peurticuleur views cd^out 

lecuniing that make literature discussion difficult, at least 

in the beginning. Students may not be familietr with 

thinking together with other leeumers because they have 

experienced leciming in isolation. They do not see learning 

as eui "active reflective cuid social process" (p. 10). 

Students need time to leeum how to put their thinking into 

lemguage to share eUid explore with others. Short states 

that teachers also have to move away from a belief syst^ 

that views learning as an individual cognitive process which 

is directly taught euid move towards believing that learning 

is active, cuid all lecuniers must have voice in determining 

the direction of the curriculum and of their own leeuming. 

Engaging students in literature discussion as one way to 

establish social contexts for leeuming. Short (1990) 

cautions teachers against using literature circles as singly 

adding euiother method to their cxirricultam instead of tcUcing 

a new perspective on leciming. 

Peterson cuid Eeds (1990) suggest that bringing children 

to see themselves as mcUcers of meandLng is not a simple 

matter. They state, "The attitudes eUid skills involved are 

not there merely for the tcdcing: They must be leeumed" (p. 

16). The major challenge is to help children perceive 

themselves as having worthwhile experiences euid ideeis to 

contribute. This will be easier if the topics of the books 

are familieu: to the students euid when the settings £uid ideas 

expressed are relevemt (Mcurtinez & Nash, 1990). Students 
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need good pieces of literattire represent^ing diversity as the 

bcisis for discussion, books where they see themselves in the 

illustrations eund where they oan experience cultures other 

thcui their own. Discussions eibout culturally diverse 

literature serve as a way to convey knowledge, eind yet have 

the power to cheuige students' beliefs and values eibout 

olihers who £ure different from them or from the mainstreeua of 

society. They may eilso provide s-tudents with the 

opportunity to change their views cuid beliefs ed30ut 

t:hemselves. 

The Role of Literature Restx?nse in Identity Formation 

The motivation to form a response is often driven by 

the need to shcire this response with others. Therefore, the 

very act of speeUcing with others edsout a book may assist 

students in working out an identity issue cuid in fact such 

dialogue may be central to achieving understeuiding. With 

dialogic theory, there is a difference between "monologic" 

euid "dicd-ogic" perspectives. Monologic imposes a fixed 

perspective on experience whereeis a dialogic perspective 

entertcLins multiple layers of con^)eting or conflicting 

meeuiing (Bediktin, 1981). Responses to literature ceui be a 

place for multiple meeuiings to be shared and defended. 

Holland (1968), the leading advocate of a 

psychoancU.ytic perspective on response, refers to an 

^identity theme or style" which affects a reader's view of 

and response to the world. The reader will respond in such 

a way that he/she gets feedback that feels satisfying euid 



fills a need. Galda (1982) agrees that: readers have a style 

of response that reflects their personalities emd goes 

across texts, i^plebee (1978) found that evaluations of 

literature change as a function of age cuid maturation. It 

meUces sense then that looking at literature response is one 

significant way to get to the students' understanding of 

themselves. 

On the basis of Rosenblatt's tremsactional theory. 

Beach (1993) identifies a number of specific response 

processes which relate to understandings of personal 

identity. One crucial response process is that of engaging 

with the text or becoming emotionally involved, empathizing 

or identifying with the text. Bleich (1975) holds that 

subjective response leads to cognitive understandings euid 

describes this as the "subjective peuradigm" in which readers 

define knowledge by how they are continually responding to 

euid collectively negotiating meaning in specific 

circumsteinces with others. He states that readers enter 

into an inner dialogue between their experience with the 

text and their own conceptual framework, creating a 

dieU-ectical tension between private experience emd shared 

public knowledge which leads to a change in perceptions. 

A second eurea of response is "constructing" in which 

the reader enters into and creates alternative worlds. 

Langer (1992) discusses "envisionments" where readers 

construct their own conceptions of the text world. Having 

experienced a different world through a novel, they then 
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look at; their own reed, world with different eyes. This ccui 

be enlightendlng or threatening, but in euiy case expands 

their personal understandings. In The Call of Stories, 

Robert Coles (1989) tells eQ>out his students describing 

themselves according to characters in books. This perhaps 

is a way that readers can step out of themselves emd see 

themselves as others see them, if only briefly. 

Other response strategies as related by Beach (1993) 

cure imaging, that is creating visual images of the 

situations and chauracters, connecting or relating one's 

autobiographical experience to the current text and 

evaluating or reflecting on one's experience with the text. 

In all these ways of responding, readers reflect their 

membership in competdLng cultural, communities (Bleich, 1978). 

Eckert's (1989) ethnographic study examined two predomineuit 

cultxiral categories in a high school, "jocks" euid "bum-

outs," euid found that the identities of the groups emerged 

from their perceptions of school and their opposition to 

each other. Readers then "act out these cultural practices 

through their responses in ways that define their cultural 

identity" (Beach, 1993, p.133). Response to literature may 

also be a way to explore memberships in cc»^ting cultural 

groups outside of school £uid thus be a way to reflect on 

cultural complexities and connections. 

Reflection; Creating Meamino Through VisucJ. Tmages and Drama 

When children have the opportunity to view people and 

situations from many perspectives and to sheure those 
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perspectives with each other in true dialogue, it would 

follow that cui appropriate thread rxinning through such 

experiences would be time spent in reflection (Dewey, 1934). 

Teachers wotild then support students in finding ways to 

construct mecming for themselves cuid to communicate meaning 

to others through a veiriety of literacies. 

In schools, the mciking and sharing of meeuiing has 

traditionally been through oral cuid written language. Art 

is seen as eui "add-on" to extend lessons or as a subject in 

which students are taught some information cmd then engage 

in an experience, as in experimenting with a watercolor 

picture after a lesson using watercolors. The technique is 

eo^hasized over the meaning making in the engagement. 

Eisner (1994) cuid Gcirdner (1983) state that Icinguage is not 

the only communication system and that visual forms, drama, 

movement, music and math are also ways to construct and 

coimniuiicate meaning. Eisner (1994) expresses the notion 

that one responsibility of school should be: 

the expansion euid deepening of meeuiings which 
individuals may secure in their life .... emd I 
believe schools should eG.low students to beccsme 
literate in a wide veuriety of forms ... This will 
increase the meanings that all students can secure emd 
expeuid educational opportunities for those students 
whose aptitudes are most congruent with those forms now 
neglected (p. 87). 

Essential to our identity is the form of literacy in 

which we eure most cosafortable creating and communicating 

meeuiing. Yet there may also be the need to respond in new 

ways in order to find the expression we need. Phyllis 



Whit;ln (1994) studied tJie use of visual represen1^at:ions for 

middle school s-tudents t:o gain perspect:ive on lit^ereury 1:exts 

while involved in lit:erat:ure study groups. She based her 

visual responses on the "Sketch-to-Stretch" strategy (Hcirste 

et al., 1988, Siegel, 1984) in which readers create sketches 

of what a story means to them. The strategy was designed to 

support learners of all ages in gaining a new perspective on 

their understemding of a text. Whitin felt this strategy 

encouraged students to teike risks. One student used 

discussion notes, personal responses auid idecus from veurious 

literature logs he had kept to create a visuetL 

representation of a new understanding. Later, group 

discussion of the visueJ. images generated ftirther meeming 

making. Whitin concludes her curticle with the thought, 'TJe 

were creating a community where process was more importemt 

them product, and where inquiry was more inqoorteuit theui 

certainty" (p. 207). Such opportunities support emergence 

of identity both in the media used and in the ideas created 

as well as their integration. 

Similcurly, drama can be a way to reflect on a text or 

deepen an experience. Given the opportunity, children will 

engage in dramatic play cibout literature (Hickmeui, 1983). 

Heathcote (1984) stresses that drama should not be the 

retelling of stories but rather "human beings confronted by 

situations which change them" (p. 48) or as personal 

experience to xmderstaoid someone else's point of view emd 

thereby expand the self. Drama is a way to reflect from 



within a story or experience and make response an ongoing 

experience as more implications are found in a series of 

events euid more pcireU.lels are drawn between "the world of 

the book cuid the experiences of our own lives" (Edmiston, 

1991). 

My belief is that learning is based on both action and 

reflection euid, given a framework that offers personal 

response, then the choices made while involved in learning 

experiences will act as a mirror £uid a window to a student's 

identity focus. This belief forms the basis for the 

classroOTi experiences that ar& the heeurt of this study euid 

that I have chosen to document. 

Conclusion 

This qualitative teacher research study teUces place in 

my own intermediate multiage classroom euid explores the 

significance of children's responses to literature as 

related to identity construction. The literature that 

informs this study is the formation of social cuid cultural 

identity, the theory of reader response cuid transaction, cuid 

the role of literature discussion eind reflection in identity 

formation. 

In Chapter 1 I gave ein overview of the journey to my 

ciirrent inquiry and a summation of the theoretical 

foundations that provide the framework for the stucfy. In 

Chapter 2 I present a detailed description of the research 

design emd methodology including data collection suid data 

cuialysis. Chapter 3 overviews the broad curriculum for the 
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year within which the study took place £md a detailed 

description of the classrocoi. Chapters 4, 5, & 6 examine 

the analysis of the resectrch and 2u:e organized around each 

of my three (questions. Chapter 4 addresses the children's 

issues. Chapter 5 looks at the spaces within the curriculum 

that e^.lowed the issues to emerge. Chapter 6 looks at three 

students eind their identity construction process through the 

lens of photo documentaries. Chapter 7 presents the 

conclusions euid implications of the study. 

To me it seems that youth is 
like spring, an overpreiised season -
delightful if it happens to be a favored one, 
but in practice very reurely favored and 
more remarkable, as a general rule, for 
bitj.ng east winds thcui genial breezes. 

-Samuel Butler, The Way of all Flesh 

(as quoted by C. Zolotow, 1973) 



Chapter 2 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This vision is not of passive teachers who 
perpetuate the system as it is, but of 
teachers who see how the system ceui be 
chcuiged through their reseeurch, and reseeurch, 
like teaching, is a complicated and messy process. 

(Hubbard & Power, 1992, p.xvii) 

Teachers cire posing their own questions, exploring 

these questions in a systematic way, and conducting reseeirch 

in their classrooms. Many cure members of study groups cuid 

have taken the time to examine criticeU. issues. Scxne have 

mentors from universities who encourage teachers to look 

closely at their practice. Teachers understand the history 

of education eutid beccsne more articulate about their beliefs 

and practices. Along the way, teacher reseeurch has become a 

satisfying endeavor for many classro<»a teachers. 

Teacher research is based on reseeurch methodologies 

which draw from suithropology, sociology euid linguistics and 

frOTi the traditions of qualitative, interpretive research 

(Cazden, 1988, Erickson, 1976). The deeper roots of teacher 

reflection cure found in John Dewey (1938) who encourages 

careful consideration of practice in light of the reasons 

that support it and the possible consequences of the 

practice rather than routine acceptcince. Instead of 

autcmatically embracing the most commonly accepted view of 

instructional practice, teachers should be "in the moment" 

cuid consider what it is we are cdx>ut (Schoen, 1983; Tremmel, 

1993). Hubbeurd 6 Power (1993) use a beautiful metaphor as 
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they view teacher resesurchers as aurtists-in-residence who 

eure creating a craft. 

A working definition for teacher research is 

"systematic, intentional inquiry" conducted by teachers 

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). I consider "systetaatic" to 

meeui that written records are kept, experiences in the 

classroom eure documented, and information is gathered and 

organized in a variety of ways. "Intentional" would suggest 

a purpose and plan as to how I will look at the issues which 

intrigue me. "Inquiry" implies a question generated by 

classroOTi observation as teachers view the classroom as a 

place to find out eibout lecurning. It is a process of 

discovering what is really taking place within the 

educational processes in one's own classroom. This process 

of discovering ceuci happen when teachers look at daily 

experiences from new perspectives. 

Teachers and their classrocxns have often been the focus 

of university—led research, both with and without the 

teacher as a participant in the study. However, much of 

that research is ceurried out primarily to answer questions 

posed by people other than the teacher. Teacher reseeurch 

provides a view from within the classroom, the view of the 

teacher who lives and works in that environment emd studies 

their own experiences (Short & Burke, 1991; Goodman, et al., 

1987), not em outsider's view who spends a specified amount 

of time at the school site to explore questions fron a 

different perspective. Teacher reseeurch is inherently a 
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creative endeavor and offers teachers the gift of self-

knowledge. It invites teachers to make time to pursue 

something they really weuit to know eJaout their practice, 

classroom environment, or particuleur students. It gives 

teachers an opportunity to understeuid some aspect of their 

life's work in a more intimate way. 

Cochreui-Smith euid Lytle (1993) state that because the 

research process is embedded in practice, "The relationship 

between the knower and the known is significantly eJ-tered" 

(p. 43). For teachers who work at supporting their 

students' inquiry, important connections cire made when the 

teachers themselves are engaged in inquiry eUid when students 

cure collcdx>rators in the research process. Rather theui 

looking at a student's work with aui attitude of assessment, 

teachers engaged in research look more closely at what is 

really happening as the student is engaged in the task. 

Student comments are taken more seriously, recorded, auid 

careful compared. This dociomentation has the potential to 

set up a powerful dialogue that enedsles both student euid 

teacher to know more eibout what it is that happens in the 

lecuming process. 

Another dimension in teacher research is a teacher's 

perspectives on continuing to leam through experience and 

taking risks in new cireas of knowledge (McConaghy, 1986). 

Teachers may study theory but feel disequilibrium at what 

that theoretical stance might look like in a classro<xa. In 

such €ui instcuice, teachers might devise a curriculeur 
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framework that pushes them toweurd cheuige. As a teacher 

reseeircher, I want to dociament my process of chcinge. At the 

same time I want to stay student-centered, observing eind 

questioning responses as I risk new approaches. I keep a 

joumaJ. euid collect student eurtifacts in order to analyze 

euid reflect on what has taken place in my classroom as I 

move theory into practice. McConaghy feels that researching 

as a way of knowing becomes an adventure in lecuming. 

Through teacher research, she believes one can "own" his/her 

knowledge. Teacher reseeurchers tcike on the role of a 

leemier, actively seeking cuiswers to their own questions 

even if those questions concern only one child (White, 

1990). Teacher resecurch is then a significant way of 

knowing about teaching. Teacher researchers eure observers, 

questioners, eind leeumers; by engaging in these processes, 

they becOTie more con^lete teachers (Bissex, 1986). 

Reseeurch Setting euid Curriculum 

A detailed description of the classroom layout, daily 

schedule euid curriculum cure the substcince of Chapter 3. In 

this chapter I give a brief overview of the reseeurch setting 

cmd a detailed description of the students. 

The site for this teacher resecurch study was my own 

fourth 2md fifth grade multiage classroom at Robins 

Blementciry School in Tucson, Arizona. Robins is a new 

school that has been open only four years. It is in a 

desert setting with a grand view of the surrounding 

mountains. The school has a student population of 
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approxima-kely 275 st:uden-ts with Anglo, African Americeui, 

Hispanic, Asicui American and Aiiieric£ui Indicui el:hnic groups 

represented. All of the students live in the rural conoaunity 

surrounding the school. Hemes rcuige from the low to high 

average socioeconomic setting. We have students with homes 

in middle income neighborhoods and high inccaae ranch-like 

settings, and also students frcm low inccme apeurbments £md 

trailer parks. The school usually has frcnn three to seven 

students frcm a neeurby shelter. Although this shelter is 

considered a temporary placement for the children, students 

have sometimes been at Robins for as long as several months. 

The principal of Robins is supportive of literature euid 

inquiry based classrooms euid encourages risk taking as a 

natural peurk of professional growth in teachers. She has 

allowed me to use two cletssroOTis since the school is not yet 

filled to capacity. These two classrooms eure connected by a 

small office. I use one classroom primarily for large group 

lessons euid as a "home base." This first roOTi houses two 

ccai^uters and the classroom libreury. It has a rug for 

reading and personal "cubbies." The second room is a place 

for small groups to meet cind individual pursuits to tcUce 

place. This room houses musical instrxuaents as well as art 

and math materials. It also has open space eind ceuqpet for 

drama interpretations and a smcU.1 art. gallery. The students 

frequently refer to this second ro<xa as the studio cmd the 

first room as their classroom. Both rooms eure set up with 

tables. 
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My cleiss had 25 students of which there were eleven 

girls and foiurteen boys ranging in age from nine to eleven. 

There were fourteen fourth graders cuid all but two of t:hese 

st:udents were a-t Robins -the previous yecur. There were 

eleven fifth graders. Ten of the fifth graders were in my 

class the previous year. 

Four of my students went to the resource teacher for 

gifted students for 2 1/2 hours a week. Four students were 

considered leeuniing disabled. The resource teacher for 

these groups worked primeurily in my room supporting my 

ins-truetion. Two students were considered to be emotionally 

hcuidicapped. One of these children presented a discipline 

concern. The other student had problems with theft emd 

lying. Most of the students were well-behaved and 

cooperative. 

In addition to the special education classes, my 

students took band and orchestra twice a week, DARE (a 

substance cdsuse prevention program) approximately once a 

week, euid were conflict managers (a program similcur to 

patrols) one week a month. I did team teaching with a 

colleague for focused math concepts and my students were 

combined with hers for three hours a week of focused math 

instruction. We exchainge classes for music euid P.E. 

Research Design and Research Questions 

This qualitative study is interpretive and descripti-ve 

with a focus on understeuiding identity construction in the 

school setting by documenting concrete deteiils of practice 
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euid the mecming of these events for students, as well as a 

compsurative understanding beyond the inonedlate circumstcuices 

of the loced. setting (Erickson, 1976). Data sources 

included audio and video tapes euid transcripts, journals, 

field notes, photographs euid student artifacts. Data 

collection and initial emalysis was simultaneous. The data 

cuialysis weis based in the consteuit con^arative method 

(Glaser & Strauss, 1967). With this method I was able to 

index euid categorize data for euialysis euid to build grounded 

theory - that is, to construct theory inductively from field 

work (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). 

As the students cuid I participated in the curriculum I 

selected student samples euid visueLl images, keeping track of 

emerging evidence of "issues" in order to choose students 

for the case studies. I did sc»ne sorting of the artifacts 

and developed initial conceptual categories indicated by the 

data (Goetz cuid LeCompte, 1984). Trustworthiness was 

estciblished by a compcurison of multiple sources of data 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1985), a member check with the students in 

their final interviews, a long term data collection process, 

and a peer check with euiother graduate student who came to 

my classroom periodically. I also met with a faculty 

advisor on frequent occasions for the purpose of discussing 

my data collection emd ancU.ysis process. 

I organized my data euround my three reseaurch questions: 

Question 1: What eure the issues that sure significant 

to ten cuid eleven-yeeir-old students as related to 
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the construction of their own identity? 

Quest;ion 2: How does t:he classroom learning 

environment provide spaces for students to explore or 

construct their own identities? 

Quest:ion 3: How do kids work at constructing an 

identity within a school context? 

In this section I begin with a time line of the period 

of data collection eind ancilysis, euid integrate the primary 

data sources into this timeline. I follow the time line 

with a description of each data source and how that source 

became significant to the emalysis process. 

The first half of the yecir from August to December was 

the exploratory phase of the study. Diiring this time I 

worked towcurd creating a sense of community as well as 

estcU^lishing -the curriculcur framework. The fourth graders 

needed time to become accustomed to working independently. 

Students participated in literature reflection and response 

cuid became comfortable with diverse perspectives. They 

developed understcuidings of the inquiry process cuid had 

experience working in inquiry groups. Students used their 

Data Collection 

Time Line of the Study 

August to December - Exploratory phase 

Jeuiuary to April 

May 

June to August 

September to Meurch 

Intense data collection 

Student final interviews 

Intense data euialysis 

Continued euialysis/writing 
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sketch logs in a variety of ways and had skills lessons on 

the use of tools for visual art experiences. During this 

time I read The Mem in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) to the 

students. I also obtained permission from parents for their 

children to paurticipate in the study and considered possible 

students for in depth analysis (see i^pendix I). 

Jeuiuary to April was the period of intense data 

collection. The primary areas of data collection were 

audio tapes to student's responses to literature during 

picture book read-aloud discussions and. small group chapter 

book discussions. Students began with books by Betsy Byars 

as soon as they returned from Christmeis vacation. Once we 

were well into the reading of Betsy Byars r I read The Mam in 

the Ceiling a second time emd Wringer by Jerry Spinelli 

(1997) as whole class read alouds. Students used notebooks 

to record written responses cuid continued to use sketch logs 

with more time to work in these books in less directed ways. 

Students were invited to use these tools to reflect on 

situations and discussions that occurred in a more general 

way during the course of the day as well as to meJce entries 

that might connect to personal circumstcuices. 

During this time we explored using choice in studio 

time. I also dociomented work done with drama as a tool of 

response to The Man on the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) euad eis a 

way to reflect on student issues. 

I used photography to keep records of student eurtifacts 

as well as drama emd literatxire discussions. I took field 
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notes for events that were not taped. I continued to keep a 

teaching joiimal during the second half of the year. I 

continued preliminary data emalysis cuid continued to 

consider students who would be my case studies. At the end 

of the school year I had a possible list of ten students for 

profiles. 

During May I engaged in student interviews. These 

interviews gave me cin opportunity to question students in a 

more focused way cdaout their issues. I asked them what 

pieces of literature were most significant to them and what 

lecuniing engagements they found most helpful. In Jiine I 

began intense data euialysis euid I spent the 1998-99 school 

year continuing this analysis and working on the writing 

about my findings. 

Data Sources 

The primary sources of data collected were: 1) a 

teaching journal, 2)student artifacts, 3) audio tapes, video 

tapes, eind transcripts, 4) photographs, 5) field notes, euid 

6) student interviews. 

Teaching Journal 

The primeury focus of this journal was my reflections on 

the process. This jovumal contains ncurratives about the 

data collection engagements. It was a place for me to 

reflect on individusil students euid on situational happenings 

within the clctssroam cuid school. It was a place to record 

conversations with people who were supportive of the project 

cuid it was a chronologiccil record of the various parts of 



the project. It was a place to record questions that arose 

emd form beginning data analysis. It helped me to 

understcund the framework for selecting pieces of data at a 

later point in time. I wrote in this journal diiring 

Sustained Silent Reading and Writing, during lunch time, cuid 

in the evening?. 

Student Artifacts 

These artifacts included samples frcxa the students' 

sketch logs cund response joximals, selected pieces frcnn 

projects or eurt work they did in response to literature 

discussion, and character webs and other cheirts or drawings 

as related to the dreuna performemce. It also includes a 

folder of essays students wrote about themselves. The 

essays started with "Who am I as . (a person, 

mathematicicui, etc.) The folder was used as beginning 

information and compared in a general way to the final 

interviews. 

I examined these artifacts for student generated 

issues. I looked at what students responded to euid how they 

responded. I looked for themes that students pursued over 

time. Specific eurtifacts were used to support the euialysis 

of student issues euid curriculcur spaces as well as to create 

the photo documentciries. 

The eirtifacts throughout the doctiment are not IcUseled 

as they eure an integral peurt of the telling of the 

curriculum cUid euialysis in which words and images together 

tell the story. 
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Audiotapes, Videotapes emd Transcripts 

I taped several of the groups in the literatizre 

discussions of the Betsy Byeurs books and the discussions of 

the Jerry Spinelli book WrdLnger. I had all of these 

discussion transcribed. I videotaped a drama performcuice of 

The Mcui in the Ceiling. I examined these tapes eind 

treuiscripts to see what p€urts of the books were revisited or 

emphasized by students in discussion or performance. I 

looked at the cheuracters in the books that the children 

connected with euid how they connected with them. I looked 

at comments students made related to their personal life, 

emotions or other connections that they felt related to the 

ideas in the books. I also took note of how students 

responded to one another diiring the data collection 

engagements. 

Photographs 

I kept photographs of the data collection period. I 

took photos of the classroom, students emd adults involved 

in the various lecuming engagements cmd student eurtifacts. 

In a study of identity construction, it made sense to take 

photos of the students diiring the engaganents euid add a 

visual c<^ponent to the study. I took photos of the drama 

work as a key addition to the field notes since only the 

final "performeuice" was videotaped. Photos documented all 

arecis of data collection with specicd. en^hasis on the art 

work cmd drama. 

I used these photos to create the story of the 
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ciirriculim process -through text euid images in Chapter Three 

euid to create the photo documentaries in Chapter Six. The 

photos in Chapter Three suid Chapter Six are not leibeled as 

they are ein integral peurt of the telling of the curriculum 

and the case studies. The photo dociimentcuries will be 

described in detail in a special section later in the 

chapter. The construction of mecuiing within the curriculeu: 

chapter aund the docximentciry case studies occurs within two 

sign systems, visual image and written text. The blending 

of these sign systems in the "reading" of the text is 

critical to the understcmdings in this dissertation 

document. 

Field Notes 

I kept field notes of the experiences that I was not 

cible to tape. These were primaurily the visits of Paul 

Fisher, a community resource person for the arts, and his 

interaction with the class. I also kept field notes of 

class discussions that were of a spontaneous nature cuid 

demonstrated student concerns and issues. I asked the 

libretrian, my student teacher cuid a graduate student doing 

her own reseeurch in my room to script field notes of picture 

book discussions which I facilitated. I kept field notes of 

the curriculcur background of experiences that I used for 

data such as a drawing or peiinting engagement. 

Interviews 

I interviewed the students during the final week of 

school. I asked them these three broad questions: 
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1) How do you feel you have cheuiged as a person this 

yeeur eind why? 

2) What books do you r^nember reading that were 

impoirtcuit to you? 

3) This year I used studio time and drama time. Do you 

think I should do that again and why or why not? 

These interviews were taped and transcribed. 

Data Analysis 

In order to create a baseline for cuicLlysis of data as 

it related to identity construction, I begaui by cisking 

students to put together eui initial portfolio that described 

the essence of each of them as a person. We began with a 

class brainstorm that followed the question: "If I asked you 

who you cure as a person, what kinds of things would be 

inportcuit?'' We created a list of their responses. The main 

question was expanded with the sub-question: What, in 

general, is importcuit for you to think eUx>ut? 

I asked the students to bring to school objects, 

drawings of objects, written curtifacts, or pictures that 

might reflect who they cure as a person, i.e. as a student, 

as a family member, as a child, as a Mexicaui-Americsui. We 

shcured these £urtifacts. Finally, I asked th^ to select a 

few items from the portfolio of lists cuid artifacts 2Lnd 

reflect on the first cpiestion: "Who am I eis a person?" This 

gave me a beginning look at each student's self assessment 

of identity euid beccune a frame of reference frcxn the child's 

own perspectives eis I later analyzed transcripts cuid looked 
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at class reflections. 

Following the euialysis period I conducted final 

interviews eis a member check - steurting with the beginning 

ideas in each student's portfolio, looking at the 

engagements and solicitdLng student feedback on the euialysis 

or final ideas they were willing to share. I believe these 

were ways of including the child's voice to inform me as a 

teacher and reseeurcher. 

My initial idea was to base the etnalysis euround the 

questions with a separate chapter on each question. This 

idea worked well for me and I reviewed the collection of 

data with the analysis of each question. Anticipating that 

the euialysis of the issues questions would support the 

seeurch for curriculeu: spaces, I first orgcuiized the data and 

made a wcU.1 chcirt. The chart had columns with titles such 

as "Identity Polders," "Literature Discussion" emd "Cheurts". 

I then entered the data sources for each topic in each of 

these columns. For example, under identity folders I listed 

"Who am I?" essays, personetl lecuming time lines, photos of 

time lines, self-portraits, euid so forth. Some of the 

sources overlapped but that was okay since it was created as 

a way to cross reference the data sources. For exan^le, I 

had a column Icibeled drama in which I listed field notes, 

videotape, cheurts, euid photographs with shozrt summaries, for 

excuaple one note would read "Video tape of Man In The 

Ceiling performance for p€u:ents." Then tinder cheurts I 

listed "drama engagements." The purpose of this chart was 
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to assure that I dJLd not overlook a significant source of 

data related to euiy one area. It is sometimes difficult in 

eui integrated curriculiim to remember where ideas have 

crossed over or to recall when looking through examples in 

treuiscripts that there were photographs or artifacts related 

to that particulcir discussion. 

I eventually added sticky notes to the chart related to 

issues. For exan^le, when I was considering the students' 

work related to the issue of "status" and I reviewed the 

data, I put a status note next to sources that included some 

kind of reference to that work. This chart became helpful 

in the spaces chapter in order for me to determine where in 

the curriculum students referred again to status besides the 

drama engagement where the issue originated. When I was 

convinced an issue was relevcuit, I could see what areas had 

contributed the most to that exploration or if the issue had 

been considered across all data sources. The issue of 

status appeared across all data sources. Although the 

students initiated the conversation in drama they referred 

to status in their literature response logs, sketch logs, 

literature discussions and in studio work. It wcis a 

touchstone to other issues. Finally, this cheurt was helpful 

because it enabled me to keep the data sources in tact. It 

served as a map for finding things so I did not have to 

disasseooble student work in order to organize the eurtifacts. 

What are the issues? 

Once I had the data sources organized, I begeui to 
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consider Ques-kion 1: What are the issues that eire 

significcuit to ten and eleven-yeeir-old students as related 

to the construction of their own identity? To euiswer this 

question, I looked across all the data sources, merging them 

to form a list of issues. These issues were then organized 

according to categories. I chose the Lincoln eUid Cuba 

(1981) file card system euid technique as a way to work with 

category formulation. I considered categories by looking at 

frequency or recurrence of an issue, the audience of the 

resecurch, the possible uniqueness of cui idea, or an area not 

otherwise recognized. The specific findings related to this 

question are discussed in Chapter Four. 

To help me think cibout question 1, I purchased a 

notebook that had lines across three quarters of the page, 

but along the left side of the page there was a bleuik 

meurgin. I begem with the final interviews emd made a list 

for of the ideas that each student discussed in that 

interview. During the process of data collection I decided 

on ten students whom I felt had worked consistently 

throughout the year euid participated in most of the 

engagements. I interviewed Shcuie, Claire, Ralph, Shanna, 

Estevcui, Dcinny, Liz, Bryeui, Lucas, and Jessica. Six of these 

students were in fifth grade euid five were in fourth. Here 

is a pcirtial sample of the initial list created froa Lucas' 

interview: 

- sed.d he lecumed math this yeeur 
- he commented on his negative behavior 
- discusses how he feels about literature response 
- discusses the status of each of his feuoily members 
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- says kids have low status 
- says people between 25 euid 40 have high status 
- ccfflipared himself to Palmer in Wringer, "I go along 
with things even if I don't want to." 

- said he didn't like "the eurts" because he wasn't good 
at it. 

After I made a list frcm the interview for each 

student, I created a list from each set of transcripts in 

which CLLI of the students were involved. Then I created a 

list from the written response logs euid the sketch logs. I 

chose these data sources because they reflected the 

students' voices directly. Later I looked at the field 

notes and teaching journals. The longer I worked on these 

lists, the more I became immersed in their talk. Patterns 

or big ideas begeua to foxrm across the talk e^.though cleeorly 

I was not yet fully understeuiding the issues. 

I met with Kathy Short, and colleagues Judi Busche and 

Leslie Kedin. They helped me fill in the left margin with 

questions emd cooments. For example, in several comments I 

saw fecurs being addressed. I saw the idea of wanting to be 

popular but not wanting to do all that the group does. 

There were comments eUsout "being yourself." I also talked 

with my colleagues edxsut literature discussions that I 

thought were unproductive. I weuited their perspective on 

whether they saw cuiything in this discussion that I missed 

Finally after reviewing everything, I ended up with 

cibout fifty "big ideas" that I felt were the most 

significant suid could be considered issues. I read about 

student issues in child development books cuid dictionaries 
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of discussion or interest that curises in students' responses 

and seems related to identity construction. To be 

considered an issue, the topic needed to cirise repeatedly in 

one student's responses or be seen repeatedly across the 

group. I put these emerging issues on file cards. I then 

recoded the transcripts cuid journals based on these big 

ideas until I was satisfied that I had not missed cuiything 

of significeuice. During this phase, I rewrote scxne of the 

issues to mcUce them cleeurer. 

Next I orgcuiized the cards of issues in general groups 

in order to arrive at broad categories. I made a web of the 

issues that went with that category. I sorted the ceurds a 

different way and I would web that idea. I estciblished a 

number of different ways to look at the data. S<»netimes I 

would go back and read directly from the data agatin to be 

sure I had not disteuiced the issue from the context. Then I 

met with my colleagues again cuid sheared my Vcurious webs. 

Through this talk I was eUsle to look at the categories I 

created with a different lens cuid see connections or 

differences I had not been ed:>le to see by myself. 

The major categories that emerged frcxa frcm these data 

orgeuiizations cure: constructing an image of self, 

constructing relationship, constructing a sense of place, 

€uid constructing viewpoint. I believed I could support 

these categories across the data sources emd for all the 

students. 
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I reconsidered siib issues within these major categories 

by using the ceirds. I pulled quotes euid samples in 

euiticipation of the writing emd for finding words to title 

the subcategories that, whenever possible, would reflect 

more closely the talk of students. For example, the 

subcategories under "Constructing cin Image of Self cure: 

Thinking About Thinking, Meeting in the Middle, Just Be 

Yourself, Ridicule Leaves a Lasting Impression, euid Personeil 

Integration. As I began to write eibout the issues and pull 

samples from the student work, the Ccise studies began to 

simmer in the back of my mind. 

Creating Spaces for Identity Construction 

Writing about the curriculxam and working on the 

analysis for the issues chapter became a strong foundation 

from which to consider my second question: How does the 

classroom leciming environment provide spaces for students 

to explore or construct their own identities? 

I define identity construction as the creating cuid 

shaping of ourselves as humain bedlngs as we form the values 

auid beliefs that motivate us emd govern what we perceive to 

be importcuit. These identity constructs shape our 

perceptions euid piirposes as we live from day to day. I 

define curriculeur space as eui interval or period of time 

when students work on issues of interest to them through 

dialogue cuid reflection (Miller, 1990). 

To consider cturricular spaces, I asked myself several 

questions: What learning engaganents allowed issues to be 
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introduced and. what learning engagements allowed students to 

think more deeply cUx>ut the issues? Besides the learning 

engag^ents, what were the essentisU. characteristics of my 

classroom cuid teaching behaviors that held the most 

potential related to identity construction? My wall chaurt 

was a good place to start. It was covered with sticky notes 

of where I would find exaa^les of issues in the data. It 

therefore was em indicator of the spaces that might allow 

these issues to be addressed. 

I returned to the student interviews in order to gcd.n 

insight 2U30ut this issue. I had eisked a broad question of 

the fourth graders: "What did we do this year that you would 

like to see us continue next yeeur cuad why?" euid of the fifth 

graders: "Of the veurious kinds of things we did this yeeu:, 

what do you feel was most beneficicU. to you?" Asking the 

question "How do you feel you have changed this yeaur as a 

person euid why?" etlso gave me insights into the cureas of the 

curriculum the students saw as having the greatest 

significance. I asked the students directly eUaout areas I 

was thinking about, "Do you think choice is importeuit? Why 

or why not?" Although these interviews may be seen as cued 

responses, they were relevant when the two areas were 

merged, that is, the spaces where I saw possibilities for 

identity thinking atnd where the students felt they 

experienced the most growth. 

For the question of spaces I also needed to do self 

euialysis. The spaces were offered by me in order to examine 
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identity construction. I needed to consider my own 

selection of the possible spaces for the study euid the worth 

of these spaces in the emergence of student issues. I 

wcinted to look at my role within the spaces I had created. 

To assist in this analysis, I interviewed Principal 

Rosanna Gallagher cuid fellow teachers, Leslie Ksdm euid Judi 

Busche. These were people with whm I had worked closely 

euid who had often been in my classrom. Generally, each had 

an curea they focused on in the interview with only scxne 

overlap. Roseuina tcLlked primeirily about the tone in the 

room. Judi tcilked about my responses to kids. Leslie 

talked about my expectations. After t€Qcing notes fr<m them 

and reflecting on my own belief system, I read through my 

joumeJ.s and all of the transcripts of discussions in which 

I pcurticipated. I made a list of ways I responded in talk 

euid in cxirriculum development as related to exploring my 

students' identity issues. 

Finally, I went back through the chapter I had written 

on the curriculum. I made ceurds with words like "inquiry," 

"dieU-ogue" and "traditions." With these three areas of 

information - the curriculum and self reflection, responses 

tcdcen from the data and the wall cheurk, cuid the comments of 

my colleagues - i begcua to think through this with drawings. 

I used stars and webs cuid gradually I could see two broad 

eureas forming, that is, choices I make that relate directly 

to interactions and eissessments of students and those that 
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relate to the broader leeuming environment. I took the list 

of comments and ideeis euid sorted them into these two 

categories. Literature response is a decision about the 

learning environment. QuestiondLng students eibout their 

responses is a way I relate directly to the child. These 

are both exanqples of choices I make to create space for 

identity issues to emerge euid -to be explored and tha-t would 

be considered for categories related to spaces. 

I worked on the list until I had it divided into the 

broad aureas and then I worked on subcategories. In the area 

of working directly with the st;uden-ts, the subcategories I 

eucrived at include Knowing the Child, Challenging the Child, 

and Offering Choices. In the broader environment, I felt 

everything that was of significance to understanding spaces 

fell within the categories ^Lit^erature Based Classroom, 

"VeU-uing Diversity" and "Creating CcMmnunity." 

The Photo Documen-taries 

I considered writing case studies aa a way of 

responding to the third question of the study. How do kids 

work at constructing an identify within a school context? I 

spent the better part of a year looking at artifacts and 

photographs cuid attempting to interpret them as to iden-tity 

construction. The idea of creating a photo documentary as a 

case study made sense. I decided to put together a series 

of photos emd quotes from a student's writing, the s-tudent:'s 

conversation in literature discussion groups, cmd coomen-ts 

from -the student's final interview to show -the work that 
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each student was doing related to identity exploration. 

Bogdan 6 Biklem (1992) say photographs are "closely 

aligned with (qualitative research and Ccui be used to provide 

strikingly descriptive data, eure often used to understand 

the subjective, euid are frequently analyzed inductively" 

(p. 138). Bogdeui & Biklan go on to say that photographs such 

as those of a classroom cam provide a cultiiral inventory smd 

be a way to freeze a moment for later discussion and 

interpretation or immortalize a moment in eui on going flow 

of events. As I reflected on photography as euialysis, I saw 

similaurities to Rosenblatt in the issues raised: "Is the 

camera like a typewriter that has nothing to say on its own? 

Is it only an instrument, dependent upon the skill emd 

insightfulness of the one who is holding it? Or is there 

something abont the relationship between the holder, the 

camera, euid the understanding that is tremscendent?" (p. 

144-145). 

The photography is only paurt of the case study 

documentary, however. There cure SLLSO copies of clippings 

from trcuiscripts, excerpts from response joumcJ.s euid copies 

of eurtwork. The photo documentcu:y format for the case study 

unbodied the definition of a qualitative evaluator as stated 

by Cuba emd Lincoln (1981) "they do what anthropologists, 

social scientists, connoisseurs, critics, ored. historicuis, 

novelists, essayists, and poets throughout the yeeurs have 

done. They ̂ phasize, describe, judge, ccoipaure, portray, 

evoke images, and create, for the reader or listener, the 
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sense of having been there" (p. 149). 

In composing the case studies there were two cureas of 

decision nicUcing: who to profile euid which pieces of that 

student's work to include. There were lesser decisions like 

how the length auid what the order of the images in. Then 

followed the actueil construction which included sccinning and 

labeling «LL1 the pieces, printing once or twice or three 

times vmtil all the shades were adjusted cuid then meUcing 

decisions about the layout and background of the pieces. 

Deciding on the students was the primeury decision. I 

wcuited the images to stcuid alone euid so I chose students 

with a central focus that could be recognized in a few 

pieces of work. My photographs had been tcUcen reuidomly 

throughout the year without pcurticulcur students in mind so I 

needed to be sure I actucU.ly had a reasonable number to work 

with for any one child. I weuited the students chosen to be 

representative of the laurger group and I wanted students who 

had considered their issue or issues from a variety of 

perspectives so that it would add interest to the 

documentary, it would seem difficult to find students who 

met all these criteria, but I had several students I 

initieU.ly could use. 

I returned to my original list of the students emd the 

their issues. I tried to eurrive at a few central ideas for 

each student. For example, with Shane there was always talk 

of his interest euid ability in eurt. With Shanna there were 

many references to her pcurent's divorce. Jessica was 
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-thinking about the concept of lying and trust. 

Three categories emerged across the students that were 

descriptive of their process. These three identity themes 

were situationeil identity construction, integrated identity 

construction, and conceptual identity construction. These 

categories eure discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 

One way of thinking edx>ut themselves was situational. 

The student was somehow involved in a situation that was a 

life cheuige and they were deeply focused on what this change 

meeuit for them. Both Sheuina euid euid Deumy were focused on 

situational themes, but Dcuiny used a number of ways to make 

mecuiing and better fit the overall criteria of the photo 

documentary case study which was to have responses across 

all data sources. 

Shane euid Liz both had a strong identity that they 

worked at integrating across the curriculum. Shane had em 

eurt focus and for Liz it Wcis math. I eliminated ShcUie 

because he had many things going on that would be difficult 

to conmunicate in the photo documentciry format. That meemt 

my choice for example of integrated identity construction 

would be Liz. 

Others like Claire, Bryan emd Estevcui were seeking to 

define peurticular issues which I defined as a "concept" in 

identity exploration, and how those issues related to them. 

Estevikn's issue weis that of adoption cuid related cultural 

concerns. I felt this issue to be of a private nature 

though the parents had signed a permission form. Esteveui 
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subject. Claire and Bryeui remained. Claire had mciny 

interesting issues that she considered, one of which was a 

mental block she had in math. As a resecurcher on issues of 

identity, I foiind Bryeui to be the most intriguing. I also 

felt his work in drama to be significeuit. I therefore 

reasoned that Bryan should be my case study for conceptual 

identity formation. 

Once having chosen the three case study students, I 

collected all of the year's work these students as related 

to their identity issues and put the work in plastic sheets 

in a three ring binder. I highlighted everything they said 

in the treinscripts and fineU. interview with a marker. I 

went back with the notebooks to my collaborative team. "Do 

you see what I see?" I asked them. "Do you find it 

interesting?" I asked them. "Could you see it without my 

telling you it was there?" I asked euid watched their faces. 

The emswers were "yes", "yes", and "I think so." I 

recognized that they were looking at the student's entire 

body of work. Fewer seunples could create a shorter path to 

the central th^e of identity construction, but I would 

still need to incorporate cui introduction to each student. 

The eirtifacts emd photographs could not stetnd entirely 

alone. I ccmposed a draft of what I might say for each case 

study introduction. I then begem reducing the artifacts. 

Eliminating items from the notebook was tense work. I 

considered the possibility that I was making connections 
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remembering the others. My criteria for selection wets that 

the piece connect with the issue or in s<xae way show a side 

of the student that was important. Agetin I looked for 

diversity in approach. Did they talk? Did they write? Did 

they draw? what photogrciphs did I have to doctmient issue 

I genereJ.ly orgeuiized the case study pages around one 

aspect of the student's identity construction. For example, 

one page would focus on responses in drama. Another page 

would relate to literature discussion. All the first pages 

will laid out the same. What would mcUce a strong finish for 

the last page? In this way, each photo document€u:y case 

study was developed. 

Although not directly a part of the euialysis, the time 

spent designing the layout is inporteuit. The readers would 

initially be euialyzing the data themselves as they read 

through the docvimentary case study prior to reading my 

discussion on each student. I spent several days scsmning 

and then trying page layout formats. Should I box the 

pictures with black on a white background? Should 

everything be uniform or should I change size? Should I 

keep similar things together even if that means the page is 

neeurly eU.1 leuiguage or seek a more visually pleasing format 

of language euid image together? Bryeui's documenteury was 

longer because he was looking at his issues in small ways 

over time so I needed more. Liz and Danny had a more 

focused issue exploration €uid may not have needed even the 
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length I gave them. I reduced tihe introductions to a page 

or two cuid added a discussion of the categories at the end 

to enqphasize the ways in v^ich these students represented 

the class. 

Conclusion 

The major focus of this study is on ways students work 

at constructing identity within a classroom setting as 

evidence through their responses to literature. This focus 

led me to ask the following questions: 

1. What cure the issues that cure significeuit to ten euid 
eleven-year-old students as related to the 
construction of their own identity? 

2. How does the classroom learning environment provide 
spaces for students to explore or construct their 
own identities? 

3. How do kids work at constructing em identity within 
a school context? 

I explored these questions in my own intermediate 

multiage classroom by collecting emd euialyzing children's 

responses to literature through literature discussion, 

written response logs, sketch logs, cutid through responses 

during studio time when students used art cuid drama. 

Student interviews, teaching journals, field notes, euid 

audio and videotapes were also part of the data collection. 

The data cuialysis process was a tiered process. The 

emalysis of issues helped in eurriving at an understcmding of 

the spaces. The euicd.ysis of the issues cuid spaces then 

enabled me to form categories of individual identity 

construction which supported the case studies. All data 
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sotirces were aneU.yzed using a const:cUit compara-tlve aneilysis 

(Glaser & S1:raussr 1967). I compcured ^e students' 

responses to iden-tify tentative categories. The tentat:ive 

categories tha-t had similcur properi:ies were reduced to a 

small number of conceptued. categories. The data was recoded 

with each set of categories emd the resulting aneJ.ysis is in 

Chapters Four, Five and Six. 

To ensure trustworthiness in this study I incorporated 

the strategies of triemgulation wherein I used multiple 

sources of da-ta, member checks by means of the final 

interview, long term observation, euid peer examina-tion in 

which I asked my colleagues to comment on the findings as 

they emerged (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The findings are 

credible based on Goetz & LeComp-te's (1984) factors tha-t 

lend support to high internal validity including working 

among my studen-ts in a naturalis-tic sel:ting tha-t reflects 

the life experiences of the par1:icipeuit;s and by including 

their voices in my auialysis through their talk and samples 

of their work. 

It: was my goal to understand humcui behavior and 

experience, as rela-te to my students' personal identity 

constzruction. I wanted -to grasp the process by which my 

students construc-t meaning and to describe what those 

meeuiings are (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 49), with the 

ultimate result being that of becOTiing a better teacher. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LCX}KIN6 AT THE CURRICULAR FRAMEWORK 

One of the things I appreciate about working as a 

resecurcher in my ovm classroom is the unique opportiinity to 

reflect on the yeeur. This kind of deep reflection is vital 

as a way to pull together my thinking eUsout theory with the 

daily instructional practice in my classroom. Although as a 

rule my understcuidings of theory eure ahead of my practice, I 

do feel a sense of satisfaction that the practice reflects a 

core set of beliefs. Teachers spend a great deal of time 

considering curriculum in the broad sense. We take siommer 

workshops in subject eireas such as math instruction or we 

take classes at the University. Sometimes we work on 

district committees to consider the implementation of new 

curriculum adoptions such as designing an effective 

portfolio system. We belong to professional groups such as 

Teacher's Applying Whole Language where meetings euid 

conferences focus on curriculum. We read books and journals 

eUid curriculum guides. We engage in reflective dialogue with 

colleagues to gain perspectives on our own developing 

notions. 

The thinking that is generated fron these veurious 

forums changes who we are as teachers eind this beccmes 

evident in the minute by minute decisions made each day in 

the classro<xa. I also find it interesting as I continue to 

strive towcurd student centered ciirriculum to see how a 

research study design is shaped by the students in the 
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classroom. I have comple-ted two major studies and several 

smaller projects. I stcurted all of them with a broad 

framework cutid specific questions. Scnaetimes in plcinning a 

study I would have the most recent group of children in the 

back of my mind. Considering curriculum is impossible 

without the spirits of children floating through your mind. 

Since I normeU.ly plan a study cQiead of the group of children 

I intend to work with, the study moves cuid chcuiges in 

relationship to that peurticulaur group. By conducting 

research with my own class, I do not have the freedom to 

choose groups or schools that might seem more interesting or 

cooperative. This agcLin gives the project life and interest 

euid meUces the reseeurch a force as dynamic as the classroom 

itself. 

In this chapter I reflect on starting the yeeu: of this 

study based on how my students explored identity 

construction through responses to literatiire. I begin by 

giving a brief flashback of the curriculeur history of my 

work at the school as it relates to the context of this 

study. I describe the setting and the beginning of the year 

decisions that I made based on this particuleur group of 

students euid the demeuids of this particuleur school. I then 

give eui overview of the first half of the yeeur. During this 

time we were developing a strong base of community and 

literature response. 

St£urting the Year 

I stood in the doorway surveying the ro<»i. I didn't 
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bo-ther to turn on the lights. The desert siin streamed in 

through the windows, the blinds drawn up to the ceiling as 

the custodieuis had left them after the stimmer cleeuiing. 

Tcibles were pushed together on one side of the room cuid blue 

plastic chairs were in stacks. My eyes took in the empty 

bulletin bocirds . . sunflowers . . I would decorate my rocxB 

with sunflowers. It was too hot in August to return to a 

school with no air conditioning. Only the "swamp" coolers 

blew in air euid with little effect. Even on full blast, the 

t^perature in the room registered in the 80's. In eight 

days the kids would be here with serious eyes and sweaty 

faces. A garden atmosphere of green and yellow flowers 

would be inviting. 

Perhaps stuiflowers would perk up my wilted spirits as 

well. I had just left a disturbing meeting of the 

intermediate team. My colleagues had initially greeted each 

other with enthusiasm. We picked up our class lists 

determined at the end of the last school year. Judi would 

have a straight fifth. This wets the third yeeir for meuiy of 

her students who stcurted with her in a 3/4 multiage two 

years ago. Linda would have a fourth grade. Leslie and I 

would be teaching a 4/5 multiage taking our previous fourth 

graders up to fifth. There would be additions to the list 

on the first day of school. ID less than two weeks, the 

students on these lists would become our focus for the year. 

Not that we hadn't already given these kids a great 

deal of thought. We met over the summer to pleui how we 
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would work together as a team. We had been working on a 

teaching method that we simply called "rotations." The idea 

was based on considering all the classes as one unit for 

part of the day. Judi euid I initiated the concept in our 

second year at Robins to facilitate euti inquiry study in 

astronomy. We plcuined together with student teachers eind 

support staff suid then mixed our classes to form small 

groups who rotated through the vcurious leeuming engaganents. 

Rotation experiences included browsing text sets and making 

webs, visiting "centers" for purposes of exploration euid 

generating of questions, science experiments, oral 

storytelling, technology related to the inquiry, euid various 

connections to math euid the curbs throughout. The power of 

the rotations was in the plcuming. Judi smd I pushed one 

einother's thinking euid discussed educationeU. theory emd 

beliefs together. We gave each other advice on the lessons, 

perhaps how the lesson could be made more powerful or 

questioning the purpose of the lesson euid how it fit with 

our developing theory and the students' responses. On the 

practiccU. side, it mecuit that fewer materials would be 

needed for euiy one group. The time we took to collect books 

euid materials or research a lesson would benefit a greater 

nixmber of students. We would teach a lesson more thcui once 

so we could refine it and ccmpare responses of different 

students. As we reflected with each other and with the 

students after each set of rotations, teachers euid students 

would make a decision together as to the next turn the 
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CTirriculiini would teJce. Sometimes the next turn might be 

recognizing the need for a lesson in skills, like how to 

read large ntmibers if we were going to continue with space 

travel issues. More often it meant finding people and 

materials to support further student inquiry. For exeunple, 

the students were excited edsout the artwork in many of the 

posters we hung suround the room. We were able to find a 

local artist who worked with the graphics of space art to 

c(»ie and speedc to our group. 

The astronomy study was so successful that we continued 

the next y&ar with a focus study on the planet Eeurth. 

Leslie joined us that y&ar which meant three classes were 

involved in the rotations. Leslie had a strong interest in 

math. Together with Judi's science expertise euid my 

interest in literature euid the arts, we were a strong team. 

Formerly, Judi euid I had moved students through rotations 

daily. The second year we elected to keep each group of 

students for one hour a day for three consecutive days. 

This would give us more time for dialogue and reflection 

within the learning engagement. Again the year was highly 

successful. Now Linda wanted to get on board. We met over 

the summer eind settled on our umbrella concept, "The Art of 

Reflection: Inquiring Minds." The use of the word "art" was 

a play on words meeuiing that reflection is eui cirt to be 

developed. We also wanted more time to be spent on 

reflecting through the visucU. arts, music and drama. At the 

stimmer meeting we decided to stcurt the yecu: with rotations 
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on art techniques so that students would immediately have 

visual literacy tools for reflecting. We would incorporate 

in the lesson an example of someone ''famous" who used the 

technique as a way to think. We had ed.so been asked to 

teach "life skills" such as honesty euid integrity as a 

school wide theme. We thought this could be incorporated 

into the discussions of the people we mentioned in the 

rotation focus study. We felt that this foundation of 

reflection would add depth to suiy studies that were 

occvurring in our sepeurate rooas. It would certainly be a 

great steurt for my reseaurch on developing a sense of 

identity. 

We came to the first meeting of the school yeeur sharing 

our plcuis with Roseuina/ the principal. Leslie wcis going to 

work with pastels euid she had educated herself over the 

summer on this media. Judi loved watercolor. They would 

introduce various curtists and illustrators as part of the 

study. Linda planned to begin with drawing cund a discussion 

of Leoneurdo de Vinci. Since we were tentatively considering 

a visit from a children's author who worked with fauitasy, I 

decided to steurt with Chagall. Later, at the urging of a 

student, we incorporated Vcui Gogh's theme of yellow euid his 

"Sunflowers" piece into this rotation. 

At this first meeting, Rosemna seemed pleased with our 

pleuis but she carried a stack of papers cuid looked somewhat 

preoccupied. Finally she handed us another list. "These sure 

the students you eure getting from third grade who €u:e moving 
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into the intermedia-te wing. On the left eure students who 

scored cdaove the 50th percentile on the steuidardized test. 

On the right are the students who scored below. You each 

have a list for math^atics eind reading," she said. 

I don't put a lot of stock in test scores but I was 

still aghast. On my mathematics list I had three children 

on the left euid everyone else on the right. Leslie's was 

the same. Linda had only one child on the left. The 

reading scores were better but not much. Roscuma saw the 

looks of consternation on our faces cuid rushed to support 

us. The scores for the fourth graders of the previous yeeu: 

were excellent, she said. Those scores were published in 

the newspaper over the summer. The kids in fifth who went 

on to middle school also did well. ^If these third grade 

scores had been published, mcuiy peurents in the school would 

have criticized our program." she said. "If we don't bring 

up these children's scores before they eure published in the 

paper this coming year, the parents will not see last yecur's 

students cmd this yeeur's as different groups with differing 

needs, but will interpret it that our scores eu:e 'feJ.ling' 

and we will be spending a great deal of time defending our 

program." We tinderstood that Roseuma had received the same 

message from her assistcuit superintendent. 

The pcurents of Robins' students see our program as 

"innovative." We use textbooks only as a resource. We use 

children's literature instead of bascil readers. We do not 

have weekly spelling tests. We write for real purposes 
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rather thcui working our way through language skills sheets. 

We emphasize math, visual arts, music eind drama eis forms of 

literacy as well as reading and writing. We have multiage 

classes. 

We face the "test score ̂ phasis" dilemma yearly but 

the vision of the scores in next summer's paper with this 

group made our stomachs tighten. Clecurly Rosemna was 

worried. She fineJ.ly spoke again. "You all do wonderful 

things in reading. I know you will bring them up in no 

time. I know you once ted.ked edsout ^phasizing mathematics 

in your rotations. Caui you work on basic math skills in 

rotations? Perhaps you will need to refer some of these 

children to child study or we might be held accountable for 

not following the correct procedures. " 

Now, as I looked aucoiind my vacant classroom, memories 

of the r^ainder of the meeting blurred in my mind. What 

was it she said? The kids had a long-term sxibstitute one 

yeeur. There were mauiy behavioral problems, fteny of the 

students were on medication for hyperactivity. Several of 

the kids were from the local "group home" or shelter. A 

feeling of pressure crept up my neck. Basic skills. Test 

scores. An unusual group of children who are experiencing 

difficulty leeuming. How would this affect our curriculum? 

Would this list of scores limit my teaching? Would it limit 

my reseeurch? I picked up my keys euid headed out to find 

sunflowers. 
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Setting Up the Room 

The next day my daughter and I arrived early to 

organize the classroom space. The school is only four years 

old and has not reached capacity, so I was fortunate to be 

allotted two classrooms connected by an office. 

One room would be the "home base". Students would come 

to this classroom in the mornings and leave from it in the 

afternoons. This room would be used for direct instruction 

and for most reading and writing blocks. It would house the 

large classroom library in the built-in shelves and it would 

have a large rug area for class meetings and read alouds.The 

built-in cubbies that would hold student's looseleaf 

notebooks (portfolios), their writer's notebooks, rotation 

notebooks, sketch logs, journals, and library books were 

organized. We arranged seven rectangular tables together and 

placed the rug over by the bookshelves and cubbies. We took 

out the sunflower decorations we had purchased and in a few 

hours there were sunflower accents all around the room. We 

took a lunch break and then tackled the second room. 
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This room would teike more thought. I envisioned it eis 

a "studio" - the primary place for music, eurt eind drama. I 

was not sure which room would house math. My goal was to 

create a "studio" experience in ̂ ich students could respond 

freely to literattare. Although more time was needed to 

prepcure students cuid to expand my own thinking, I wcuited 

this room to signal the possibilities. I etssxuaed the 

content and eventual arreuigement of the room would evolve 

throughout the year. 

It began simply as a room with a lot of tables. We 

arranged them in a "wheel" with a circle taJ>le in the middle 

and recteuigulcir tables extending out. We filled the built-

in cubbies cund shelves with a veuriety of curt supplies, 

stacks of newspapers and magazines, and for now, the math 

materials. We hung old long-playing records from the 

ceiling euid decorated the bulletin boards with themes 

related to art euid music. We set up an easel. I strung 

crayons that would light up around the top of the 

bookshelves. We organized all the musical instruments into 

one comer. We placed books that related to the arts euround 

the room. 

By the end of the year the ro<»i would look very 

different. Half of the tables were removed to give more 

floor space for movement and drama, or simply room to work 

on projects on the floor. I covered Isurge pieces of 

ceurdboard with black cloth to make a backdrop for drama or 

for a "gallery." At different times during the year, the 
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9cU.lery held s-kudeni: work, photographs of student 

engagements which we call "talking pictures," or the work 

of a professional aurtist. i was able to get auiother lajrge 

rug which was, in turn, a meeting place to share works in 

progress, a stage when placed in front of the backdrop or a 

workplace, most usually for music eind blocks. I covered the 

blackboeurds to mcUce more room for displays etnd added plaster 

pillars that served as sculpture displays or held plemts to 

add aesthetic appeeil to displays and performances. One 

comer was set up with rugs euid pillows €md a tape player 

eucid often the students or I would pair a print of a painting 

with a book on the floor in this curea. This enabled 

students to examine eurt prints at eye level. I kept a ceurt 

filled with math strategy games in this room to encourage 

students to come in during their brecUcs and play games in 

smeU.1 groups. 

Gradually students begeui to call this rocxa "the studio" 

euid to congregate reguleurly. They left their musical 

instrxoments in this room and often Ccime in before school or 

diiring their lunch time to practice or give demonstrations 

to each other. They played games and worked on paintings. 

At times I found clay sculptures sitting around and fresh 

ped.ntings on the eeisel that had been created during lunch. 

Although I was delighted, the messes they tended to leave 

were not as wonderful and it seemed as though we were always 

deeming up. I wondered if true eirtists have a higher 

threshold for creative discunray theui I do. 
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The students were to have a place to work that was 

relatively unscheduled and "unmonitored" by adults. I was 

always finding interesting projects going on in the room. 
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The studio would also be an available space for the 

vcirious people who would be working in my room throughout 

the yeeur. The two people who would be coning on the most 

consistent basis would be Paul Fisher and Cheri Anderson. 

Paul Fisher is a member of The Tucson Council for the Arts. 

He was hired by the school to work with teachers and 

students in drama. Paul weuited to help us to feel 

ccxaforteQ>le with drama as a way to think. He weuited to move 

us away from the concept of drama as only presentational. 

He was willing to work closely with me on my exploration of 

identity in amy way that would msUce sense. Cheri Anderson 

is a full time employee of the school district who is 

working to complete a doctorate in visual literacy. She 

asked to work with students in my classroom on a reseeurch 

study. Her focus would be children's understcuidings of the 

connections between written leuiguage euid illustration in 

picture books. She planned to come out to the school a day 

cund a hcU.f a week to work with students that she would 

identify for case studies. She scheduled additional times 

to work with my whole class on visueil literacy engagements 

relating to literature. She was willing to give me advice 

cind support in the development of the studio and studio time 

as well as sheure etny identity themes that she saw emerging 

in the responses from the students she was working with 

individually. As colleagues, we hoped to support each other 

in our data collection eund beginning auialysis. 
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As I -think back on that day that my daughter and I 

climbed up cuid down ladders euid curreuiged and rearretnged, I 

am struck with the potential that lies at the beginning of a 

school year. I wondered what kinds of experiences these 

children were bringing to the two rooms that were organized 

in readiness for their currival. Did the test scores really 

reflect the reality of their eUailities? Would I get caught 

up in literature and studio responses or would I fall into a 

panic state of skills lessons, child study referrals cutid 

behavior problems? Yet even as I waU.ked down the hot, 

d£urkened he^.1 of that August evening, I felt hope euid 

einticipation beginning to bubble inside me. I knew it would 

be a great year. 

The Students Enter 

I steurted the year with thirteen fourth graders who were new 

to me and twelve fifth grade students. As they filed in on 

the first day of school I was struck with how young the 

fourth graders looked. They were small cuid meuiifested more 

childlike behaviors than would be usual at that grade level. 

A c[uick peruscU. of ciimulative folders later revealed that 

several of them were neeurly a full yeeur younger them their 

classmates cuid therefore two yeeurs younger thcui the fifth 

graders. I had a "young" student neeurly every year but to 

have several in one class weis highly unusual. I came to 

feel this issue accounted to a leurge measure for their test 

scores and overall performemce in both academics cuid 

"behavior." They were a chatty group, preoccupied with 
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social issues and displaying a general lack of focus on 

school work. As I gave l;he usual fall assessments, I noted 

that most used only "sounding out" as a reading strategy. 

Their writing pieces were short, forced euid displayed a lack 

of understanding of conventions of writing. No one could 

write in cursive. Addition and single subtraction were 

cUsout the only math they seemed comforted>le with. Problem 

solving exercises generated bleuik looks. Even the two 

students who were in the Gifted euid TeU.ented Education 

Program (GATE) seemed lost. The GATE students did, however, 

display an interest in school euid eui eagerness to 

pcurticipate that was generally lacking in the remaining 

students. 

Normally when faced with such a challenge of incoming 

students I would look to the fifth graders as guides. One 

of the blessings of multiage classrooms is the core group 

that returns the following yeeur. But of my twelve fifth 

graders, only seven had been in my class the yecur before. 

Of the remaining five, two had started out in my class the 

previous yeeur as fourth graders but were tcUcen out when 

crowded conditions forced the hiring of a new teacher. 

Three other students were moved into my room at the fifth 

grade level by parent request. Two of these students were 

gifted cuid the other wets diagnosed with depression. By 

Jeuiueuy I had lost two fifth graders, one to relocation and 

one to a private school, euid I had added four more fourth 

graders. Now I had seventeen fourth graders eUid only ten 
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fifth graders. 

Twenty students were new and only seven were my 

returning students. The academic reuige was basically from 

third grade to sixth or seventh grade level vindersteuidings. 

"It's a good year to study personal identity," I wrote 

in my joumeil, "because there ar& sure no two kids that eire 

alike." Although such could be said of all classes, it 

seemed to be more exaggerated this yeeur. I scheduled pcirent 

conferences immediately instead of waiting for the usual 

district assigned days in October euid faced the fact that in 

many ways I was steurting from scratch. 

First Semester: Laying the 
Foundation for a Study of Identity 

The first half of the yeeir was spent primarily in 

building community, introducing suid maintaining classroom 

procedures, and giving very Ccureful consideration to 

building reflection emd response strategies in students. 

ScHae engagements were planned from "the get-go" and some 

engagements were highly extemporemeous. Given my goals, 

however, ed.1 learning engag^ents worked towsurd creating the 

foundation for the study of identity. The engagements that 

stand out in my mind as being the most significant cure the 

student created time lines of their own leeuniiing process, 

our author studies, the book reviews we did for the 

librarian, the read ctloud The Man in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 

1993) with related drama responses, the Tom T. Hall music 

study and the inquiry project that begcin with a district 
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science kit on rocks and "took off" when the children 

refused to let go of it. The thread that wove these 

seemingly unrelated engagements together was reflection emd 

thoughtful response, consideration of thoughtful euid 

responsive people, experiences across eU.1 sign systems, euid 

m£uiy oppoxrtimities for dialogue and collaboration. 

Given the differing experiences euid abilities of 

students who eure new to a teacher, the curriculeu: beginnings 

of euiy yeeur cem appeeu: choppy. Leeuming engagements that on 

the surface seem to have potential may fall flat. Students 

may choose to explore em idea that at first does not seem to 

fit with the overall objective for the yeeur. Spontaneous 

things happen that pull us away from our predetermined 

plans. As a teacher it is at times frustrating emd it is 

difficult to refreiin fr<Ma rushing the process. Yet given 

time and patience, students begin to make connections £uid to 

think more deeply. The following section details the 

primary curriculeu: engagements of the fall semester that 

provided a foundation for the period of intense data 

collection that took place beginning in Jeuiuary. 

Buildincf Cimmnunitv 

It was important for me to begin with meaningful 

activities that pulled me and my students together as a 

class cuid that encouraged the students to see themselves as 

leeimers. Homework on the first day was to bring in an 

artifact that reflected something each of them had leeumed 

over the sismmer. The next day I asked them to shsure their 
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eurtifact with the class and eventually to write cdx>ut that 

leeuniing experience. Bryeui wrote about his rock climbing 

feeirs at leeuming to "repel." Raguel wrote about learning 

to tcUce ceure of her little sister while her mom was working. 

The conversations surrounding these leeiming 

experiences created some controversy as students eurgued with 

one another. "You didn't just leam that this summer," they 

S2u.d. This most often came up when students related feats 

of swimming. Although I had already considered a time line 

assignment/ their discussion gave me a great lead-in. "What 

about creating a life-long time line of your leeuming 

achievements?" i suggested. "Then you could put them on 

your time line, for example, when you first staurted to leeum 

to swim euid how that skill developed with focus and 

practice." At first they seemed dazed, as happened often 

when I made suggestions throughout the year. The first 

reaction wcis that I was asking the inqpossible. "Our whole 

lives?" they asked. Bu-t when I offered it as a two week 

homework assigiment, they were ccxaforted cuid thought it not 

as bad as some hcxnework. 

The final projects were amazing and we had an inroad 

into reflecting on our own inquiring minds, recalling the 

intermediate th^se which was The Art of Reflection: 

Inquiring Minds. As the students sheured their time lines, 

we immediately grasped the kinds of lifestyles we sh€ured cuid 

the things that were iji^>orteucit to us euid our families. Even 

the style in which the project was presented was relevant. 
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Bryan presented his as a computer that flashed on and off. 

Round circles of paper resembling computer disks lifted up 

to reveal his veurious leeuniing accon^lishments. Liz put her 

title on a basebcU.1 bat cuid her acquired skills were printed 

on baseballs. They picked three of their time line entries 

to write about more extensively. 

I orgeuiized auiother community-building activity at this 

point based on a need I saw for peurents to get more involved 

with their children in the classroom. Although I 

traditionally have a Student-of-the-Week, this yeeir I 

scheduled each student's week well in advemce cuid sent a 

letter home inviting the peurents to come into the school to 

volunteer for up to four hours. They could share a personal 

or Ccureer interest, help with clerical work, or do some 

reading or play leeuning games with a small group of 

students. Over 50% of the parents pcirticipated. Much of 

our writing wets in response to these visits by creating 

books of student letters complete with photographs that were 

sent home following the parents' visit. We had a peurent 

team involved with the math program for the district who 

taught an excellent math lesson. Another parent team 

dressed in camouflage to give a demonstration of bow 

hunting. A father demonstrated tools he used in surveying. 

These presentations d^onstrated inquiring minds euid taking 

the time to reflect and shsure as well as the notion that the 

business of leeoming takes a lifetime. 
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A sense of community also marked the first change in 

the studio. We drew each other's profiles and cut them out 

of black paper. We hung them around the top of the studio 

walls. They served as a visual representation of the 

importance of the individual members of the group and 

witnessed that the studio was a place created for them. 

Author Studies 

The umbrella concept of "The Art of Reflection: 

Inquiring Minds" led naturally to a study of authors. I 

used a set of books about authors that are produced for 

children. Each book is a story of an author and includes 

photographs. These books are excellent because they include 
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discussions of the author's creative process. I introduced 

the books with a ^book pass." This meeuit that I gave out 

the books euid each pair of students could look one over for 

a few minutes auid then pass it on. 

The students were familiar with memy of the authors 

and suggested bringing in books written by these same 

authors. Most of the books were picture books and within 

the reading ability reuige of all the students. I took out 

plastic ttibs and the kids, the libreurian and I put together 

a set of books for each author. I added to the text sets 

amy information or pictures I had in my personal files along 

with the originctl book eUaout the author. The class read the 

books at tcUsles euid on the rug emd discussed the books in 

small groups. The students were relaxed about reading in 

spite of the rcucige of skill levels and seemed excited by 

personal knowledge of memy authors. During our dad-ly read 

aloud on the rug, students volunteered to choose one book 

from a text set euid read it to the rest of the class. This 

led to informal c(»iments cUx>ut the authors auid sometimes 

about the illustrator cuid illustrations. Occasionally I was 

able to find smother book by a pcirticular illustrator to 

extend the study. 

I continued gathering observationeU. notes on the 

students' responses. What kinds of books were they drawn 

to? Who paid particular attention to illustrations? Which 

children appeeured to be the struggling readers? Which ones 

worked well together? The study created a tone for the rocoi 
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by conveying that books were important here, that picture 

books and novels had equal status even at the intermediate 

level, emd that knowing about authors euid illustrators was a 

good thing. 

Book Reviews 

One morning the librcurizm came into our rocxa cuid asked 

to speak with my class. "I have noticed," she sed.d, "that 

you are very interested in the people who write picture 

books euid the stories they tell. I have severed, new books 

that I have been asked to review so that other people ceui 

msUce decisions whether they weuit to read these books. I 

need your help. I want to know what you think." The class 

agreed to read the books and give her their responses. I 

foxind out later that she also considered our class because 

the books dealt primarily with American history 

traditioneU-ly taught in the fifth grade. 

Up to this point we had only responded to books through 

dialogue. "How will we sheure our thoughts with the 

libreuricui?" I asked. A sea of eyes looked at me and one 

lone heuid went up. "We could write book reports," a student 

suggested. Everyone else was shocked. They were quick to 

empheisize that the stack looked to be eUx>ut ten books high. 

TEN book reports? They scanned my face. 

Hmm. My research mind was thinking cQx>ut a tape 

recorder. Qmm. No. I rejected the idea. It was too soon. 

They would sound stilted. They weren't that strong in 

response strategies. Response strategies? Here was an 
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opportunity to share with them seme ways to respond to 

books. I wanted to avoid their tendency to retell the story 

or make simplistic value statements. Rather, I was looking 

for connections. 

I chose several of the books that looked the most 

promising. With each one I cU.so discussed a specific 

response strategy that I asked the children to use. For 

example, with the book Tradn to Somewhere (Bunting, 1996) I 

introduced the concept of Sketch to Stretch (Short 6 Heurste, 

1996). I urged the students to try each strategy but did 

not insist on it. We allowed time for students to sheure 

their work. As we continued through the books they 

eventually chose their own method of response. With the 

students' permission, I typed all the written responses each 

time emd passed th^ out to the class. It gave them a 

ch2uice to read what others wrote and served as a support for 

the next literature discussion. Seeing the words in print 

also gave importance to the responses. Here are some of the 

ecurly responses to the libreurian's review books: 

I didn't know that women couldn't go to college 
back then. In the peurt when Judith had a paper 
for the girls to sign, I would have signed it. I 
liked this book because I thought that most of the 
characters were very brave. (Tori) 

The book was good, but I don't think what they did 
was fair. I loved the illustrations. I really liked 
the story. I like the title, too. I'd rather go to 
school instead of working. (Freddy) 

I think that it was not fair to work twelve hours a 
day cmd only get $1.75 per week. I think that is so 
cruel euid hateful. I don't think that is right a bit. 
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Judith was right all along. I would be like Judith. 
I think that Judith is very brave to risk her job 
and fight for her rights. A lot of other people have 
been abused besides women, like Mexican, black people 
and the Chinese. (Liz) 

Train fu Somewhere.,. 
by E~ Bun:til\3 
Illtstro.Ted by Ron Him/er 
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When we sent the last of the books along with our 

drawings euid ccnnments off to the librairy, we reflected on 

the experience. One student commented that meuiy of the 

books were sad. He mentioned as an exao^le the story of the 

slave who traveled with Lewis & Cleirk but was never given 

his freedom euid a story eUx>ut a young girl who worked in the 

eeirly mills. These observations se^ed somehow related to 

the larger concept question of "What makes people great?" 

The idea of the struggle for greatness became a touchstone 

for the class cuid eventuaU.ly led to a focus study of 

inequity. We read books and watched videos relating to 

child labor which moved us into the issues of esurly mining 

emd Mexican miners. Later in the year we read a story about 

a wc»nan who posed as a mcui in the Civil Weu: and we read 

stories of Japemese internment camps. When a historical 

perspective of the Vietnamese Mai Lai massacre came out in 

the newspaper, we discussed it eaid watch taped interviews of 

the pilots involved. 

In mcuiy ways, responding to these books led us to a 

stronger focus on people euid the choices they meUce. 

Although not done on a formal inquiry basis, as I looked 

through my journals and lesson plans, the concept of 

inequity often guided our selection of materials and was the 

focus of many worthwhile cleiss discussions. 

Introducing Sketch Loos 

I asked Cheri Anderson to talk to the class eUsout 

sketch logs. She came equipped with a variety of her own 
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sketch logs and a set of books. She began by asking 

students to create a web with her about purposes for a 

sketch journal. She shared her sketch logs and talked about 

the circumstances surrounding her various drawings. She 

discussed the media that she used for each of the 

reflections in her logs. The books she brought were journals 

that had been kept by the authors using different styles of 

writing and using sketches for different purposes. We 

passed out the sketch logs. Cheri asked them to turn to the 

second page of their sketch logs for a short response 

activity. She explained that the first page of a sketch log 

was a special page - "the page you would see every time you 

open up your book." Therefore she suggested students spend 

some time thinking about what to draw on that first page and 

complete it at a later time. 
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Cheri then read to the students. She reminded the 

students of what the sketch to stretch strategy was all 

about eind asked them to use that strategy in their sketch 

logs as a way to think about the story she read. Music 

played softly in the background. At the end of the session 

she shared the sketch she had done cind I sheured mine. She 

then asked for volunteers to share their sketches. Cheri 

used the strategy ^Save the Last Word for Me" (Short & 

Heucste, 1996) in which the eurtist shows his or her work and 

remciins silent while the rest of us made comments. The 

artist got the last few moments to share his or her thoughts 

of the piece. These mcments of sheuring were importcuit to 

the process of reflection that I was working on with the 

class. It gave them opportunity to consider the work of 

others euid to think more deeply cibout their own. 

Following this introduction, the sketch logs were used 

for a number of purposes. Besides as a way to think about 

literature, they were used for sketching during the science 

inquiry and as a place to reflect on the learning captured 

in photographs. They would glue the photo that I returned 

to them into the sketch log euid write cibout not only what 

was going on in the picture but the importeuice of that 

moment of learning to them (Short & Heurste, 1996). These 

reflections became the basis for our "tad-king picttires" 

gallery. We hung enlcurgements of some of their photographs 

euid students could talk to others edx^ut the leauming that 

was going on in the photo. Other pieces of surtwork were 
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also eventually taped or glued into the sketch log. 

It took the first half of the year for the students to 

become canfortedjle with picking up the sketch log to draw 

whenever they felt like it. In the beginning they tended to 

pick up paper from the stack of newsprint in the room to use 

for drawing instead of turning to their sketch logs. By the 

second half of the yeeur they no longer asked permission to 

write cuid draw in their sketch logs and were trying to use 

media such as watercolor in their logs along with the 

drawings they did in pencil. 

Cheri used her sessions with the whole class to 

introduce illustrators cuid techniques euid she usually begem 

a class session by reading a picture book. On one occasion, 

students were drawing a still life in their sketch logs. 

Cheri ccaomented to a student that her work was very simileur 

to the style of Chris van Allsburg. The students brought in 

copies of Veui Allsburg* s books euid studied them ceurefully. 

Cheri took her cue from their interest and introduced 

charcoal. Students copied illustrations from Vem Allsburg's 

books onto leurge sheets of paper with cheurcoal. 

Another time the students happened to be drawing 

ceurtoons in their sketch logs euid Cheri introduced Steven 

Kellogg. She brought us a set of books with cartoon-style 

illustrations to examine cuid also a set of books illustrated 

by Steven Kellogg. She urged the students to try putting 

Kellogg's books into chronological order based on the 

drawings, then to check the copyright date. 
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I heard many rich discussions as students worked with 

each other to see how Steven Kellogg had grown and changed 

as an illustrator. 
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The Mcui In The Ceiling amd Drama 

A few weeks into the year, I began The Man In The 

Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) as a read aloud book. I felt this 

book would be a good choice as a read-€^.oud because it 

involved a kid who felt different from the mainstream due to 

his interest in art rather theui sports. One of the students 

coming to my classroom eU.so viewed himself as a ceurtoonist 

euid I thought the book would pull him in. Ccurkoons may be 

counted on as a drawing strategy at the intermediate level 

and etll of the students were immediately captivated. 

This book was used deliberately on my petrt to support 

children in literatxire discussion and analysis. They would 

need these skills later in small group literature circles. 

We kept a rvmning list of issues in the book that surfaced 

in our class discussions and we talked about each 

chcuracter's development throughout the stoiry. Eventually we 

worked together to categorize the list of issues. The class 

then divided into smcU.1 groups cuid selected one of these 

issues to discuss more deeply. 

Paul Fisher and I felt that The Mem In The Ceiling was 

a rich story for dramatization euid would be an excellent 

place to support students in drama strategies that could 

then be included in their reflection £urid response "toolbox." 

The drama work on this book took the entire year and 

resulted in another reading of the book during the second 

semester. 

As we begcui the drama work, we ccmcentrated on the 
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characters, asking the children to pick euiy chcuracter and 

euiy scene involving that character eind to do a brief sketch. 

This allowed us to begin developing skills in drama as well 

as giving us a chcuice to see which issues of the book were 

ccxning most into focus. We were also able to clear up euny 

contextual misundersteuidings. We often asked students to 

reverse roles in these short sketches euid pushed th^ to 

understeuid the cheuracters well enough to "ad lib" 

conversations rather than trying to remember the exact words 

from the book. This work really enabled the students to be 

immersed the story euid they began to take on the viewpoints 

cuid emotions of the cheuracters. I could sense them still 

cfiirrying some of that character's personae into lively class 

discussions that criticized or defended the character's 

decisions cuid motives. 

As a way to initially look at issues frcxa The Mem in 

the Ceiling, we brainstonaed words or phrases that came to 

mind when thinking about the story. After filling a Icurge 

chart paper with these responses, the students formed smeU-l 

groups euid chose a word or phrase from the cheurt. They then 

organized themselves into a ted>leau or snapshot pose that 

wcis a demonstration of that phrase. They could use 

situations frcan the book or choose a scene from life at 

school or h<»ne. This strategy proved successful with all 

the students because there was no speeUcing or "acting" 

involved. It moved th^ in emd out of the book to consider 

more broadly the issues growing out of the story. 
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Ton T. HcU.1, the Songwriter 

On our school secretaury's birthday, class was seated 

on the floor in front of her desk singing, "1 love little 

bad:>y ducks, old pickup trucks, slow movin' trains, and retin. 

And I love you too." This is probably the most famous of 

songs written euid recorded by the "inquiring mind" of Tcaa T. 

Hall (Covintry Songs for Children, 1995). I still am not 

certain how I convinced my class to sing this song which was 

frsuikly, a little hokey. I am sure why I wanted them to 

sing it. Tom T. Hall's songs for children are generally 

funny and deal with things kids know eOsout like "Lonesome 

George, the Basset Hound." cuid his songs have heeurt. I 

figiired I could have the kids put the words on cheurt paper 

without too much difficulty so we could all follow along and 

practice reading lines and phrases. The main reason for 

presenting Tom T. Hall was because I thought my kids could 

do what he did, that is, to put everyday feelings, 

reflections and stories into "tunes." 

We scuig a new Tom T. Hall song every few days. "I Wish 

I Had a Million Friends" auid "The Mysterious Fox of Fox 

Hollow" were among the favorites. Although I am sure 

students realize the power of music as a way to create 

meeming, the possibility of writing their own music seemed 

r^ote. Yet, as with the authors, they felt they knew Tom 

T. Hall and rushed to tell me when he made em appecuremce on 

the television or when they heeurd one of his songs on the 

radio. I incorporated other kinds of music as 
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demonstrations for composing or ways children could use 

music as background for their other creative works. We 

listened to music that incorporated sounds of nature. We 

listened to musical styles such as rap and reggae. I was 

not, however, as conscientious about giving them specific 

reasons to try using music as a way to respond as I did with 

literature, drama and the visual arts. Some students did 

work with musical instruments during studio time to create a 

composition as a response to Wringer (Spinelli, 1997). 

What Happened in Rotations? 

The year began with the rotations relating to "The Art 

of Reflection." Judi worked with watercolor, Leslie with 

pastels, and Linda with drawing. All included artists who 
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worked in the media. I had planned to make Chagall the 

focus of my session and include fantasy literature and some 

music. A student brought in a print of "Sunflowers" by Van 

Gogh and the students and I elected to include him in our 

rotation as well. We looked at prints of both artists and 

briefly studied their lives and how their work changed over 

time. We discussed the mandated topic of life skills 

stressing which life skills the artists had in abundance and 

which ones they were short on. Students could then choose 

to create a piece in the style of Chagall or Van Gogh. 

Each teacher had one group of students for one hour a 

day for three consecutive days. Rotations took place four 

days a week. By the end of four weeks the students in our 

classes had visited all four teachers. The teachers then 

met together to discuss the direction the next set of 
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ro-ta-tions would take. We remembered that we had been asked 

to devote at least some of this rotation time to working on 

math skills. For us, however, teaching skills other them in 

context was contradictory to the purpose of the rotations. 

We felt the reason Rosanna, our principal, had asked us to 

do this was because one of the teachers in our group was not 

a strong math teacher. Roseuma weucited the students to 

receive math instruction from the rest of us. Although we 

were willing to support her, how could we do this without 

losing the inquiry focus of the rotations? 

Our solution was for each teacher to select cui early 

mathematician to discuss. Again we felt the mathematiciems 

were ''inquiring minds" who spent a leurge part of their lives 

reflecting on the natural laws they observed in the 

universe. We would incorporate the life skills ageiin and 

work on any algorithm skills that would seem to fit without 

giving up the exploratoary nature of the rotations. Judi and 

I elected to work together on the idea of Archimedes and 

principles of baleuice. I had difficulty giving up the 

literature euid visual aurt concept which is intregal to my 

way of thinking. As I reseeurched the lessons, however, I 

discovered Calder, the creator of the mobile concept. The 

students and I explored his life together. I think it is 

worth taking the time here to outline how the lesson 

developed as an example of the way in which integrated 

cxirriculiam flows in my teaching. 

Bringing together math emd eurt in a significemt way 
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began with Aristotle's principles of balance. We worked 

initially with water and float lines. After doing some 

reading about principles of flotation, we designed boats and 

made them out of aluminum foil. We experimented to see how 

many pennies would float in our boat. 

We moved to other forms of balance. Students 

considered a teeter-totter and how they would be able to 

make the teeter-totter go up and down if they had partners 

of varying weights. We examined a traditional back patio 

mobile and noticed how carefully each bird on the mobile was 

arranged for perfect balance and freedom to move in the 

wind. I drew a diagram of a large mobile using blank 

circles for all weights except one. Students worked in 

groups to figure out the weights on the mobile. 
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We were only a small step to a study of Calder, the 

creator of the mobile concept. Students were intrigued with 

how Calder brought together his education in engineering amd 

his curtistic cUailities. We talked cdx)ut how he pushed 

himself to work on new ideas and how even though he was 

considered by some to be eccentric, he had the confidence to 

be himself. 

Calder's work interested students at the intermediate 

age level not only because of the construction of his 

mobiles, but because meuiy of them were created from meted, 

formed in basic gecxaetric shapes eind were painted in primary 

colors with an emphasis in red. We continued our 

exploration by finding the bcilance points of geometric 

shapes cut from paper. We then made mobiles by running a 

piece of yeum through the balance points. 

The interest in Calder extended beyond this rotation 

cind students talked eibout him all year. I brought back 

pictures and posters from his exhibit that coincidentally 

was in Washington, D. C. at the National Gallery of Art when 

I visited there later that spring. One student brought a 

video that was on television of Calder's life. Another 

student was excited to sheure that CeLLder was on a postage 

stamp. Even the principeil became involved cuid stated that 

she couldn't believe she had lecunied so much edsout an artist 

she had not heard of before this year. The introduction of 

artists, illustrators emd authors in meaningful ways that 

tie to other cxirriculeur explorations leaves leisting 
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impressions on students. Although many people such as 

Calder can be introduced during the school year, I find we 

are able to study only a few in depth if the studies are 

done in an integrated and meaningful way. 
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The intermediate team made a decision to abcuidon the 

rotation after the second set in November. One reason was 

because of behavior and management problems. The teacher 

tecua felt that this particular group could be better served 

by building community within the classroom rather than 

mixing students up euid moving students from room to room. 

It was also difficult to schedule meetings with four 

teachers to come together to plan cuid we lost the 

colleUsoration that is essentieil to this curricular approach. 

A New Approach in Math emd Science 

The principal visited in our classro<»is and observed 

the difference in math capability between our returning 

fifth graders emd our new fourth graders. As explained 

earlier in this chapter, she was very concerned about the 

mathematical progress of this peurticulsir group of fourth 

graders. As teachers, we felt these differences were 

experiential with the fourth graders not having peurticipated 

in mcuiy of the learning engag^ents our fifth graders had 

who also were pcurticularly strong in math. Mcuiy of Judi's 

fifth graders had been in her class for three yecurs. We 

also felt the new group of fourth graders had more theui the 

one yecur difference because of extenuating circumstances in 

their educational background. For the first time since I 

have been teaching a multiage I found student collaboration 

difficult. This may eU.so have been in part because of the 

lack of balance of new to rettiming students rather than 

grade levels. Several of my new fifth graders sJ.so lacked 
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significcint mathematics understauidlngs. 

Our principal referred to the difference as a "csmyon" 

cuid I felt I had to agree. Since Judi euid I normally team 

teachr we made the decision to separate the students new to 

our progrsun from the returning students. It was not a 

sepcuration by grade level as we both had fifth graders who 

were new to our program. I taught the fourth smd fifth 

graders from both Judi's and my ro<»i who were new and I sent 

my few returning fifth graders to her classroom. class 

worked with heuids-on math materials to explore basic 

concepts in nvimeration and problem solving. A resource 

teacher worked with me during these three sessions a week. 

It was not cin easy math class eind I will not ever do this 

kind of exchange again. Judi would do math in her room 

other theui at the excheuige time euid my students who went to 

her missed vital one-on-one tutoring time and felt out of 

step. Her fifth graders were reluctant to come to my room 

which was predominantly fourth grade. 

But ... the test scores for the fourth graders went up. 

The new students across all classes jiimped ein average of ten 

points on the steuridardized test and place<2 eJx>ve the 50th 

percentile on all tests the following spring. Although when 

printed in the newspaper it appecured our math scores had 

gone down because this year's group scored lower thcui last 

year's, in reality the increase for the students when 

compared to their own scores from the previous yeeur was 

significeunt. 
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This way of "teaming" is intensely uncomfortable to me . 

Judi and I did not plan together, the math was not 

integrated in any way, and it felt like ability grouping. 

At the end of the third quarter (after testing) I dropped 

the exchange. I include it in my curriculum summary only to 

demonstrate the pressure teachers are under with regard to 

test taking and the choices they sometimes feel forced to 

make. My own sense of inadequacy in math and the inability 

to articulate how my theory in other areas applies to the 

field of math made me vulnerable to an arrangement set up 

purposefully to improve test scores. 

Understanding math in context, however, is a more 

comfortable area for me. Math in context was part of the 

early rotation system and even after the rotations were 

abandoned, math understandings in context were integrated 
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into the science inquiry that took place during the first 

half of the year. We are required to use the Foss Kits 

produced by the District. We are asked to use two per year. 

We usually integrate one kit in with an inquiry in a 

thorough fashion and emphasize the second kit far less. The 

first kit we received was on rocks and minerals. This is a 

particularly good kit and the students became deeply 

involved. We also had a parent come in who extended our 

understandings in powerful ways. 

As the students worked through the three weeks of 

activities, I kept a record of their discussions and ideas. 

When the kit was returned I posted the list and we organized 

categories of related studies. These categories were 
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moninnen-ks, mining, caves, the history of money, birthstones 

2uid fine jewelry. The kids orgeuiized text sets around these 

topics and explored them for several days before choosing a 

group to do further exploration and resecirch. The focus 

ended before winter break with eui individual report amd a 

group presentation. Individual reports each semester eare 

euaother form of assessment required by the district. The 

presentations vciried with each group, some using drama cuid 

others using demonstrations or models. 

Summary of the First Half of the Year 

My days go ̂  like I am in a race. It is haurd to get 
everything in. We reurely get an outdoor breeUc. I 

try to stay orgeutiized but every day unravels. 

(Teaching Journal Entry,Sept.29,1997) 

It was a busy but exciting beginning to the yeeur. 

Figtire 3:1 shows all of the leeuming engagements of the 

first half of the yeeur. The spiraling represent the process 

of coming together as a reflective ccxmnunity through these 

experiences. Students were seeing themselves as learners. 

They could use books in ways that made sense and contributed 

to the ongoing curriculum. They were beginning to use eurt, 

music cUid drama to think. They were more confident in 

literature discussions euid knew something of authors and 

illustrators. They had experienced eui in-depth inquiry 

study. They found reasons to read and write euid euid were 

less nervous about those eureas. They were beginning to 

acquire a mathematiccd. stance. Although fcur from, perfect. 
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their behavior was improving cuid we were functioning most 

days as a coanmunity with our pcirents, Paul Fisher and Cheri 

Anderson as ested>lished members of the classroom community. 

The Second Half of the Yeaur; Exploring Identity 

It is Monday after vacation. Kids wander in as eaurly 
as 7:20 a.m. I walk in with Richaurdr my student teacher. 
We chat eUx>ut the day. I s^cUc to students as I make coffee. 
Students do not have to wait for the bell but come in when 
they choose. 

Students comment on my haircut. Tori talks about his 
brother winning the Black Engineer of the Year aweurd. I go 
over the day's schedule with the class. We are going to 
begin Betsy Byar's books today. I mention that I will be 
out next month to a conference. Lucas euid Rctlph cheer under 
their breath. 

I announced that Ubi, Lucas, and Jessica will no 
longer go to Ms. Busche's math class the second semester 
because they continucilly do not give her their homework. 
They became defensive. We agreed to discuss it with Ms. 
Busche present. 

We shcured our vacations. Ralph euid Lucas continued to 
talk/ united in "bad behavior." waiting for me to notice. I 
moved Ralph to cuiother tcdale. Jessica sheured that her house 
burned down over the holidays. She began to cry and was 
unable to go on. She left for the restroom. 

I went over homework for the week. Since I was 
unprepared, I gave out an essay contest entry euid the Test 
Smcirt Times packets that Rosanna has put in my box. 

I finished reading The Man In the Ceiling. For the 
last chapter we turned out half the lights and I asked 
everyone to put their heads down in order to focus. I 
wrote the quote "Every failure is a piece of future luck" on 
the boeurd. We discussed why the last chapter of a book is 
so importeuit. After I showed them the picture of the heuid, 
they wrote in their journals for twenty minutes. 

Then we begin working on our holiday customs, 
collecting data for a graph of traditions. We are back. 

(Teaching Journal Entry, Monday, Jan. 5, 1998) 

Even the first day's notes cire evidence of how 

children's responses and issues of identity intermingle with 

the work of school. The second semester generated five 

significcuit curricular events: a collection of personal 
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responses that coii^>osed an ''Identity Folder." literature 

discussion groups focused on books by Betsy Byeurs, a drama 

focus on the issue of "status" emerging from The Mem In the 

Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993), dialogue and jouimal entries 

related to the read aloud Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) and two 

significant "studio" experiences, one in response to a 

picture book euid one in response to all of the literature 

used during the yeeur. Since these events form the body of 

my research and will be discussed at length in other 

sections, I will limit myself to em overview of the 

engagements emd a small selection of student responses. 

Also significant during the second semester but not 

included in my research emalysis was a study of Norman 

Rockwell that emerged frcan the students, the opening of our 

$2.00 bookstore, and assessment night with student-led 

conferences. These three activities took up a Icurge portion 

of our time during the second half of the year. 

Drama Engagements Based on The Mem In the Ceiling 

During the second semester the drama work intensified. 

We worked as a clciss on defining \^at we felt were the major 

themes in The Mem in the Ceiling. We ended up with four: 

downtimes, the relationship between Jimmy and Uncle Lester, 

family relationships, and the importemce of drawing for 

Jimmy. Students picked the topic that they wished to 

explore emd met in groups to generate a web or list of the 

vignettes from the book as well eus personeU. connections. 
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The groups then moved from web to web. They read what other 

groups had written and added their own thoughts. The webs 

were used as a basis for drama work on Paul Fisher's visit. 



Paul pushed them to show how Jimmy feels when he was 

criticized by his father or "put down" by Charlie Beemer. 
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While working through such analysis on scenes that 

reflected personal connections, Lucas made the statement 

that popular people have a higher status in school. From 

that moment on, personal and changing status was the focus 

of much of the drama work. The references to status carried 

throughout the curriculum, appearing in literature 

discussions relating to other books and in journal entries. 

Even in a small inquiry on Norman Rockwell, a student asked 

if Rockwell had low status as an artist because he 

illustrated the covers of magazines. 

We found we had to reread The Man In the Ceiling in 

order to dig deeply into the issues. We used free writes 

and Sketch to Stretch in between drama sessions to help us 
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grapple with the four themes of the book. At the end of 

the yeeur, we pulled together what we had developed into a 

small presentation for peurents. Shcmna wrote in her 

journal: 

Today we used The Man In the Ceiling and did drama 
with Mr. Fisher. I thought that this was fun. We 
tried to do scenes that were in the book. Mr. 
Fisher was very nice cuid he helped xinderstand more 
eUsout what we have to do emd everything. Mrs. Kaser 
was noting everything down. To tell you the truth, 
I don't like it when she sits down and notes every 
single thing that we say. It meUces me feel 
uncomfortable when she does that. If you cure 
reading this now, Mrs. Kaser, I don't mean to 
be rude but I don't like that. (Sheuma) 

Suffice it to say, I was less obvious about my field notes 

and scripting after that. 

Identity Folders 

The identity folder was primarily a collection of short 

pieces of writing. These pieces were collected over the 

second half of the yecur at times when it seined most 

appropriate. As discussed further in this section, some 

pieces were influenced by other things going on in school or 

in the curriculum and some pieces were predesigned in my 

resecurch proposed.. The pieces were designed to be 

reflective writing that represented each student's voice. 

The pieces were usually very direct statements cibout self. 

I first asked the students to find out how they were 

given their name. The next day we shared: 

I leaumed from last night I was named after a slave who 
was Indiem euid traveled with Cortez on the search for 
the Seven Cities of Gold. My name in English is Stephen 
named after Stephen in the Bible and after two uncles. 

(Estevan) 
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Wowt Last: nigh-k's homework was a blas-t! I had no idea 
that I was named after my Dad's favorite bookl Meun, 
books have a major impact on people 1 If my Dad hadn't 
read it I might have been neime Milo! Not goodl 

(Shane) 

First my Dad's E>ad's name was Ralph emd then my Dad's 
name is Ralph and that's how I got name, Re^ph. 

(Ralph). 

Following the sharing, we moved into smcd.1 groups to 

create an identity web. We made circles with "ME" in the 

center. I made the analogy that their circles are bubbles 

we have inside, like the bubbles in ginger ale. If we add 

s(»aething, like a new relative or we read a book, we 

reeurrsuige the bubbles. I asked them if we could ever pop a 

bubble. They weren't sure but Lucas said he thought some 

bubbles could get too big. One group had bubbles with the 

following labels; learner, teacher, collector, student, 

peacemaker and citizen, athlete (smaller bubbles connecting 

say performer cuid fan), family member, actor, artist, 

musician, dancer, culture (smeG.ler connecting bubbles say 

age, gender, ethnic, religion) and STATUS, a very Icurge 

bubble. Some students later did a web of themselves in 

their journals. 

They followed this with short essays steurting with "Who 

am I ... as a leaumer, as a reader, as a writer, as a 

member of an ethnic group, as a member of my family, etc." 

I found that several students had created individual webs in 

their joiimals that were detciiled in describing themselves. 
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Often I used a piece of literatiire to introduce these 

writing engagements. Some of my favorites were the recent 

books by Tom emd Debbie Birdseye, such as: Under Out- svini 

Kids Talk About Race (1997). The student's responses 

included: 

If you ask me who I am eis a member of an ethnic 
group, I would say that I am cU.1 Mexican cuid so 
ar& my parents. Some of the specieUL traditions 
that I do the most aire folklorico. The thing I do 
is tcU.k in Speuiish to my family. (Jessica) 

I am white. I am pcirt Mexican, Irish, Indieui, euid 
German, but I don't do their religion or celebrate 
any of their holidays. I do not speeUc Speuiish but 
lots of my friends do. Some people think they rvin 
the world 2uid call me white trash euid say Hexiceuis 
eure better. (Bryan) 

If you want to know about me and the arts I would 
say that I really, really like art, all art. I 
think that when you draw you are free to do 
anything you want. Art takes practice and 
cuid concentration. (Liz) 

I also used the folders to house personcJ. webs or 

eurtwork that referred to the individual. For example, 

students took the rough drafts from the silhouettes they 

made at the first of the year euid filled the heads with 

magazine images that symbolized something about themselves. 

Cheri taught a lesson on self-portraits euid they added their 

self-portraj.t to the folders. Students used the Mv Map Book 

(Fanalli, 1995) as a model for mapping families. Making 

this folder helped the students understand what is meeuit by 



the phrase nconstructing an identity" as did the various 

books we read in conjunction with the writing. 

The Betsy Byars Literature Study 
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I chose books by Betsy Byars for a class literature 

study first of all because they deal with children's issues 

and secondarily because there are several titles. I was 

able to get an ample supply from used book stores. The 

class browsed the books for several days and then turned in 

a card with first three choices. We ended up with seven 

groups of four students each. The titles we used were: The 
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Ceirtoonist: (1978), The Pinballs (1977), The 18th Emergency 

(1973), The Not-Just-Anvbodv Family (1986), The Cybil Wctr 

(1977), Svmmier of the Swcuis (1970), auid Good-Bve Chicken 

Little (1979). The students met approximately three times. 

The first meeting was usually to share favorite peurts of the 

books and general reactions. The usual practice was to end 

that first meeting by making a web of the general topics of 

conversation and then choosing one to return to on a deeper 

basis at the next meeting. Sometimes the third meeting 

continued on that topic cutid some groups covered all the 

topics in three meetings. They had special literature logs 

eind sticky notes in order to remember their ideas for 

discussion as they were reading the book. We did not do emy 

kind of closure presentation. Students simply shared as a 

group about the book and eUxjut their discussions. All of 

the books were then set out for wide reading over the next 

six weeks or so. Some students read all of the discussion 

books euid other Byaurs titles in addition to their own 

literature discussion choice. 

The students did not write a lot in their literature 

logs, most used them for cheurts or a sketch to stretch. 

Other issues from the classrocxn filtered into these 
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discussions. One topic that surfaced in every group was the 

issue of "status" that was the focus of our work with drama. 

Liz drew the foster children in PinbcQ.ls (Byars, 1977) 

as smaller than other people on a page in her literature log 

the reflect the difference in their self-esteem. 

1 maA.e VJies 

• •  r&x.\  Small.  

V 

A 

Character analysis was strong in these groups, which could 

have been in peirt due to the time spent on ctned.yzing 

chcuracters in the Man In the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993). 



Personal connections and interpersonal relationships were 

also part of the conversation. 

Status: adults have a ton of status 
and take over everything and kids 
don't have as much 

feeling of hopelessness 

Pinballs Web 

sense of wanting to know where 
you belong 

adults in the 
book are 
only concerned 
about themselves 
instead of 
what matters - the 
children. 

love 

kid's issues 
Carlie - attitude 
Harvey - broken legs 
Thomas J. - alone 
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Journal entry - Pinballs: 

I have a connection with the kids because sometimes I 
feel like my mom loves her boyfriend more than me and 
Georgie. I did not want to say this out loud. 

(Shanna - after Discussion #1) 

Jessica's sketch of the pinballs inside Carlie's heart: 

Most of the groups finished the books and worked well 

together with the exception of the boys reading The 18th 

Emergency. They all had experienced reading difficulties in 

the past and somehow they all elected to read this book, 
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perhaps because it had to do with a school bully emd they 

had also had experience in that area. I read peurts of the 

first chapter with each student euid they seemed to be doing 

fine. Left alone to read the book, however, they appeorently 

disconnected at some point. 

After they finished the book and met for discussion, I 

realized that even though they could read the words, they 

had little sense of what actued.ly happened in the story and 

less understeuiding of the xinderlying ^big ideas." We ended 

up going back through the book chapter by chapter, rereading 

sections and using drama to act out the veurious roles cuid 

scenes. In one incident in particular the students thought 

that an old blind meui who was being led home was a dog. As 

they enacted the chapter the reeJ.ization struck them that it 

had to be a person. I believe it was the phrase "and he 

reached for the doorknob" that did it, 

Normaui Rockwell cuid Rubv Bridges 
It is interesting to see how once a focus has been 
created in a certain eurea, it causes you to notice or 
explore things you might have overlooked. It adds 
significantly to the serendipity feel of school. 
Today we were reading in the magazine Story 
Works. It was «ui surticle relating to Black History 
Month. At the end of the article was a small picture 
of Ruby Bridges painted by Norman Rockwell. Even with 
only seven students frcHa Icist year, they remembered our 
reading and dramatizing The Storv of Rubv Bridges 
(Coles, 1995). 

This time the focus was on Rockwell, the eurtist. 
We discussed his purpose and how he gave a strong 
message in that peu.nting. We discussed how we can 
truly reflect on something through art. The kids came 
up with how the "guys" guarding her were white - so 
either white people felt differently from each other or 
they at least, as Lucas said, agreed to uphold the law. 
The dripping tomato showed violence (Shane) although we 
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did not see it directly. The rulers and pencils the 
little girl was holding engendered em emotional 
response because 'you felt sad that a kid needed eui 
armed guard to go to school." (Jessica). Bryan said he 
thought the artist niade her 'really dcurk black' to show 
contrast with her white dress. Bryan said he thought 
the eurtist put her in a frilly dress 'so that she would 
look sweet euid we would feel really sorry for her'. 

Shane, who sees himself as our resident 'curtist' 
asked if he could to to the libreury to find out about 
Norman Rockwell. Shane was able to find something he 
copied out of an encyclopedia of eurtists. He stood and 
read it to the class. The libraxicui came by after 
school cuid promised to find more materieLls for us. 

We discussed a bit edx^ut how Rockwell might have 
felt. Lucas said, 'He's on her side' and recited all 
of the reasons given earlier - the dress and the 
tomato. I asked if they felt he had strong feelings 
cUx>ut this situation. Esteveui said, 'Well, yeah, or he 
wouldn't have painted the picture'. Lucas said, 'Well, 
he could have just painted it to sell.' Sheme 
interrupted, 'Not if he is a REAL artist.' Sheme 
insisted that if he were a real eurtist his work would 
be good and it would sell. Then they went off on how 
much paintings cost. 

I ended the discussion by asking if a real eurtist 
would paint magazine covers. Time was up. I said, 
'Think eOKsut it. We'll come back.' 

(Teacher Journal Entry, Feb. 4, 1998) 

We ended up getting a copy of the Ruby Bridges print 

in a much larger size as well as prints of veurious other 

pieces euid thirty copies of a magazine that was devoted to 

Rockwell and his style. We came to think of him as a 

storyteller. His stories were teUcen from Americeui history. 

He became another one of our 'inquiring minds' coupled with 

'the curt of reflection.' The cleiss was feiscinated that he 

used models for his paintings, setting people up in ways 

simileur to our still 'snapshots' in drama. He then would 

teUce several dozen photographs and paint from the photos 
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mcUcing slight alterations euid putting in a few things from 

his imagination. We tried the technique oiirselves. For a 

while, the comer of the studio with rugs and pillows held 

his prints at eye level as well cis severed, books relating to 

Normcui Rockwell for browsing. My student teacher assisted 

students in creating a bulletin board from a Norman Rockwell 

calendar that one of the students had brought in. 

I felt it was important to tsUce the time to follow 

through with the students' interest generated frcm the drama 

of the previous school yeeir yet relating to the current 

thinking in the classroom. We outlined the possibilities 

for the study euid the students helped in procuring resource 

materials for the "mini-inquiry." I was a learner along 

with the class. Who would have thought Normem Rockwell 

could be so exciting? 

Studio Time 

Throughout the yeeu: I worked to prepeure my students suid 

myself with tools euid techniques to be better equipped to 

create mecuciing through music, the visual arts euid drama. We 

studied the process of eurtists eutid devoted blocks of time to 

thoughtful reflection from which eurtistic expression could 

grow. Since literature was at the core of the curriculum, 

responding to literature was a way to think more deeply 

€Ux>ut all areas of our endeavor. To consider issues of 

identity, it was necesscury to give them the opportunity to 

think in a rcuige of literacies. We therefore had many 

opportunities for studio time during which we created aurt 
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with Cheri cuid on our ovm, enjoyed musiccG. experiences cuid 

used drama to push our understandings. Two studio 

experiences stcuid out in the year however. They illustrate 

the deeper meeuiing of studio emd were especicilly informative 

to me. 

The first studio experience that stands out in my mind 

related to a picture book I found that I thought would be 

powerful euid I wanted to try it. We gathered on the rug for 

a read eG.oud. I lit the story candle and we turned down the 

lights. I read the picture book I Never Knew YQHT* wamo 

(Gcurland, 1994). This is a touching story about a young boy 

watching a high school kid who often seems to be alone. He 

is tempted to speak to him but never does. Eventueilly he 

finds out that the older boy killed himself amd regrets tbat 

their similcurly lonely paths never crossed. With the 

increasing suicide rates among teenagers, I felt it 

appropriate to present this short book. 

The class asked me to read it agcd.n. They were 

intrigued with the illustrations none of which were graphic. 

I then shared with them that the studio was set up with 

math, curt cUid music materieULs. I reminded them that they 

could use drama, sketch logs or journals to respond to this 

book. They left the rug and set to work. 

Even given my limited expertise in the sign systems aind 

the studio experience, I found the results amazing cuid 

affirming. Lucas created mathematics symbols depicting the 

loneliness of both boys cuid their lack of connection. 



Daniel built a church out of blocks in the Mexican style. 

There were paintings. Ralph created a saxophone piece. 
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At the end of studio time, we shared our pieces. 

Students were articulate about what it was in the book that 

prompted their thinking and what it was they were trying to 

achieve with their choice of media. Some had made a second 

attempt with various changes, others expressed what they 

would do if they could do studio time on this book again. 

Clearly the story had impacted the class in individual ways 

and they found individual means of expression. Although 

some students drew their ideas from others who had already 

begun, I did not see that as negative. Rather, it meant 

that students looked for support when it was needed and 

certainly this process was a risk for all of us. 

I made a sculpture of a guy's head. It doesn't 
have any eyes, mouth or nose. I made this piece of 
art because I wanted to do something in clay and I 
thought that it would go well with being a nobody. 
I think that the art helped me wonder about the 
older boy and why everyone made fun of him. 

(Liz) 
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I drew my picture with dark colors to show both boys 
were sad and lonely. I drew a wall in between the two 
boys. The younger one was thinking in his head, "He is 
too busy to play basketball." The older boy was 
thinking, "Tonight's the night." I would have done 
drama if I did anything else. 

(Bryan) 

I did a response on the geoboard. I think I like 
it. At first I could not think, but I got better. 
What I did was an abstract picture. It showed the guys 
life going down and all the people watching at the 
bottom when he died. The most important idea in this 
book was not having friends. 

(Lucas) 

I did geoboards. It was a basketball court. It 
had two hoops.I used nine rubber bands. I chose 
this because I like using symmetrical patterns and 
shapes. The boys could have connected with 
basketball. 

(Estevan) 

I was pleased that rather than dwelling on the death in 

the story, students seemed to think mostly about the 

friendship the boys could have had and the lack of self

worth the older boy felt. 
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The second studio time that was especially significeuit 

took place towcurd the end of the yecur. It seemed 

appropriate to use a major block of time to think back over 

the literature we had used this yecu: as read alouds and 

literature circles. It took us the better peurt of cui hour 

simply to make a list of the books we had read together. We 

made a second list of all the tools we could use for 

response. We decided to set aside one entire morning for 

studio time. All materials availcJ>le to me would be 

availeible to my students. We pulled as meuiy of the books as 

we could find for revisiting. Students read through their 

journals cuid sketch logs. I foimd all the webs we had 

created and hung them euround the room. Cheri agreed to COTie 

and lend support. I wanted someone there who would probe the 

students into deeper comments about their pieces. 

I asked the students to write a plsui listing three 

projects they had in mind and the books to which the 

projects related. I weuited them to quickly move to a new 

idea if they discovered that the first one wasn't going to 

work out. Following the studio time they would be asked to 

return to these plcuindLng sheets for reflection. 

Once again the results were gratifying. Students were 

deeply engrossed in using their imaginations to create ideais 

relating to books. Although some students chose more 

presentational ideas such as a diorama representing a scene 

from a book, I knew they had foxind that piece of literature 

to be significemt. Other students used symbols to represent 
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their thinking. Liz and Freddie made a spiral of tiles. 

The inner circle was one color, the middle circle a 

different color and the outer circle a third color. They 

said the circles symbolized the relationship of the son and 

father in Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) and how the pigeons, 

represented by the middle color, would always keep them 

apart. Only by removing the problem of the pigeons would 

the two colors come together. 

There was a good feeling at the end of the day and an 

excitement at the power of this process. Yet the necessary 

understandings for myself and my students even in this 

beginning way were a long time in developing. Yet, students 

were using studio time to reflect deeply on the literature: 
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I did music for Wringer. The music was to help 
me think cQxjut the fear Palmer had of wringing 
the bird's necks. I would like to do more music 
from different books. 

(Jessica) 

Plan; I wcint to reflect on the book Frank Thon^son 
with Nick. Why would a woman want to join the 
eunay? I want to try oil pastels, music euid 
geoboards. 
Reflection; I lecumed that you could reflect on 
books in lots of different media. I found out 
that I ceua write if I do eurt first. I do the best 
when I draw. Nex^, I would like to add music to 
my oil pastel piece. 

(Bryan) 

Other Curricular Engagements 

There were a nixoober of other engagements during the 

second heU.f of the yeeur that were significant in some way to 

my students. We closed the yeeur with the read aloud Wringer 

(1997) by Jerry Spinelli. The class was moved by the book 

cuid meuiy responded to it during the final studio time. The 

book raised kid issues of "gang" membership, ridiculing 

others, and hidden feeurs. Students wrote in their journals 

and made sketches. We met in small groups one time for 

further discussion of the issues in the book. The st^udents' 

connections to Wringer aure discussed in the chapter on 

student issues. 

As part of looking at their own identity, we also 

organized em assessment workshop night with student led 

conferences. Students took peurents through an agenda that 

included the pieces in their identity folder and their 

peurticipation euid response to the various curriculeur 
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engagements of the year. 

My students in conjunction with the Student Council 

opened a school bookstore. All books in the store sold for 

$2.00. They worked at organizing the books into the 

categories they considered appropriate and taking care of 

the financial records. They were also the store's best 

customers aside from the principal and me. I believe this 

experience also contributed to a stronger sense of 

empowerment and was at least in part related to their gain 

in mathematical skills. They also felt they were "walking 

the walk" as well as "talking the talk" about an 

appreciation for books and reading. 
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As noted eeurlier, we had a student teacher the second 

half of the year. He taught a th^e study on the Civil War 

as well as two physical education units. During this theme 

study the class focused on Brian Pinkney's work euid tried 

their heind at scratch boeurd. 

Suimoeury of the Second Semester 

The work completed by the students in the second half 

of the yeeur demonstrates the importeuice of a strong 

foundation in reflection and response. This was especially 

crucial given the nature of the class and the high 

percentage of students who were new to the program despite 

the fact that it was a multiage class. Activities that were 

ongoing such as drama, sketch logs eind journals demonstrated 

a greater depth in thinking during the second semester. New 

learning engagements such as small group literature 

discussions euid studio time were made more powerful by the 

time spent the first semester establishing a dialogue about 

books Figure 3.2 shows how the class came together into a 

community of leeumers through the mecuiingful learning 

engagements of the second semester with the focus on 

exploring identity. 

Considering the lives and talents of individuals such 

as Calder, Rockwell and Tom T. Hall gave a personal 

connection to the various literacies cmd helped the students 

feel empowered when they engaged in studio time. All 

literacies were seen as possibilities. Students saw 

themselves as eirtists auid mathematicieuns as well as readers 
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cind writers and could express theooselves in creative euid 

imaginative ways. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I discussed the curriculcur decisions I 

made as I began the year with a new group of students. This 

class presented more thcui the usual considerations of 

acad^nic euid socieil development. Primary to the development 

of curriculum are the needs cuid interests of the students. 

Curriculum development also integrates the goals of the 

school, the expectations of the principal, p>arents, eind 

other teachers in the building, auid my theoreticsil belief 

system. These understandings must find a way to mesh euid 

scmetimes this process is foggy €uid frustrating. 

When the school year started the intermediate team had 

the broad concept or theme: "The Art of Reflection: 

Inquiring Minds." Entering this theme study I had three 

focus questions: How do people think? What do people 

value? What mcUces people great? Woven throughout this 

study were opportunities for children to respond and reflect 

in a Veuriety of ways with the eventuail goeU. of being able 

eind willing to examine their own thought processes. 

During the second half of the year I enqahe^ized 

literature discussion, drama and studio. This freunework 

gave me spaces to look closely at children's responses 

through the lens of identity construction. The cxirriculvim 

flowed in sui irregular fashion, yet the class came together 

euid I felt a strength in the leeurtiing process that was 
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evidenced in their edaility to articulate issues emd 

understandings. As I listened to students sheure their 

feelings eUsout the year during their finetl interviews, I 

knew that each of them had discovered significemt meeming in 

their days at school. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ISSUES IN IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION 

This chapter will address the first question proposed 

in this study: What cure the issues that eire significeuit to 

ten eind eleven-year-old students as related to the 

construction of their identities? The data sources used to 

cinswer this question were treuiscripts from literature 

discussions, response journals, writing scimples from the 

identity folders, euid the final interviews. Responses taken 

from cJ.1 of the students were analyzed. I first listed all 

of the ideas discussed by each student cuid grouped the 

topics that seemed connected. I went back through the data 

to see how the ideas were addressed and if cui idea should be 

considered as eui issue. 

I considered cin "issue" to be an area of interest 

raised in their discussions and responses which appeared to 

be related to their identity construction. The subject or 

topic was raised by several students across the class, or 

repeatedly by a single student. For example, Bryeui 

considered the issue of leadership in many of his personal 

responses. The issue of a child's status was raised, 

however, in Icurge and small group discussion, written 

eurtifacts, euid in drama euid studio. 

Sometimes a student's response is not an issue for that 

that student, but signals a broader issue in identity 

construction. For example, Matthew participated in a 

literature discussion in which students talked about taking 
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dcures and whe-ther or not we should step in to prevent 

scMoeone from heunning themselves by deliberately doing 

something risky. Matthew expressed an opinion. As I read 

all of Matthew's pieces throughout the year, tcUcing dcures 

euid saving people from themselves was not a peirsonal issue 

to him ctnd apparently did not come up again in his thinking 

nor in anyone elses. Matthew's comments eJx>ut this book 

were not so much evidence of his own personal construction 

of identity as was his experiential process of eirticulating 

a viewpoint which may or may not have just occurred to him. 

Meuiy students worked at eurticulating opinions cuid so it was 

the construction of viewpoint that was the issue for Matthew 

rather them the the subject of the comment itself for which 

there was no other supporting data. 

The process of eurriving at categories of issues is 

explained in depth in Chapter Two. This chapter will 

consider four categories of identity construction as 

determined by the grouping of issues. These major 

categories eure: constructing eui image of self, constructing 

relationship, constructing a sense of place, euid 

constructing viewpoint. Each section gives em overview of 

the issues the students considered relative to the major 

category. The following is em outline of the categories and 

subcategories discussed in this chapter: 

1. Constructing em Image of Self 

a. Thinking About Thinking 

b. Meeting in the Middle 
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c. Just Be Yourself 

d. The Need to be Noticed 

e. Ridicule Leaves a Lasting Impression 

f. Personcd. Integration 

2. Constructing Relationship 

a. Lying Breaks Down Trust in Relationship 

b. Everyone Gets Picked on and Put Down 

c. Competing for Friends HeUces Everyone Crazy 

3. Constructing a Sense of Place 

a. Exploring Culture: Ethnicity euid Race 

b. Exploring Culture: Religion 

c. Exploring Culture: Age 

d. Exploring Culture: Gender 

e. A Sense of Place in the Family 

f. Am I Popular or Not? That is the Question 

4. Constructing Viewpoint 

Samples of dialogue euid writing are included as examples of 

the active construction of meeuiing as it related to 

identity for each of the categories. 

Constructing An Image of Self 

It is difficult to make people feel misercUdle 
when they feel worthy of themselves. 

Abrediam Lincoln 

Students in the fourth and fifth grades have passed 

through the imaginative yecurs of eeurly childhood. Child 

development meuiued.s (Santrock, 1997) state that at no other 
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time eire children more ready to leeum theui dxaring the "older 

child" phase. Children of this age eu:e described eis having 

a "thirst to know and understand" (p. 21). In addition to 

school work, my students are generally engaged in some kind 

of outside leeuming activity such as picuio or dcuice lessons, 

sports, or religious classes. With this es^hasis comes the 

knowledge that we do not all leam the same things at the 

same time or in the same way. 

In school, students begin to consider how their school 

work compares with that of other students. It becomes 

evident that some students sure better at soccer than others 

and the sour notes in band cuid orchestra cure all too 

obvious. In time, bumping up against other children 

involved in similar pursuits or having praise or criticism 

heaped upon them contributes to the formation of an image of 

self. This image may be blurred at first but through time 

and growth the image becomes more clearly defined. Issues 

under consideration in a young person can become the 

personal characteristics of the adult. 

Thinking about issues is in itself exciting for my 

students. Each beccxnes increasingly conscious of the mind 

as an active, constjnictive agent capable of selecting emd 

transforming information (Wellman, 1990). They understemd 

the importance of connecting new knowledge with existing 

information and that this process then chcuiges their 

feelings emd understeuidings about themselves euid the world 

around them. I will now discuss sub-categories of issues 
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grouped under the main category of Constructing cm Image of 

Self. These sub-categories are: Thinking About Thinking, 

Meeting in the Middle, Just Be Yourself, The Need to Be 

Noticed, Ridicule Leaves a Lasting Impression, and Personal 

Integration. 

Thinking About Thinking 

I first became aware of my own thought processes when I 

was in fifth grade. I was sitting with my older brother who 

was a university student. I steured at him silently. I 

became awcure that I was thinking. I told him that I had 

figvired out that I could have ideas in my head and he would 

not know what they were unless I told him. He smiled, 

looked at me intently emd nodded. It was a powerful feeling 

of self euid of control. 

My students made simi liar stat^ents cd>out their minds 

and how they think. These quotes were teUcen from Claire and 

Shane's final interviews; 

Claire: I felt like my mind opened up. I understemd 
how to go deeper into my writing. It's like 
getting your thinking out. 

(Claire: Final interview) 

Sheuie: Sometimes there's words for stuff but if there 
euren't any words you have to figure out 
cmother way to say it. And I have to say it 
through art because I can't . . .I'm not a 
very good writer. I'm writing on a piece of 
paper, just letters and spelling out words, 
I'm insecure euid I feel no power over what I 
am doing. But when I get a blank sheet of 
paper, I Ccm just fly. I can really meUce my 
hands work when it comes to art. I mean I Cein 
say gmything I want. 

(Sheuie: FineLL interview) 
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Getting their thinking out, however, can be a risky 

business. Their thinking may be judged by others as 

inadequate resulting in self images that teUce on deurker 

tones. 

Claire: I couldn't like open my mind because if I got 
it wrong I felt really bad euid I didn't try to 
understand why I got it wrong. All those 
other years, I just felt like I couldn't do 
math. 

(Claire: Final interview) 

Ralph: I like that book vriiere the artist was painting 
his daughter's smile. Like that kind of 
related to me cause like I try to get some 
stuff right but like I try my hcirdest euid I 
keep on at it cuid like sometimes it cOTies out 
wrong. I still try to go at it and I keep 
thinking like the way he did. 

(Ralph: Final interview) 

Meeting in the Middle 

Students at times see personal chciracteristics as black 

2uid white "either-or" categories. Softening understandings 

to include the "gray areas" happens often through insights 

gained when students emalyze characters in literature. 

During discussions of Palmer in Wringer (Spinelli, 1997), 

students debated over whether he was weedc or strong. Some 

thought he was wecUc for getting into the geuig. Others 

thought he was strong for getting out. Daniel thought 

getting out was a weeUcness because "he was afraid." Nick 

thought Palmer showed strength by going after the pigeon in 

front of a crowd of people. 

Bryeui called himself shy. He showed insight in the 

following comment based on his own life experiences that the 
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simplis-tic idea that: ̂ gangs eire easy to get into emd heurd to 

get out of should be revisited. He meUces eui interesting 

comment cUx>ut all the trouble Palmer went through to be 

accepted by the geing: 

Bryan: I think it's weird cdx>ut the geing cause people 
say it's real easy to get in but it's haurd to 
get out. But for him it was heurd to get in, 
too. 

(Wringer; Discussion Group 1) 

He then went on to reflect on his own similctr 

predicaments, in this case going rock repelling with some 

classmates euid their fathers. Though not "gang" connected, 

he recognizes that given certain personality traits, it may 

teike a great deal of fortitude to not be peurt of the group: 

Bryeun: It's hard to leave 'cause sometimes my friends 
do this stuff emd they think it's really fun 
and then when I do it, it's really scary. And 
then so I say it's fun. But then I try and 
get away but then they keep doing it and so 
then I kind of give in to them. If I don't, 
when I try and get away, I don't rectlly want 
to cause I think it's cool when I'm doing 
SOTiething with them. 

fWringer; Discussion Group 1) 

Bryan's desire to belong within this particuleur group 

meant participating in an activity that he recLLly preferred 

not to do, even though that activity was cui acceptable 

spojTt. He even worked at convincing the others that he 

thought it was fun. 

Just Be Yourself 

In situations such as the one that Brysui shared there 

is the tendency to say, "Just be yourself." This is 
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probcibly not a useful phrase because children at this age 

are naturally working at constructing %i^o they are and don't 

really know what it means to "be themselves." They are 

still finding puzzle pieces as well as working at putting 

the puzzle together. In em attempt to facilitate this 

process, I asked then about "being themselves'' during a 

literature discussion: 

Mrs. K.: Do you think it is hard to just be who 
you are? 

David: Sometimes. 

Bryan: A lot of times. 

Liz: No. 

Nick: Not really. 

Bryetn: It depends on who you eire. Like if 
you're a strong person, a leader, like 
Liz and Nick, that's why its not really 
hcurd to be their selves cause everyone 
does what they weuit. So they're like the 
leaders and they just go. But other 
people, if you're weeiker and you don't 
really, you're not really a leader, then 
you follow the leader. 

Liz: So, that meeuis that if you are a weak 
person, being yourself mesuis not being a 
leader. 

fWringer: Discussion Group 1) 

Liz ceui state the solution because she does not 

struggle with the same issue as Bryeui. He was not ready to 

accept a self image that says he is weak or a follower and 

he continued to explore this issue in a variety of ways 

throughout the yeeur. 
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Other notions that children ponder as they consider 

self are related to their personal needs. One theme was the 

need for privacy and time to be alone which was often 

difficult with siblings euround. Yet cuiother issue 

approached in a ntunber of ways was the need to be noticed: 

Shanna: I kind of cam relate with Jimmy in the Mem in 
the Ceiling. Because he's like my brother, 
he's like Georgie. Georgie gets aJ.1 the 
attention emd he'll sit with my dad euid 
my mom, just play euid everything and I'll just 
do my own thing. Go in my room and listen to 
my music. He'll be the one that's always 
there. I go, "Oh, it's ok." 

(Journal entry during The Mem in the 
Ceiling read aloud) 

Claire: In The Mem in the Ceiling, Jimmy's dad was 
really busy euid I feel like my dad's really 
busy sometimes. He's there but it's just he's 
really busy and going on trips a lot. And 
he's been getting home early but he's going to 
work all summer. So he isn't re£G.ly there. 

(Journal entry during The Mem in the 
Ceiling read aloud) 

Bryan: I think it was so importemt (for Palmer in 
Wringer) to be with those guys because then 
everybody would notice him more so that's why. 

fWringer: Discussion Group 1) 

Children wemt to feel that they eure importcmt, or at 

least constitute a presence in someone's life. 

Ridicule Leaves a Lasting Impression 

Sometimes being noticed by others is not good. Being 

noticed by being made fun of or embarrassed is a major blow 

to most kids. Many adults can remember times in school when 
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they were ridiculed or felt shamed. After the reading of 

Amber on the Mountain (Johnston, 1989) in which a young girl 

does not know how to read, Sheuma talked about her 

experience of feeling noticed in a negative way at school: 

Shanna: When you read this book I thought of when I 
was in Mrs. Norton's class. We had this chart 
that had plcuiets on it euid we would move to 
cinother plcuiet if we passed our math test. I 
was the only one «^o was behind euid I was only 
on the third planet or so. To me, it wcis very 
emb€u:rassing. I think I connected with Amber 
because she could not read cuid I could not do 
math. But I finally lecumed how euid so did 
she. 

(Field Notes: Pictiire Book Discussion) 

It has been my experience that few kids construct a 

self image strong enough to resist being laughed at by other 

children eind the notion of "being yourself becomes a mute 

point again. Being yourself will generally not be a option 

if hurt feelings are at stake. Some things are out of your 

control cuid are "traditional" soiirces of teasing. Jessica 

wrote in her log that she is called "four eyes" because she 

wecurs glasses. In the following section taken from his 

final interviewr Danny says that the fear of being made fun 

of interferes with his educational process: 

Danny: I just don't get some of this stuff that we 
do. Cause my Aunt Lois said that we should 
always, cause she got cui A, because she didn't 
always understand all the stuff, she says it's 
ok to raise your hand about SOTie things 
though. It doesn't matter. 

Mrs. K.: So you don't do that much, do you? You don't 
ask questions a lot. How come? 

Deuiny: I ̂ ess. I think, I'm afraid that they're just 
going to laugh at me, the way they underst€uid 
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cuid I don't. 

(Danny: Final interview) 

The next piece of dialogue listens in on a literatxire 

discussion group on Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) as the children 

attempt to make sense of why kids make fun of other kids. 

It is especially dlnteresting to note in this conversation 

that Lucas has a reputation in the class as a person who 

ridicules other people: 

Jessica: Sometimes when you're trying to act like 
yourself, you get put down. Like if you're 
real smsurt in class they'll pick on you. If 
you're real popular with your teacher and 
you're smeirt, they'll call you smarty pants 
and teacher's pet and stuff and you're just 
being yourself. 

David: Scnne kids eure like not smart and they call 
them stupid and stuff. Sometimes it's either 
^7/ you made fun of, either if you're 
smart or you're not as smart as the others. 

Mrs. K.: So why do kids put other kids down? 

Lucas: Because they cam. That's not a joke either. 
It's like I guess because just to make 
themselves feel better cause like if they're 
losers in scxnething then when they make fun of 
somebody else it m^es them feel bigger. 

Mrs. K.: Do you think people who meike ftui of other 
people eure losers? 

Lucas: I don't know. When they're meiking fun of 
people they are. 

Lucas: I think they do it just because they like to. 

Mrs. K.: They like to do it. 

Lucas: Yeah. They like to get that one face that . . 
where they go like ahhhhhh. 

Mrs. K.: Oh. They like to see the face of the person 
that they make fxin of. The reaction. They 
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think that: is fun. 

Lucas: Yeah. They why they were getting mad at 
Dorothy in Wringer because she wasn't even 
mcUcing a face. 

Claire: And that's why they stopped. Cause later in 
the book it said they got bored. 

fWringer. Group 3 Discussion) 

A girl who began the yeeu: in our classroom wcis taken 

out euid put in cuiother school by her mother because two 

students consistently teased her about being "smelly." 

Despite intervention by adults, the remarks was never 

completely stopped. The counselor visited our classroom 

after this student left. She read a true story about a girl 

who had a nervous breeJcdown from the kind of "terrorizing" 

that Dorothy experienced in Wringer euid to a lesser degree, 

that their classmate had endured. She discussed how deeply 

this experience could affect self-confidence eind a sense of 

self worth. Students related more stories of their own 

experiences and felt that even if you use Dorothy's strategy 

(ignoring the situation and the people) to get the heat off, 

the teasing tcdces a toll euid one is apt to live in feeur of 

when it will start up again. This, they reasoned, was why 

the girl had chcuiged schools. I asked if cuiyone could tell 

me how things like this could go on and I not be awcure. 

David said, "They try to hide it." Bryeui sciid, "There's so 

meuiy kids." 

Personal Integration 

Putting the pieces of self together can be confusing. 
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David, in his discussion group related to Wringer, suggested 

that Palmer was a different person with different people euid 

"That's ok. Try to have multiple personalities," he said 

emd that is what David tried to do all year. He was as 

rough as the best of the bad guys, defensive of the underdog 

if they were picked on by sOTieone other thein himself, 

apologetic and sincerely sorry to his parents when they had 

to come in to the principal's office. He conceded that 

Palmer was probably more himself with Dorothy but since that 

was a kind of "wimpy" self maybe he should not let that self 

win. 

David continued all year with a short fuse and euigry 

outbursts euid often, teeurs. He felt he was trying to make 

eveiryone happy and no one was happy. The pieces to his 

personal puzzle seemed mixed up with everyone else's pieces 

emd he didn't know where to steurt. 

Seme students rush to a completed puzzle too quickly. 

Sheuie viewed himself as an artist euid continually drew one 

kind of comic book character. No matter vrtiat the drawing 

was related to, it looked like the same chcuracter. This 

p€urticular cheuracter had fingers with long nails like claws 

euid teeth that more closely resembled feuigs. The ccnnic book 

series he was copying had to do with the battle of good and 

evil. I realize that it is possible for an curtist to develop 

a style at eui eeurly age. With Shane, however, I sensed that 

the artist self-image, although c€»rteu.nly based in talent, 

might also have to do with his lack of success in other 
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areas. In his final interview, Shcuie compared himself to 

Jimmy in The Man in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993): 

"Because Jimmy euid me have a lot in common. I'm 
really a flunk at being a person eUid I, me cuid him 
imagine the seuae thing. Imagine going on to grandeur. 
The first time we read it, I felt the story was 
actually about me. That's how close it came to my 
life." 

(Shane: Final interview) 

I remembered back at the beginning of the yeeur when we 

studied Van Gogh. Shcuie had contributed to a class 

discussion about how true curtists usually have "problems." 

I was reminded of this when I asked Shane later in his 

interview if euiy of the other books we read during the yeeur 

had issues that he saw eus relating to his life. He 

responded by discussing a book in which one of the 

chciracters ccxmnits suicide: 

Shcuie: Even though it's a picture book, it's the 
one I Never Knew Your Name. Last yeeir eind 
the yecur before that I was on Zoloft because 
I have depression, or had it. I'm not sure 
but I thi^ that was what caused this kid 
(in the story) to go over the edge. I meeui 
I was actucd.ly thinking of going over the 
edge like he did. But I've been doing really 
well.I've been off of i-t for cdaout three 
months. 

Mrs. K.: So you stopped taking it this year shortly 
after Christmas? 

Shcuie: Tecdi. And I'll tell you, it feels, I mecui I 
was re€U.ly relieved to get off of it cause 
every day, every morning and every night, 
going out, having a lit-tle pill euid having 
to take it down with water . . (shakes 
his head from side to side and voice drops 
off.) 

Ccxaing into the school year, Sheme had identified 
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himself as cui eurtist who therefore would have "problems" and 

be a general failure at everything but his art. It was my 

feeling that this was not a true perception of who he was 

and he was attempting to solidify this self image too eeurly. 

Students in my classro<»i usually do have at least a 

tentative goal for their adult life. Shane wanted to be a 

cartoonist. In the final interview, Sheuina discussed being 

a teacher so "I can hang things curound the room." Ralph 

weuits to work for United Peurcel Service like his uncle. 

Though not as dramatic as Shane's, most of us cross at least 

one personcJ. precipice in life on our way to fulfilling or 

redefining our dreams. Whether my students reach their 

adulthood in a whole and healthy way may be determined by 

how they view themselves and that self-image may be 

determined,in part, by classroom experiences. 

Constructing Relationship 

Hold a true friend with both heinds. 

Nigerian Proverb 

Relationship is central to the students in my classroom 

emd literature responses often relate to family, friends, 

and even pets. They become euialytical in their talk as they 

reason why a friend stopped being their friend or a peurent 

chose to embarrass them in the cafeteria. Peers support 

each other in these extended conversations, offering 

suggestions for resolution or perhaps syn^athy at recent 

turns of events. Through these discussions, students begin 

to figure people out euid consider their "place" in vcurious 
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rela-tionship circles. They develop cin awareness of power; 

tha-t is, who has it and who doesn't. They know the kids who 

pretend to have power through "put-downs." 

They consider eU.tering their clothing, hairstyles and 

even behavior so as to fit in with certain groups or to 

distcuice theiDselves frcaa others. Underneath it all I found 

in their talk two motivating issues that seem most important 

to kids as related to relationship. One issue is trust. 

The other is that of status. 

Lying Brectks Down Trust in Relationship 

In a literature group discussion of the Betsy Byars 

book The Cvbil Waur (1977^ students discussed the topic of 

"communication emd lying." This was one issue taken frcm 

their web. They worked at the concept of honesty in 

relationship by examining the characters' motivations to lie 

euid by looking at their own connections. Jessica drew what 

she called a "friendship hill" to show how people have to 

work at building a friendship (climbing the hill) euid how 

failure to trust cein make us fall to the bottom of the hill. 

Sometimes we Ccui get the friend back cuid sometimes we Ccui't. 

The girls in this discussion felt that the reason Tony 

lies to Cybil is to increase his status with her. 

Michelle: Well, I think for Tony, comminication for 
him is lying. Like when he lied cdx>ut Simon 
while he was teJ.king to Cybil. 

Mrs. K.: How do you communicate by lying? It seems 
like lying would get in the way of 
communication. 

Raquel: Tony thinks that lying will get him ̂ at he 
Weuits, but he doesn't reeaize that he's not 
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getting any place. 

Michelle: The more he lies to Cybil the more she 
doesn't like him. 

(The Cvbil W£u:; Literature Discussion 2) 

The discussion moved to reasons for lying that 

would be acceptable etnd these reasons related directly to 

relationship. 

Michelle: Sometimes it's kind of good to lie. Like if 
somebody's out of shape or something, and 
it's not, you don't got to tell them that 
they are fat cuid ugly. Because you like them 
so you want to kind of lie emd say you're 
not ugly. 

Raquel: Right. If it's your best friend and they 
ask you something like if they're pretty or 
not rand they're not really, you want to tell 
them something so they won't feel bad eibout 
it. It's good to lie about that. But the 
other kind of lying is not good. 

Jessica considered the notion of parents lying. 

Although students admitted lying to their parents 

occasionally to keep from getting grounded, it's an 

upsetting concept for them that peurents Ccui at times be 

untrustworthy. 

Jessica: 

Michelle: 

Raquel: 

Jessica: 

My dad lies a lot. 

My parents lie to me €uid my sister. 
SOTietimes it's more like making excuses and 
sometimes they just really lie. 

It like hurts us scHaetimes. But I just go 
euid forget €Qx>ut it. 

I get really mad auid I feel like telling him 
what the truth is, because sometimes I know 
what he's lying about emd I know v^at he 
really did. 
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Mrs. K.: I wonder if it is worse for a kid to lie or 

an adult to lie. Maybe it's the same. 

Jessica: An adult is worse because curen't grownups 
supposed to be more mature and stuff? 

Michelle: Like set good examples. 

Jessica: Because like, my brother might pick that up 
when he gets older euid start lying, too. I 
think in the book that Tony picked it up 
when he was younger. He stcurted lying as he 
got older. But with my Dad mostly I worry 
that the people he lies to might find out 
eUid get real mad at Dad. 

Jessica then made the compeurison to the hill cuid drew 

as she talks. She related the lying to a brecUcdown in trust 

which results in a breedcdown of the relationship. 

Michelle: Lying mostly gets in the way of, like if you 
lie to somebody eUid then scxaebody else 
brings it out, they ceui't really trust you 
cuiymore. 

Jessica: That's probably how Simon and Tony were when 
they were younger. When their friendship 
was really close together. But then as they 
got older, Tony started lying, so like 
Michelle said, they got fiirther apart. And 
the trust steurted fading away. Without 
trust, your friendship gets weaker and 
weaker. 

Mrs. K.: So what's your picture? 

Jessica: Well, this is like the beginning cause 
they're going up the hill and they are 
getting closer and closer. So they walk up 
a hill growing friends and when they reach 
the top they are really good friends. Then 
something goes wrong, they steort lying euid 
they go back down the hill emd their 
friendship becomes weaker and wecUcer. 

Raquel: When you sure barely going to become friends, 
you don't lie, you get closer €uid get to 
know each other more, but then you steurt 
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lying and that ruins everything. Like Tony 
did to Simon. 
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They acknowledge that it is possible to climb back up 

the friendship hill. Michelle brought up couples who get 

divorced. They worked so hard to climb the hill and then 

fall all the way to the bottom again. 

Jessica: I think at the top of the hill bad things 
happen too like they get into a fight and 
get really mad and then go back down the 
hill. But then sometimes friendships grow 
back up. 

Michelle: Like some people who get divorced. Like they 
took all that time and they finally got on 
the hill but they started breaking up. They 
start down the hill. 

Jessica: It's like friendship cause after they get 
married something happens and they start 
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down -the hill emd they come apeurt at the 
bottom. 

Michelle: Like you meet somebody. You think you know 
enough eibout them to get married so you do. 
But then you're on top of the hill and it 
just doesn't work out as much as you thought 
it would. 

The girls got back into the book to medce the hill 

analogy fit the behaviors of the characters, Simon euid Tony. 

Michelle made a summeury statement for the day: 

Michelle: If a friend can't keep a secret then it's 
not really your friend. Or if a friend 
tells you lies, that person is not really 
your friend. 

(The Cvbil War; Discussion 2) 

Everyone Gets Picked On and Put Down 

Picking on each other seems to be the primary pastime 

of students in the upper elementary grades. Sheuie felt it 

has to do with status: 

Shane: Also, like if sc»ieone has their status, like 
someone meikes fun of that euid that drains 
their status, well then, when they mcUce fun of 
someone else their own status goes up again, 
so they're trying to keep their's up but so is 
everyone else. 

(Wringer. Discussion Group 3) 

Three boys read The Ccurtoonist (1978) by Betsy Byars 

cuid agreed that being made fun of is a continued, chain. 

The boys divided kids into three primcury groups: the normal, 

the born weirds, euid the Wcuina be weirds. The "normals" 

were just the average people with average clothes, weight, 

and hair. The "bom weirds" had slightly off personalities. 
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streuige looking body pcurts or maybe an "odd" name. The 
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"wanna be weirds" at-tempted to shock people with their 

dress. 

Within all of these groups might be cultural 

considerations such as religion that could possibly add to 

their normality or their weirdness, and family members or 

faxuily activities might contribute to the definitions. 

"Normals" could become "wemna be weirds" but "bom weirds" 

were always just that. "Bom weirds" might try to become 

even weirder by becoming a "wanna be weird" but they usueLlly 

could not pull that off and became an even weirder "bom 
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weird." "Bom weirds" could never hope to be considered 

noznnal. it seemed a bit confusing to me, but the boys 

seemed to be very cleau: as they talked. 

Apparently each of the groups mcJce fun of each other 

according to Bryem, David eind Estevan. The '"normals" made 

fun of both the "weirds" and the "weuma be weirds." The 

"wanna be's" made ftin of the "bom weirds" and the 

"normals." And the "bom weirds" made fun of the "normals" 

euid the "wanna be weirds" unless they were trying veilieintly 

to become a member of one of those groups, in which case 

they would usually hcuig euround the periphery of kids 

belonging to that group. If Shane was right, all of the 

"maUcing fun of" was teUcing place to increase one's own 

status which kept getting knocked by being made fun of. And 

so it goes. 

I asked for examples. Shcuie who was a self-proclaimed 

artist of the classroom euid drew very strange Ccurtoons of 

characters with fangs and big teeth was considered a "bom 

weird." It was true he put down the normals as if he were 

somehow superior. Lucas who was part of the cool group of 

"normals" made fun of the "bom weirds". We really didn't 

have any "wanna be weirds" in our rocna they said because, 

"Those kids usucU.ly show up in middle school." 

Competing For Friends Makes Everyone Crazy 

In discussions of Wringer, students retumed to the 

decision of Palmer to join a "gang" of three boys which 

meant that he had to cuitagonize a girl who lived across the 
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street from him cuid had been his friend for years. 

Chcuiging friends is often done to achieve a higher 

status or pezrceived populcurity and often mecins leaving 

scmieone who trusted you in the dust. In the case of Palmerr 

he never seemed to quite fit with the more "populeu:" group 

and eventually left and returned to his relationship with 

Dorothy. This was a difficult decision for him as he 

believed his father wanted him to be part of this group of 

boys and felt it was a position of greater status thcui 

heuiging out with the girl next door. 

Palmer's father had cd.so won a trophy for killing 

pigeons on family fiesta days. Palmer held secret in his 

hecurt his dread of the whole scene where pigeons were shot 

for sport and boys of ten yecurs of age wrung the necks of 

the pigeons who did not die from the gunshot wound. 

David says joining the geuig would have been an easy 

decision for him. 

Jessica: They cure like a little gang. They just want 
certain people and you Ceui't get in unless 
you get "the treatment". They have their own 
little ways and they sccure people. 

David: Palmer wcuited to be in it to fit in. Because 
he didn't have many friends so he weuited to 
stick with them and have s(»ne friends. He 
lost one euid got three. 

Dcuiiel: They were populeu: with kids but not with 
teachers because they were always getting 
into trouble. 

David: He ended up getting closer to his friends 
because he got in trouble with them. 

Jessica: The book is about his relationship with 
everybody. 
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David: It's like that status thing we talked edx>ut 

in drcuaa. At first he had low status and 
then he had high status when he was in the 
geuig. In the end he was high with Dorothy 
again but low in status with Becuis and Huddo. 

(Wringer, Discussion Group 2) 

In Wringer, Dorothy is euitagonized by the group. She is 

made fun of in a myriad of ways but never responds to euiy of 

it. Claire referred to the power of the group: 

Claire: It was like more power^ like we're going to 
meUce Dorothy cry. When she didn't do euiything 
they got mad. 

Shane: They lost power and I think that as humcuis we 
are the most of cJ.1 the species on the plcuiet 
the most controlling. I meeui if humans don't 
have absolute control over everything, they 
freak,cuid that was why they kept doing it, 
trying to get a reaction out of her. 

fWringer; Discussion Group 3) 

Bryeui found himself in a classroom situation simileu: to 

that of Palmer's. Bryan experienced feelings of 

powerlessness euid yet felt the others euround him had a great 

deal of power. He was caught between kids he wanted to heuig 

with ctnd Ralph who wcinted to heuig with him. The friends 

Bryeui wanted to be with had a higher "status" in the room 

thcui Ralph. They were well liked and made excellent grades. 

Ralph on the other hand tried to be a peurt of this "in 

crowd" by using threats and force. At one point Bryan's 

father stopped by to tell me Ralph was getting Brycui in head 

locks on the playground, prestmicibly in fun but he was recilly 

hurting Bryan. 

Through other things Bryeui said during the year, I felt 
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he was in-bimidated in different ways by both the "cool" 

friends eind their accomplishments as well as by Ralph's more 

obvious intimidation tactics. This is revealed in Bryan's 

final interview of the year: 

Bryan: Palmer had a situation with his friends like 
Dorothy emd the guys. I've had friends like 
that. 

Mrs. K.: What did you do? 

Brysui: Well, it's actually happening right now. 

Mrs. K.: O.K. Explain it to me then. 

Bryan: Ceua I mention names? 

Mrs. K.: Sure, this is just between us. 

Bryan: It's like Rcd.ph emd then all my other 
friends. And some of Ralph's friends. So 
it's the same thing with him. I'm kind of 
both their friends. But then when all the 
friends meet, like Ralph cuid his friends auid 
all of my other friends, they kind of fight. 
And if I'm there at the same time, I ceui't, I 
don't know how to explain this. 

Mrs. K.: You are doing a great job. Just keep going. 

Bryan: They just stsirt fighting and then they steurt 
looking at me. The one group goes, ''Bryeui, 
tell R^ph you're not his friend." and the 
other group goes, "If you say that to me . " 
and then I tell my other group of friends 
that told me to tell him I'm not his friend, 
I tell them that if I do he'll start yelling 
at me and pick on me for as long as I know. 
And then he's all like, they say I don't 
Ccure. When I start teuLking to Ralph about 
it, he starts getting mad at me. But if I 
don't and I start being his friend he's like 
my friend. I can barely explain it. 

Mrs. K.: Do you have people within these two groups 
that you would rather be friends with and 
some that you would rather not be friends 
with? Or do you want to be friends with ed.1 
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of them? I mean, is it your feeur of being 
picked on by Ralph that you try to stay his 
friend, or is it that you really would like 
to be Ralph's friend? 

Bryan: It's the feeur of being picked on by Ralph. 
Cause I really don't want to be his friend 
any more but somehow we just kind of stay 
friends. So it's like the end of Wringer 
where he reeilly wanted to be Dorothy's friend 
and not the guys. That's how I feel with 
Ralph. 

Mrs. K.: Why do you think kids pick on other kids? 

Bryan: Well, because they weuit to be their friend. 
They ar& jeeU.ous of the other kids so then 
they feel like they have to pick on you and 
make you scared so you will be their friend. 
That's what happened in Wringer, too. That's 
what I think. 

Mrs. K.: So they threaten you so that you stay their 
friend. 

Brycui: Yeah. 

Mrs. K.: Because they want you to be their friend. 

Bryan: Yeah. Cause they cem really hurt you. They 
say they can really hurt you. And sometimes 
it's true. 

Mrs. K.: That must be pretty scary. 

Bryam: Yeedi. 
(Bryan: Final interview) 

Clecurly Bryem did not know who to trust and was 

immobilized by his fears - both of R2d.ph's violence emd also 

by the fecur of losing his position or status with the 

''elite" set of friends. His p€irents were unsure of when to 

step in. Although they wanted him to solve his own 

relationship issues, they did not want him to begin 
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perceiving himself as a victim. 

As students work at the construction of relationship, 

they need support in addressing their issues when mcUcing 

connections cuid choosing friends. Sullivan (1953) found 

that relationships with peers in this age of child is a good 

indicator of how "well-adjusted" they will be in later life. 

As teachers we sometimes feel this tcUces too much time away 

from "the academics" but perhaps through literature students 

may develop more understcindings eind perspectives about 

relationship. 

Constructing a Sense of Place 

As I reviewed students' ccxoments euid responses through 

out the yecur, it was apparent that my students were 

beginning to develop a sense of place in the world. In this 

section I consider students' talk as related to issues of 

culture. The issues presented are based on a belief emd 

definition of culture as the sheured patterns of living 

(Geertz, 1973). The sub-categories in this section are: 

Exploring culture: Ethnicity and Race, Religion, Age, 

Gender, A Sense of Place in the Feuaily, euid Am I Popular or 

Not: That is the Question. The latter sub-category looks at 

one aspect of kid culture (Kaser, 1995) in how students 

worked to define the term "populair" £uid find a sense of 

place in the classroom pecking order. 

Students at times discussed their developing sense of 

place with reference to the notion of status that was 

introduced through drama work during the reading of The Mem 
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in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993). Primeurily through 

literature discussion euid drama, they began to consider the 

possibility of stretching their role in the group or 

redefining it. My observation was that they were 

considering how the broader world workedr their place in 

that world, cind the power they had or did not have to meJce 

changes. 

Eacplorinq Culture; Ethnicity emd Race 

Woven throughout the year were pieces of literature 

that highlighted issues of ethnicity and race. Sometimes 

the books were integrated into a study as, for example 

Nettie^s Trip South (Turner, 1987). Usually books with 

multicultiiral themes were included as part of the many read 

alouds we found interesting such as Under Our Skin; Kids 

Talk About Race (Birdseye & Birdseye, 1997). These books 

generated comments that were sometimes directed at 'the 

other" cuid sometimes related to self regarding issues of 

ethnicity euid race. 

For some students, their ethnicity was clearly defined. 

Others students felt some confusion euid were not yet certain 

what ethnicity means to them; 

I have a family of Mexicans. We speak in two 
languages, English emd Spanish. I am learning 
to specUc Spanish at home and next year when I cua 
in 6th grade I weuit to leam more Spanish in 
school. It's fun to be Mexican because we get 
to do fun stuff like make tamed.es emd celebrate 
Cinco de Mayo. 

(Jessica: Journal entry, undated) 

Most whites talk about what their race screwed up 
on, not what the other race did to tb^. It used 
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to be that whites said that other races were 
incomplete. Now we say that we're at fault, never 
the other races. 

(Shcuie: Joximal entry, 2/26/98) 

I think Jason in the story is very mad about his 
skin. I'm very sad about my skin but there's no way I 
can chcuige it. Sometimes I weuit to paint myself 
beige. No one weuits to be eiround me euid that is 
why I want to chcuige my type. 

(Danny: Journal entry, undated 
referring Under Our Skin^ 

I cun white. I don't get laughed at, only I get 
called white boy sometimes by Mexiccuis or Africein 
Americcuis. I am not racist but other people cure. 
I think Martin Luther King, Jr. was right. That 
speech really helped. 

(David: Journal entry, undated) 

Sometimes I get confused on if I'm more white or 
Hexiccua. My dad says I'm more white theui euiything 
euid my mom says I'm more Irish theui anything. At my 
school there is not much racism. Only when there is a 
fight people will say like racial slurs like 
white trash. I hope people Ccm stop all racism 
on ecurkh soon. 

(Lucas: Joumcil. entry, undated) 

Each student dCTionstrated a consciousness of their skin 

color and described it in terms of how they felt others 

responded to them. 

Exploring Culture; Religion 

Memy students seemed accepting and even proud of thedlr 

religion. Others were thinking through what the notion of 

religion meeuit to them. 

Me, well, I'm not really anything. 
7eah, sure, I'm white emd I celebrate Christmas, Easter 
and my favorite, Hed.loween, but I don't go to church 
and I don't attend Mass, yet I think I am an Americem. 
Sure,you might think I am not an American, and I know 
why. 7ou think to be €ui Americcui, you have to: 



1. Go to chiarch. 
2. Go at least every Sunday. 
3. Worship the Lord. 

That's all you need to be an American, right? Wrong 1 
You don't have to go to church, you just have to obey 
the law. 

(Shane, JoumcLl entry, undated) 

That was a good book. I am Mexicem cind I am Catholic. 
I have friends ̂ o cure African Americsui, White and 
Mexiceui. I don't feel Mexiccui because I speeik English. 

(Geoff: JoumeU. entry undated) 

I like my religious traditions. Every Christmas Eve 
we have friends over euid family come for dinner. We 
talk and give presents to each other. We do all this 
after church. At church I'm either in a Christmas play 
or I sing with a group of people. We dress up really 
pretty before we go to church. The church brings pine 
trees as a symbol that we live forever. 

(Clciire: Journal entry, 2/27/98) 

As far as religion, I really don't have one but I 
believe in God. 

(Luccis: Journal entry, undated) 

Exploring Culture; Age 

Issues relating to the culture of age were significant 

in the dreuna discussion related to The Mam In the Ceilincy 

(Feiffer, 1993). David raised the issue that kids as a rule 

axe judged to be less importcuit th€ui adults. He related the 

story of going to a fast food restaurcint. He was uneUsle to 

give the order until his father returned fr<Mn the restroom 

because he could not get anyone's attention. They 

autOTiatically took the order of the next adult. When 

David's father returned he asked the counter person why he 

had not waited on David. The counter person lied euid said 

David told him he weis waiting for his Dad. We acted this 
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scene out €uid David was ed>le to play different roles in the 

story. Then he played his role again more assertively. 

Lucas agreed that kids are low in status euid compeured 

them to old people. He said that kids and old people are 

the low ones on either end ctnd people in their forties cure 

high. He then elaborated that old people were slightly 

higher than kids and forty-yeeur-old mcJ.es were higher than 

femeJ.es of the same age. 

Following the drama experience, some students wrote 

stories about times in their lives when they felt age was 

the issue. Here is Michelle's story: 

Once I was with my Grcuidpa cuid Grcuidma and my 
cousins over the summer in an RV. My oldest cousin 
hit my other cousin with his arm eind she started 
to cry. My Grcuidpa just turned eucid looked and 
turned back around. If one of the littler kids did 
that, like my age they would yell at you euid you would 
get in trouble tinlike my oldest cousin. If you 
don't get the point, here it is. If somebody 
older does scmething wrong then they wouldn't get 
in trouble. But if someb<^y younger does something 
bad, they WOULD get in trouble. 

Sometimes I hate being young. It feels like you 
have no control. And older people don't take you 
seriously. If I tell somebody to stop doing something, 
they won't unless I go get a grown up who h£U3 control. 

(Michelle, JoumcLL entry, 2/4/98) 

Exploring Culture; Gender 

Issues of gender were less obvious in discussion or 

written work. The story of Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) 

provided the class with subtle issues of gender in that 

Palmer chooses to join a small gang of boys which means a 

sacrifice of his relationship with Dorothy who had been his 

friend since ecirly childhood. 
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In discussing Palmer's relationship with Dorothy, 

students eilways mentioned her by name whereeis the group of 

three boys that Palmer joined are referred to as "his 

friends" or "the gcuig" cuid seldom are their names used. The 

repetition of the name Dorothy may of itself have been a way 

the kids recognized that she was a girl cuid her gender was a 

factor in Palmer's decision: 

I think Palmer feels sorry for the pigeons and 
mad at them at the Scune time. He feels sorry for them 
because people shoot them. He feels mad at them 
because they come where he lives cuid if he does not 
wring them he will not be friends with the three boys. 
I think Palmer weints to be friends with Dorothy but he 
knows he can't. 

(Bryan: Journal entry, 4/30/98) 

Sheuina confronts the gender issue directly: 

I think they taunted Dorothy because she is a 
girl. She even has a nickname that the gang gave 
her. 

(Sheuma, Journal entry, 5/7/98) 

A month or so earlier, I had read a picture book about 

a friendship between a boy and a girl. According to the 

field notes scripted by my student teacher, Michelle 

commented that it was interesting that the author used a boy 

and a girl to discuss friendship. I asked if any of them 

have had this kind of close friendship eind several did tell 

stories of experiences with a boy/girl friendship. This led 

me to believe that I may have, without reeLlizing it, shut 

down their dialogue relating to gender issues in Wringer 

(Spinelli, 1997) because it is appeurent from the transcript 

that I was critical of the treatment of Dorothy. 
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In a discussion of Dorothy euid the "gang," however, the 

students discussed violence eis a gender issue. The 

conversation began with students criticcU. of Palmer for 

asking Dorothy to release his pigeon. She released it near 

the railway station which increased the possibility of 

capture because the railway station is v^ere the pigeons eure 

kept until time for the Family Days shooting contest: 

Luccis: I don't think that was really Pctlmer's fault 
because, I meeui like I guess he just forgot 
that she wasn't, she like, oh he didn't forget 
that she wasn't a boy, but he just didn't 
think. Because almost eLLl the, everybody knows 
that that's where they get the pigeons from. 
And I guess he just took it for granted that 
she knew that. 

Shcuie: I think that was a boys thing. I usustlly 
when you think of violence, I meem you usuaJ.ly 
don't think of a girl going through the town 
£uid wringing birds' necks. But when you think 
of the probed>ility of a boy doing that, because 
it's more of, well it's kind of stereotyping 
but it is true that more boys cure violent, boys 
cure more violent theui girls. 

Claire: It's in the chromosomes. 

Shane: And I think that was a way for them to get 
their anger out euid get populeur simultcuieously. 

Mrs. K: Boys have more emger theui girls? 

ReQ.ph: Yes. 

Claire: Not all of them. 

Shane: Maybe not anger. 

Claire: Boys have more violence because at school like 
the boys get, like they're in more fights than 
girls. You hardly see girls fight. 

Lucas: Well, it's not anger. It's violence. Cause I 
mean my mom ceui be, like she can be like eilways 
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mad, like a couple, a day or two, she's always 
like really mad all day. So it's not boys cire 
more euigry. Boys are just more violent. 

Mrs. K: She doesn't punch you when she's suigry. 

Lucas: No. 

Mrs. K: But now dad, he would punch you. [Laughs] 

Lucas: YeeOi. No, just kidding. 

Claire: That's what happens. 

Mrs. K: Oh, is it? How do you meeua, Claire? 

Claire: Like just like child abuse. I mean the m(»i can 
do it but usually it's the dad. 

(Wringer: Discussion Group 3) 

Raquel, Jessica, and Michelle explored gender 

interactions after they read The Cvbil War (Byeirs, 1977): 

Michelle: 

Raquel: 

Michelle: 

Jessica: 

Raquel: 

Well, when you like a guy you sort of try 
euid impress them and sort of kind of act 
like you have their hobbies euid stuff. 

You kind of laugh at their jokes when 
they're not really funny euad stuff. 

Like there was this one girl in third grade, 
she liked this one kid euid he would say 
something that wasn't even funny and she'd 
always laugh and laugh and laugh. 

I think you know right away if someone likes 
you or something because they always stcure 
at you. 

Or they chase you. I know that because your 
brother chases me. And then like there's 
some boys that don't like chase you, they 
just like protect you and stuff. I've had 
that happen to me in second grade. 

(The Cvbil War; Discussion 3) 
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A Sense of Place in the Family 

The episodes from The Man in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 

1993) that involved Jimmy and his parents and siblings led 

to the initial concept of the status held in relationships. 

When asked to pick out a scene from the book to act out, the 

scenes were initially almost entirely family interactions. 

As we discussed these scenes, students perceived that Jimmy 

was at once the least important and the most important 

person in the family. They felt he was least important 

because his needs were never met, not even by his mother who 

shared some of his same talents. He was the most important, 

they felt, because everyone seemed to turn to him for help 

or as "someone to yell at." It was Lucas who said, "He was 

important but he had no status." 
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Students then considered Jimmy's status in his family and 

also considered the status they held in their own family. 

The Venn diagram was done in Lucas' journal where he thinks 

about the connectedness of Uncle Lester and Jimmy. A later 

entry in his journal shows a bar graph of a status 

comparison within his own family. 

Palmer's position in his family in Wringer (Spinelli, 

1997) generated much discussion. Although seemingly a close 

family, Palmer felt powerless when it came to pigeons. He 

kept his dread of being a wringer from his father and the 

fact that he was keeping a pigeon as a pet was a secret from 

both parents. Because of this distancing of himself from 

his parents he suffered, but found inner strength. Lucas 
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his parents he suffered, but found inner strength. Lucas 

and Shcuie discussed whether a father would pressure a son: 

Shane: I cem see why he was worried. After holding 
all that stuff in, someone was bound to find 
out and I don't think that, especially not my 
father, I mean I'm con^aring my own dad to 
this guy. If my dad lived in a town where they 
usually had shooting contests and my dad won 
tops, I don't think he's edaout to say, go 
ahead, do whatever you want, it's your choice. 

Mrs. K; What do you think the dad would say? 

Shane: I think he, your dad, my dad, emyone's dad, 
would try to pressure him into it. 

Lucas: Well, I think he was trying to urge him to be a 
wringer euid I think he was kind of disappointed 
that he wasn't but I don't think a father would 
say you have to be a wringer, you don't have a 
choice. You have to shoot pigeons when you 
grow up. 

(Wringer: Discussion Group 3) 

Later in the discussion, Sheuie mentioned Palmer's 

sepcirateness from his pcirents. Other students considered the 

notion that the place of girls is with their mcxns euid boys 

is with their dads: 

Shcuie: I noticed that in the book he almost never 
asked his parents for anything. I meeui he was 
always saying stuff to himself. He was cU.ways 
talking to Dorothy but his parents, I meem they 
were . . [shrugged his shoulders] 

Mrs. K: I wonder why that was. Why he kept all that to 
himself? 

Sheuie: I think he wemted to keep it to himself cause 
he was secured that his mom or dad might be 
ticked off at him. I meeui his dad was like a 
really good shot emd he got that golden trophy 
or whatever it was. 

Luccis: The sharp shooting trophy. 
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Shane: And his mom, well, I don't know why he didn't 
talk to her her. I mecui she didn't have any 
trophies, she wasn't a wringer. 

Claire: Well, usually when you're a girl you mainly, 
go, I meeui I tell my mom stuff. And the boys 
like my brother he mainly talks to my dad. And 
so I think if I was a girl I'd weuit my mom and 
not my dad, I mecui I'd want my dad, too, it's 
just like I would depend more on my mom. 

Mrs. K: He wasn't as close to his mem. 

Lucas: YecUi, cause like if you're a boy you can 
probably relate more to yoiir dad cause he's 
like usually been through the same stuff and it 
you're a girl you'd probably relate more to 
your mom. 

(Wringer: Discussion Group 3) 

Shane closed out this discussion by cementing on the 

issue of trust in the family. He demonstrated the growing 

understanding that knowing your place in the family means 

understanding the positions of others. In this case the 

father is the confideuit of the mother and this makes Sheuie 

silent: 

I cilso think that Palmer didn't tell his mother 
because sometimes I do this, too. I think that 
my mcaa might tell my dad because my mom's always 
telling my dad stuff, euid I think that she might 
like, I think that he thought that if he told his 
mcxa she might tell his dad and his dad might get 
euigry at him. 

fWringer; Discussion Group 3) 

The issue of trust in the family eucid how the adults in 

the family have the power to betray trust for their own 

purposes revealed itself in the stories students told of 

times their peurents have embeurrassed them. Students seem to 
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yet moving into wanting the respect em adult would receive. 

After I read a section in The Man In the Ceiling 

(Feiffer, 1993) eibout Jinoay's frustrations, Ashli told the 

story of her father ccming into the ceifeteria to berate her 

£dx>ut not keeping her room clecui. He had been volunteering 

in her sister's clcissrooia. Ashli attempted to maintain her 

own sense of dignity by defending herself in her journal. 

I VW. ^ ̂ 
^ V4ea^ 

a-J 
ber?.̂ < 

b€^ 

My parents embcirrass me in front of other people 
euid even my friends. Like when I was at lunch he 
came over to where I was sitting euid told my 
friends that I have a messy room. He acted 
like my ro<»a is a garbage can. Then he said go 
on the bus eind he bought a lunch euid left me there 
like I was nothing. 

(Ashli, Journal entry, iindated) 



Looking at life through the lens of status gave them a 

perspective with which to consider the world. Through 

dreuna, they explored family sceneurios frcMi The Mem In the 

Ceiling and from their own families. They were encouraged to 

reverse the roles they were playing. For example, if Ashli 

enacted the experience with her father cuid played herself in 

the first scene, she was encouraged to be her father the 

next time. Another way we worked with this issue was to ask 

the students to figure out a skit in which the status was 

reversed but the students remained the same cheiracters. In 

this way, they could think eUaout possibilities. 

Although for s<»ae students the sense of place in family 

was eui issue, others felt comfortable in their family 

position. Claire seemed to have a confident family sense of 

place: 

If you want to know me as a family member you should 
know that I am the oldest child. I love my family. I 
have three cousins. They think I am neat. I have two 
Grants emd one Gramma who love me and think I am 
beautiful, polite and smart. I have meuiy aunts euid 
uncles who think I am fun to be with euid think I have 
a strong loving heart. My mom and dad think I have a 
smeurt head on my shoulders. They think I am 
opinionated and talented. I love both my mom and dad. 
I don't have a favorite. My baby brother has more 
status them me. I have just a little more status then 
my sister. 

(Claire, JoumeU. entry, 1/22/98) 

Even as comfortable as Claire was within her family 

system, she still reflected on her position with regard to 

her siblings. In similaur ways, the concept of status beceune 

a touchstone for comments emd understandings the r^nainder 
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of the year. It was a tool that enabled some students to 

create meaning within complex situations. 

Kid Culture; Am I Populcur or Not? That Is The Question. 

I ran across a study done nearly fifty years ago that 

reported peer interactions as making up 40% of the day for 

children between seven and eleven and episodes with peerB 

totaling 299 per typical school day (Bcurker & Wright, 1951). 

With the increase in day care and afterschool programs, that 

number is likely higher now. Even so I was saddened to find 

that the issue of populeurity was so easily talked about with 

my fourth and fifth grade students. Which kids sure 

"populeur" is not as noticeable in elementciry school as is 

which kids are rejected. I wcuited to think that perhaps 

populcirity was a middle and high school issue. 

As I read euid considered books and articles related to 

social cognition cind development in children, much was said 

about peer status. Heurtup did a study in 1983 of sixth 

graders emd their peers which yielded him a definition of 

the populeur child. Stated singly, such children have self-

confidence without being conceited, maintain open lines of 

communication, give out reinforcements, listen carefully, 

are happy, act like themselves and show enthusiasm cuid 

concern for others. 

I teach in a school that discourages peer compcirisons. 

We don't play class against class in sports or even hold a 

field day that awards ribbons. We do not have an honor roll 

cuid we work hcurd at honoring the achievements of all 
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students. We have no orgeuiized sports. We p€urticipate in 

full inclusion programs which meeuas physically euid mentally 

challenged students lecum in our classro<»is all day. Still 

my data revealed that students at the young age of nine and 

ten consider who in our school is populcur and whether indeed 

they themselves are: 

At school I have pretty high status with 
friends cind all. I have lots of friends 
and lots of people think I am good at sports. 
Me cuid this kid Meumy are the most popular 
kids out of our class cuid Ms. Kahn's class. 
I am also someone that can make almost cuiyone 
laugh. Most people think I am funny. 

(Lucas, Journal entry, undated) 

I had problems with Lucas in class euid I was also awcure 

that he had a habit of putting other kids down. Bryeui had 

been discussing Ralph's put downs so I chose this 

opportunity to get a kid's eye view of Lucas. Here are 

Bryeui's comments regeurding Luceis' populeurity teUcen frcxn 

Bryan's final interview of the yecur: 

Mrs. K.: Lucas picked on kids a lot in here, didn't he? 

Bryeui: He didn't pick on me. 

Mrs. K: How did he pick on other kids? 

Bryem: He made jokes about them. I mean, if he was 
funny he would make a lot of friends cuid by 
doing that he picked on people. But then he 
still had a lot of friends, though. 

Mrs. K: So Bryeux, in the books we read or in the 
class, who do you think would be a role model? 
Anybody? 

Bryan: I think, well, even though Lucas does make 
jokes eddout people alot, it's too bad he does 
that, because if he didn't, I think he would 
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Mrs. K: Why? Because he is smeurb? 

Bryan: Yeah. 

Mrs. K: Why else? 

Bryan: A leader. YeeOi, he's like a nat^ureil leader. 

(Bryan, Final interview) 

Liz had her own definition of what it took for her 

to rank high: 

Me as a kid, I don't have much status 
when it comes to adults. But with kids 
I have a pretty high status. I lecunied 
that you don't have to be tcU.1 or eui 
adult to have status. The only thing that 
makes a difference is the way you look. 

(Liz, Journal entry, 2/10/98) 

Michelle analyzed why it was so iii^>ortant for Jimmy in 

The Man In The CeilinQ (Feiffer, 1993) to give up doing his 

own drawings in order to draw for the school jock; 

I think Jimmy worried that if Chcurlie Beemer 
doesn't like his drawings then nobody will like 
them or notice or watch him. Jimmy really isn't 
very populeu: but Cheurlie is euid Charlie is like 
Jimmy's only friend so he wemts to have Charlie 
as his friend forever. So he wcuits to meUce 
Charlie impressed. 

(Michelle, Journal entry, 1/23/98) 

In our discussions of Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) students 

again saw populeurity as the motivator: 

Shane: Populcurity. I think populeurity played a lot 
in this book. 

Mrs. K.: How? 

Shane: Well, first PcLLmer is like this perfect little 
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kid. He doesn't have euiy friends that cure in 
high places. Then eU.1 of a sudden whaml Re's 
nine and he gets the coolest kids in tovm to 
be his friends. 

Mrs. K.: They were cool? With dirty teeth and 
leaving dead muskrats on people's doorsteps? 

Lucas: Uh hmm. 

Shane: They were cool. They were like, they 
weren't cool if you ask me but they were 
cool as in they were popular. They were 
well known euid most of the kids looked up 
to them. 

(Wringer; Discussion Group 3) 

The group considered a character in the book, Henry. 

Henry is peort of the "gcuig" but att^npts to warn Palmer that 

the group is going to break into his house that night. 

Palmer has seen Harry walking his sister curound the block in 

a wagon and showing other "ungeuig-like" behavior. So why 

does he stay with the geuig and not get out like Palmer did? 

Shane: I think that Henry was like Palmer except 
he was like Palmer's possible future. 
Henry was like he didn't have the self-
confidence to pull of of the gang. I mean 
he kind of needed their support even if he 
didn't. 

Mrs. K.: He has seen some compassion in Henry. But 
yet when Palmer tried to get him to tell 
him his own name he wouldn't. 

Shane: He'd shy back. 

Claire; Why? 

Shcuie; Probably because he was afraid of losing 
his place. I mean «dien you get into a 
popular group, I mean it's like that means 
everything to you, everything else ceui just 
go away as long as you have that. I meem 
you ceui do stuff under the cover of night 
so that they won't get ticked off at you. 
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but if they find out that you did it, 
you're in trouble and you're out. And I 
think Henry thought he need it. 

(Wringer; Discussion Group 3) 

Jessica agreed with this and writes in her journal; 

I think that taunting [>orothy was a rneem thing to do. 
I think, no, I know that by being meeui to her Palmer 
got respect fron his friends. 

(Jessica, JoumeU. entry, 5/7/98) 

Another group discussdlng Wringer arrives at the same 

conclusion: 

Nick: Well, you just get like, you're more populcur 
when you join th^ or something. 

Brycui; I think Palmer seemed kind of not really 
popular at all before so it was so important 
for him to be with those guys. 

(Wringer: Discussion Group 1) 

Liz, however,took another perspective in this seuae 

discussion: 

Liz: It's like he's a follower. He doesn't go his 
own way, he follows people. More like a 
copycat. 

In the studio time following the reading I Never Knew 

Your Name (Geurlcuid, 1994) Lucas created a symbol with a 

geoboard that demonstrated the loneliness of being left 

out. In the story, a young boy watches a teenager who is 

not part of the group. They are both lonely but the young 

boy does not reach out to the older one. The older boy 

eventually kills himself. 

Students think about euid work at constructing their 
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sense of place within the peer group. Who is popular and 

who is not? Who are the leaders? Do they lead well? Who 

are the followers? What is my place in the grand order of 

things? How much do I, or should I, care? 
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Construc-ting Viewpoint: 

Yet within a feunily or in a classro<»i, children 
euid their peurents and. teachers eore having 
conversations, responding to one another, 
learning frcm one cuiother; 

A reflecting and self-reflecting mind that at some 
point gives way to a "performing self, deeds enacted, 

then considered and reconsidered. 

Robert Coles, 1997, p. 7 & 9 

Memy children in my classroom thinJc through issues 

using concrete referents cuid others reason in more abstract 

ways (Piaget, 1955). A student's sense of cause and effect 

becomes more clecirly defined as they atteoqpt to reason out 

major conceptueU. understandings eUx>ut the world. As 

students create meeming they may make eissus^tions based on 

their own experiences or those of their families. They will 

hold strongly to this opinion based on their personal 

experiences. Gradually, students begin to see that their 

classmates may think differently than they do. Students may 

still assume, however, that the person holding a differing 

viewpoint is basing it on their own personcil experience 

within the same conceptual framework. 

For example, during discussions with students as we 

cuialyze people eind situations in the news or perhaps in 

books, I have observed that students' expl€uiations for 

behaviors are genercU.ly accompanied by personal stories, as 

in ''I felt that way when I was sick so prob€d>ly that is what 

that person weis feeling." Sometimes stories to expleiin 

behaviors are simply made up or taken from the imagination. 
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''Maybe he did it because he had a mother who was mean to 

him." 

Encouraging students to construct viewpoints in eui 

abstract way that ceui combine both direct and indirect 

experiences is a challenge. Teachers may give additional 

exan^les or talk in metaphorical terms in order to push 

students into thinking more broadly. I frequently "mcUce up" 

emalogies to help students capture certain big ideas. 

Vygotsky (1978) believed children le€um best in socieil 

situations in which they could voice their thoughts aloud 

euid listen to others who cure doing the same thing. This 

capitalizes on the natural tendency in children to speak 

their ideas aloud. After listening to themselves cuid then 

to the responses of others, they may reorient their thinking 

or grow stronger in their original thought. In such a way, 

students create deeper as well as more abstract conceptual 

understeuidings emd gradually develop what Robert Cole (1977) 

calls ''the language of opinion". 

Trends in intellectual develocanent cuid leeuming theory 

as determined by the work of Piaget and Vygotsky have eJ.so 

been observed by resecurchers in children's responses to 

literature (Applebee, 1975; Lehr, 1988; eUid Hickman, 1992). 

In my experience, students in the fourth amd fifth grades, 

while having variations in intellectual responses to 

literature, eure able to dig deeply into big ideas euid tcUce 

meaning from a stoiY in a way that comes close to real life 

experiences. Mcuiy eure cdsle to move from the basic 
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understeuidings in a story to a discussion of the higher 

truths or broader human applications that cure represented. 

To do this kind of critical thinking with literature, they 

must be given time euid opportunities to think with others 

through smcU.1 group discussion, as well as through a veiriety 

of forms of expression such as curt, music and drama. As 

students shcure their own responses, they also are immersed 

in the perspectives created by the other students. 

Gradually students begin the process of constructing cuid 

reconstiructing their own point point of view. Erikson 

(1968) defines these transitions as first to unfold, then 

grow euid finally to discern. 

Literature discussion was often the vehicle for work on 

constructing point of view. Although there are meuiy 

examples in my data collection of students working on 

developing personeU. viewpoint, the discussion that stands 

out for me was the one between Freddy cuid Blatthew after they 

read Goodbye, Chicken Little (Byars, 1979). The story 

begins with the death of the main chcuracter's uncle. He had 

been drinking cuid on a deure, he walked out onto a frozen 

lake. Unfortunately, the ice broke eUid the uncle fell 

through eUid drowned. Jimmy's mother felt that Jimmy should 

have stopped his uncle from going out on the ice and so the 

young boy feels responsible for his uncle's death. 

Much of what Freddy said in this literature circle is 

tied to his personal experiences. Matthew's process is to 

grapple with what he sees as the Icurger truths in the story. 
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whether it is truly a child's place to save em adult eucid how 

he himself views teUcing on deures. He mixed this with 

personal knowledge as he begem to use the language of 

opinion. Since two of the group members were eibsent on this 

day, I was peurticipating in the discussion. At times I 

asked Matthew questions to push his thinking. He then 

tended to alter his perspective but did not defer entirely 

to me. 

Mrs. K.: 

Matthew: 

Freddy: 

Matthew: 

Freddy: 

Mrs. K.: 

Matthew: 

Freddy: 

One thing I noticed was that it didn't seem 
like emybody tried to rescue him. 

I know. They kind of just sat emd watched. 

It was the Monday River. 

And Jimn^ was like calling out to him that he 
couldn't do that and. that he'd like kind of 
fall through the ice. And Uncle Pete didn't 
believe, well, he either didn't hear him, 
didn't ceure or he just kind of didn't believe 
him. I found it sad that the people, like 
the people from the bcur just kind of stood 
there emd like watched. I guess they were 
t o o  d r i i n k ,  b u t  . . . .  

I think they had been drinking because it 
says they were stemding by the beu:. 

So, do you think drinking impairs your 
decision making? 

Oh yeeih! Alcohol impeiirs a little bit more 
than just your decision maJcing. 

I wrote that in my log. Like he's calling 
for help cuid no one is coming. Like ̂ at 
Matthew said that no one is helping him cause 
maybe th^'re too drunk. He's like just 
saying help emd no one's there. 

fGood-bve, Chicken Little. Discussion 1) 
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The boys go on to discuss the people in Jimmy's life 

who have died. Matthew felt the family Wcis not appropriately 

acknowledging the deaths. 

Freddy: It says he closed his eyes when he saw it 
happen. 

Matthew: He developed the bad habit of closing your 
eyes. You need to watch what happens. Like 
if someone dies you reeJ.ly kind of need to 
know what happened and you have to kind of 
look at the problem that happened 
emotionally. You can't just walk through 
life and close your eyes to every scary 
thing that happens. 

The discussion turned to finding fault in death. 

Freddy: My greuidpa died when I was three months old 
and it just felt weird that my grandpa died 
and now my grandma, whenever she looks at his 
picture, it's like, she's like "1 should have 
stopped him". 

Mrs. K.: How could she have stopped him? 

Freddy: He was smoking cuid my grandma could have 
stopped him from smoking, but I really don't 
think so. She tried to. I think she tried 
to, but there was a Circle K right next to 
their house. 

Matthew: Well, Uncle Pete was a sort of daredevil. 

Mrs. K.: I think the mc»a thought someone should have 
stopped Uncle Pete because he was acting like 
a kid with the dcure stuff. 

Freddy: Here it is: "Xf s<»ieone is a boy, I don't 
Ccure how old he is in age, if someone is a 
boy then you stop him from doing things that 
will hurt him. Do you understcuid me?" That 
was Jimmy's mom. 

Matthew: Well, I think it was Uncle Pete's decision. 
If he thought it was ok for him to walk 
across the ice, that's his decision. He was 
grown up, even if he was a boy at heart. 
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Mrs. K.: Is that what you think? That we should not 
help people if they are making bad decisions? 
We should just let them? 

Matthew: Well, we Ceui give advice but I think that it 
would have been out of place for Jimo^ to 
say, "Uncle Pete, you caui't go out on the 
ice, you'll fall through and you'll die." 

Mrs. K.: Even if he's drunk 6uid the ice is thin, 
there's nothing Jimmy should have done? 

Freddy: If you don't stop people, then you have less 
people in your family. Because they keep on 
dying. Cause if they are drunk they go do 
something diimb emd then they kill their self. 

Matthew: Ok, well, if someone's like impaired from 
drugs or beer or cigarettes or maybe even 
scmething else, I meeui if they've done 
scmething wrong that's impaired their 
thinking, then I think it would be ok to help 
them euid tell them don't screw euround. But 
if they haven't been under the influence or 
anything lately and if they haven't been to a 
bar, unlike Uncle Pete, I think if they cire 
grown-ups they should be able to do whatever 
they weuit. 

Mrs. K.: I thought it was interesting that he died 
because he took a dare. 

Matthew: Well, sometimes dares ccUi be fun things, 
especially \idien you screw with the other 
person's mind. I mean if someone dares you 
to jump off the Gremd Csmyon and you get 
penoission, but you use a parachute and 
you're just tcUcing the dare in your own 
little way. 

Mrs. K.: So you could take a dare but you would 
want to be sure you ar& safe? 

Matthew: Tesih. But there isn't euiything that's 100% 
safe. 

Mrs. K.: It seems to me that he's just feeling guilty 
eUsout the whole thing. 
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Freddy: Yeeihr he is. 

Mrs. K.: And you know probcd>ly part of that is because 
his mom sort of blamed him. 

Freddy: Yeeihr she did. 

Matthew: It's like she knew she was in the wrong 
sooner or later [to blame Jimmy]. 

Mrs. K.: But for a second, you know, you want to blame 
somebody I guess. 

Freddy: Yeah. 

Shcuie: Yeedi, I know what that sensation is like. 

In this discussion, I noticed that Freddy is much 

more concrete theui Matthew, giving examples that follow the 

story line, agreeing with my comments euid finding quotes in 

the book to back up the discussion. He chose to sh€ure 

personal connections probed:>ly based on his thinking cUaout 

the death in his own family. 

In contrast, Matthew is forming opinions as he reads 

the story. During the discussion he is willing to concede a 

small point but overall sticks with his own view. He sounds 

personal rather thcui cuiej.ytical only when it is appcurent a 

chord has been struck: "1 know what that sensation is like." 

Responding to literattire by agreeing or disagreeing or 

in other ways aned.yzing the cheuracters and story development 

is a safe place for this kind of "point of view" 

eurticulation reheeursal to take place. Literature discussion 

builds on the natural tendency of children to speeUc ideas 

aloud. Finding ways to express themselves emd in turn 
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listening to the responses cuid viewpoints of others meeuis 

that literature discussion may reorient a child's 

perspectives which ultimately could benefit a student's 

developing identity schema or lead to more positive social 

understcuidings cuid interactions. Short (1997) stresses that 

literature ceui take us outside the boundaries of our 

personal life experiences to other places, time periods, and 

even to other peer groups. Literatiure is a way to "know the 

world euid critique the world" (p. 19). 

It is interesting to note that students do see personal 

knowledge gained through discussion or some kind of personal 

interaction as a solution to negative situations. 

Apparently they feel that getting to know someone or eax>ut 

something on a personal level could change opinions in a 

positive way. For example,in a discussion of Wringer 

(Spinelli,1997) the group thinks through why the gang was 

meeui to Dorothy. Jessica says: 

Probeibly if they would have like met each other, 
like if Palmer had just introduced Dorothy to the 
gcuig, then probably they'd get to know each other 
and could all beccaae friends. 

fWringer; Discussion Group 2) 

In the following series of comments pulled frcxn the 

group discussion, Bryan suggests that it was getting to know 

the pigeon personally that enabled Palmer to resist the 

influence of the gang cuid motivated him to renew his 

relationship with Dorothy: 

Coimaent 1: When the pigeon came along . . that was 
kind of why he stsurted thinking "maybe I 
would like being friends with Dorothy". 
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Comment. 2: But it made it easier with the pigeon cause 

he would really tcUce care of the pigeon cuid 
so that would give him like a reason to not 
be with them. 

Coomient 3: He followed the pigeon instead of the gang 
because he steurted being friends with the 
pigeon. 

Comment 4: I'm saying he was weak in front of the gang 
when he had the pigeon because I think the 
pigeon influenced him to brecUc up with the 
gang. 

Bryeui and Jessica realized that connecting in a 

personal way can powerfully affect your point of view. In 

meiny ways throughout the year, I observed cheuiges in 

opinions related to the hemdicapped based on Robins' program 

of inclusion. Personal knowledge and involvement were not 

limited solely to relationships but also affected attitudes 

towcirds curriculeur eireas. Lucas discusses this aspect of 

cheuige: 

Mrs. K; Do you think you've changed in einy other area 
besides leeun:iing a lot cuid your b^avior? Any 
other cuceas where you have experienced growth 
or understeuidings? 

Lucas: Well, like responding to literature. 

Mrs. K: O.K. 

Lucas: This is the first yeeir I've rectlly done a lot 
of that. 

Mrs. K: And how do you feel about that? 

Lucas: Well, at first I thought it would be boring. 
But now I like it. Like if it's a book that I 
like euid then we respond to that, it's fun. I 
used the math stuff a lot to respond to books. 

(Lucas: Final interview) 
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If children already see personal knowledge as a 

pa-thway for developing positive perspectives then it may be 

possible for children's viewpoints to be formed or altered 

through the personcQ knowledge gained with connections to 

literature euid dialogue with peers. Students who cu:e 

forming a Icuiguage of opinion that is growing out of 

personal experience auid reflection ceui find, at least to a 

degree, that experience in literature or in stories sheared 

by others through dialogue around literature. 

If students are forming a point of view based on less 

direct connections cuid more abstract thinking, the 

literature offers big ideas to consider. As students form 

cuid cirticulate opinions, our curriculum needs to give them 

constructive euid safe places for this kind of criticeU. 

thinking and dialogue to happen. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have considered the four major issues 

students addressed relating to identity formation: 

constructing aui image of self, constructing relationship, 

constructing a sense of place in the world and in the 

family, cuid constructing point of view. These euce cureas of 

concern for my students eUid each eurea has a multitude of 

situations euid perspectives. 

Children should be given space for their understcuidings 

and growth in these four areas to flow together in a 

positive, if not necessarily perfect, way. If children were 

give this space I believe they would then have reasonable 
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expectations of thanselves euid others, a greater 

understanding of their unique role in the world, emd the 

belief that there is a purposeful way to live. In the next 

chapter I will euialyze the spaces I found within my 

curriculvim for these issues to emerge and to be thoughtfully 

considered. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUPPORTING IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION IN THE CLASSROOM 

For twelve yeeurs and eleven months Abby had 
been the motherless but contented owner of a 
fine identity in Shoreleinds. Then, leist July, 
. . . Abby got a new stepmother . . a new 
school . . and a new place to live. 

"You'll have an exciting new life here," 
Mireuida had prcnnised. 

Abby looked at the tall buildings, bright 
lights, exotic people, euid believed her. Un
fortunately, while she was busy looking, her 
identity disappeeured. 

Leverich, K. 1998. p. 2 

This quote was taken from a story of a girl's search 

for a new identity after having experienced major life 

chcuiges. Although she tries a new hair style euid new 

choices of clothing, it is really through school experiences 

that she begins to redefine who she is. In a similar way, 

some students come to my classroom fr^i stcQsle environments 

while others eore in periods of treuisition. Just as the 

other cheiracters in the story from which this quote was 

taken were unaware of the seriousness of Abby's dilemma, so 

I am uncU>le to tell what is really happening within each of 

my students. As a teacher my role is to develop a 

curriculum within which the students have opportxinities euid 

are encouraged to reflect on their own issues cis they 

es^lore various forms of literacy. I ced.1 these 

opportunities "spaces" in the currictilum for identity 

construction (Miller, 1990). 

Street (1993) mainted.ned that literacy must be 
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xinderstood within the framework of cxiltiirally constructed 

systems that manifest ideologies cuid values. Schools are 

such a system as is the culture of childhood. Baynham 

(1995) in a study of identity emd writing, found that 

learning to write in certciin ways raises in^rortemt cpiestions 

of identity especisLlly related to power. Ten^leton (1986) 

states that print can affect our consciousness euid our sense 

of self. Street (1993) shows that meanings and practices of 

literacy change from one social context to another and that 

context mcJces a difference in the role that literacy plays 

in the formation of identity. Therefore, not only the kinds 

of learning that take place in the clcissrocxn but the way in 

which the leemning takes place affects the individual cind 

his or her identity (Holdaway, 1986). 

In this chapter I look closely at my role as teacher 

during this study. The question from my research that I 

will address is: How does the classroom leeuming environment 

provide spaces for students to explore and construct their 

own identity? In seeurchdLng for a response to this question 

I considered the treuiscripts of student interviews euid the 

transcripts of the literature discussions of which I was a 

member. I reviewed my plcinbook and how I organized time cuid 

I reflected on the broad c\irricular pleui. I considered 

attitudes as evidenced in my teaching joumeLLs. 

Finally, I had conversations with people who have 

observed my teaching methods emd who could respond to my 

teaching. I asked them the broad question: What do you see 
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in my teaching methods that might create a space for 

students to work at identity construction? These people 

included Cheri Anderson who came into my classroom to work 

with my students on her own research study and could give eun 

"outsider's" perspective. I spent several hours in 

conversation with my colleagues Leslie Kahn euid Judi Busche. 

I have collaborated with Leslie for ten years and with Judi 

for five. I talked at length with Rosanna Gallagher, the 

principal of the school. I have worked with Rosanna for 

five yecurs. I veU.ue her "view frcxn the top" emd her 

expertise in the issue of identity developnent. I wondered 

in what ways she felt my teaching decisions supported my 

students' sense of self. Rossuuia euid I eure "soul mates" in 

the kind of thinking that emphasizes respect for the child. 

I found that three categories of "spaces" emerged 

consistently across the data sources and conversations as 

strategies I use in my teaching. I worked at these areas 

throughout the yeeu: regardless of the subjects being 

explored. The strategies that guided my teaching were: 1) 

knowing my students, 2) challenging my students by setting 

the expectation that they will thiiik in new ways, and 3) 

offering choice, that is, finding ways for students to self-

select how they will explore the intellectual autid emotional 

growth process. I think of these principles as being points 

on a triangle in which no one eurea is euiy more important 

than the other and all are necesseury as illustrated in 

Figure 5.1. 
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The poin-ks on a t:ricingle, however, only add up to 180 

degrees. To achieve the full circle, or the whole, these 

teaching strategies must be nested in the kind of 

environment that will allow them to be powerful. As shown 

in Figure 5.1, the primary aspects of the environment during 

the period of this study were: 1) a literature based 

curriculum with cin emphasis on literature response, 2)work 

at building cOTimunity, and 3) a demonstration of respect for 

culture. In this chapter, I will discuss these categories 

and their sub-categories according to the following outline 

emd euid include specific examples from the classroom. 

SXJPPORTING IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION IN THE CLASSROOM 

1) Knowing the Child 

a) Knowing the Child: Responding to Dialogue 

b) Knowing the Child: Responding to Observation 

2) Ch€d.lenging the Child to Think in New Ways 

3) Offering Choice 

a) Choice in the Books to Read 

b) Studio as a Choice for Responding to Books 

c) Drama as a Choice for Responding to Books 

d) Choice in Developing Curriculiua 

4) The Environment: A Literature-Based Clcissroom. 

a) The Read-Aloud Experiences 

b) Literature Discussion Groups 

c) Literature as a Resource 

5) The Environment: Creating Community 

6) The Environment: VeQuing Diversity 
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Supporting 

Identity 
Construction 

Valuing Diversity 

Figure 5.1 
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At: the end of my conversation with Rosanna Gallagher 

regcurding work on this chapter she said: 

The success of your progrsua and the spaces you provide 
are a kind of magic, like good peurenting, euid may not 
emerge as something that c€ui be taught with a set of 
rules. But I hope that you will bring the basic 
principles as you see them to the conscious level and 
share them with others so that they ceui reflect on 
their own practices. 

Much of what I understand sQxsut working with children 

is embedded in an approach that is intuitive for me 

professionally and has therefore been difficult to isolate 

cuid talk cibout. I give examples from the data to support the 

categories I have developed, yet I do this knowing that my 

teaching is not a result of a single yeeu: of resecurch. 

Rather, it represents a belief syst^ that has evolved from 

experience, reading mauiy books, and sitting in workshops, 

presentations euid classes. Although the particulcur nuances 

of my classroom may seem unique, I do not believe my ideas 

are new. I have been thinking together with Kathy Short for 

meuiy yecurs. I am sure much of what I have to say will show 

her influence, especially in the curea of my considereQ>le 

emphasis on literature. I have been influenced by Ken eind 

Yetta 6oodm€Ui's theory of whole Icinguage as well as the 

theorists addressed in the literature review. All of this 

has been sifted through my own experiences with children and 

has supported my own identity construction as a teacher. 

Knowing the Child 

Knowing the child tcUces place through teacher responses 

within conversation or within frameworks deliberately set up 
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to encourage dicU.ogue. Knowing the child cU.so mecuis close 

observation of student responses in a variety of ways. This 

kind of observation is cin excunple of Yetta Goodmcm's work on 

evaluation (1978). In referring to teachers as "kid-

watchers" (1986) Goodmcui states that kid-watchers "know the 

signs of growth, of lecuming, of teachcUale mcanents. 

Teachers know how to interpret what kids do, how to see the 

competence euid the need that underlie what they do" (p. 75). 

This observational teaching also supports students in the 

identity development process. Goodman goes on to say that 

"One of the most important kinds of evidence of the value of 

instruction is in the evaluations the kids £u:e ed>le to make 

of themselves"(p. 76). It is importcint for teachers to 

"know the child" for purposes of assessment and curriculum 

development but in addition, knowing the child encourages 

students to work at knowing themselves emd to use that 

knowledge for construction identity. 

Two categories that were strongly visible in my own 

instructional process of knowing the child include the way I 

respond to dialogue and the way I make use of observations. 

Knowing the Child: Responding to Dialogue 

In a study on "teacher-watching." Short et al (in 

press) examine teacher taG.k in literature circles. This 

prompted me to look at my own tcU.k in the literature 

discussions. I noted that my teLLk in literature circles 

closely p£u:alleled my routine conversations in the 

classro<xa. I found that one way I consistently "pay 
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at:-tent:ion to kids" is by listening and then asking questions 

for clcurification or making short cOTunents that encourage 

response. When done over time this kind of interaction 

offers significant knowledge for the teacher €uid for the 

students themselves cund so creates space for identity 

construction. 

For excuaple, in a literature discussion of Good-Bv, 

Chicken Little (Bysurs, 1979), Freddy commented on a quote 

from the book edx>ut how losing someone is like missing eui 

ingredient in a favorite recipe. I asked him, "Why did that 

strike you?" This gave Freddy the chsuice to ask himself why 

that passage was of particuleu: interest to him and then to 

respond or to choose not to respond. Knowing why that 

passage struck Freddy is importcuit to knowing Freddy. Maybe 

he thought it was funny, or an interesting compeirison, or 

maybe his life has someone missing. 

I think it is possible for teachers to meUce eussumptions 

that they already know why Freddy chose this passage cuid it 

is not important to ask. Certainly I have overlooked meuiy 

such opportunities myself. In this instemce, I could have 

rushed into a teacheUsle moment on similes emd metaphors. 

Such a bit of instruction would have been appropriate and 

did ccxne later. I felt, however, that the lesson would be 

more effective if Freddy's connection was explored first or 

at least acknowledged by me because I recd.ly wanted to know. 

Then, if it were something that wanted to come back to, I 

could decide to add it to my observationed. field notes or 
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teaching journcd.. 

In this particular instemce Freddy's response related 

to the death of a grandpcirent euid as such, generated more 

group discussion cuid was eventually entered aa an issue on 

the group web as a possibility for ftirther discussion. In 

this manner, my wanting to know Freddy also gave Freddy 

space to work at knowing himself. It gave us both a window 

into what might be an issue for him. 

The following list of my questions euid comments from a 

discussion of Wringer (Spinelli, 1997) serves as additional 

examples of my talk in literature groups: 

1. Why do you think that happened? 

2. We're just talking here. You ceui respond to 
Ashley's issue or you can bring up emother 
one. Anything. 

3. How do you think Henry was like Palmer, Bryan? 
(after Bryeui says that Henry £uid Palmer were 
alike . . ) 

4. You are retelling parts of the story. How 
come? Why do you think those parts are 
importeuit? 

5. You said it was a tradition. Was it a good 
tradition, do you think? 

6. What do you think, Nick? 

7. Does the book talk about that anywhere? 

8. Why do you think that is interesting? 

9. Why? 

10. That makes sense. 

These questions euid comments eure not limited to 
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literature discussions but constitute the way I teJ-k to kids 

in more casual contexts, asking for clcurification, for 

reasons, for responses. Often then, my questions cure not to 

seek information, but rather to encourage a student to 

curticulate his thinking. Leslie KeQm put it this way, "You 

ask questions of both children and adults to get at what 

they know but haven't said yet." Inplied in this statement 

is the purpose of this kind of question which is to 

encourage students to work out their own questions and 

solutions. They have powerful ideas but often do not 

recognize them as such. 

Freire (1970) believed that dieQ.ogue between students 

emd teachers is a crucial communication without which there 

is no true education. What Freire referred to as "true 

dialogue" is that which engages the peurticipeuits in critical 

thinking. From such encounters all peirticipants become both 

students cuid teachers. From the transcripts I found that I 

also brought my own ideas, questions euid personal 

connections into literature discussions and dialogue of emy 

nature. This sharing of self is intended to encourage 

critical thinking to be peirt of the self reflection process. 

I cinalyzed the treuiscripts to determine how frequently 

I entered my own experiences or viewpoint into the 

discussions. I found in the literatiire discussions in which 

I coded and counted my responses that personal coimnents were 

less them half of the overall number of responses. As a 

teacher I have a position of importance in a classroom cuid 
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-too much sharing of self ceui limit the communication if 

students feel judged or feel that I eua attempting to move 

them towcird my way of thinking. Meuiy topics that come up 

for discussion have strong kid culture themes euid a 

teacher's peurticipation in that may be limited by definition 

(Kaser & Short, 1998.) 

The following statements cure the questions cind personal 

viewpoints I sheured in the same discussion of Wringer that 

was previously discussed: 

1. Hy question is: Was he afraid he would be kicked 
out of the group or was he afraid of what they 
would do to him? I wasn't sure. Maybe it was 
both. 

2. Well, I think that she just didn't know. She had 
never been involved with the shooting of pigeons so 
she just didn't know, i am not sure I would csill 
that a mistake. 

3. I have found that in life lots of important moments 
you really have to handle alone. She supported him 
but he told the guys he didn't weuit to be a wringer 
by himself. He even tried to let the pigeon go by 
himself. I think it is good to have friends who 
will support you but you usually have to face 
things down by yourself. My friends are "there for 
me" but they ceui't do it for me. 

These comments were truly ideas I was thinking about at the 

time just as the questions in the eeurlier category were 

sincere. What is the definition of a mistcike? Do we really 

face crucial moments alone? Children's literature has the 

power to bring out these big ideas in my mind eUid I shared 

them with my students. Sometimes they continue to speak to 

these topics and sometimes not. It is not, however, my 

agenda for the discussion. A possible exception to this may 
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be when I pull a book -to in-kroduce a specific issue or idea 

for the purpose of dicilogue. Even then, however, I ceuuiot 

gucurantee where the discussion will lead. 

The third kind of teQ.k I noted occtirring throughout the 

day and during literat:ure discussions were comments prefaced 

with "I wonder ..." Although it is an expression I use, 

it eJ.so stirs the imagination in children and gets them to 

think. I used the phrase in the scune wringer discussion: 

"I wonder why misbehaving in school helps him fit into the 

geuig." 

I noticed that 1:he phrase was repeated by s-tudents. In 

cOTimenting on Beeuis, one of the characters in Wringer, 

Claire asked, "I wonder eibou-t his family." Wondering is 

essential to considering new perspectives euid allows 

s-tudents to think beyond this mment since the thought is 

not stated as a guestion tha-t needs eui immediate cuiswer. 

Issues can be raised cuid placed on the back burner, to be 

picked up later or not. Although students can be encouraged 

to "wonder" in multiple ways, just saying the phrase a lot, 

seems to work. 

Another phreise I used repeatedly in the treuiscripts was 

"that's feUsulous" in response to student's ideas. It became 

almost a joke between my student teachers and me. One said 

that my tombstone will read, "That was fcdsulousl" Since the 

iii^x>rteuit result of my teacher talk is that students feel 

comfortcdsle sharing their own questions cuid ideeis, perhaps 

saying "I wonder" eind "That's fabulous" can only move us 
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closer to that objective. 

Knoying the Child; Responding to Observation 

A study conducted by Ccurol Edelslcy, et al (1983) in 

Kctren Smith's clcissroom looked at ho«r the beginning of the 

year in a whole lemguage classroom differed from beginning 

the year in a clcissroom with a skills emphasis. They found 

a sheirp contrast suid identified six characteristics that 

were apparent goals in Smith's clcissroom as they observed 

her interactions. Although ed.1 six relate in sane way to a 

student's formation of identity, there were three that I 

especially took note of: 

1. To get students to see opportunities everywhere for 
learning. 

2. To get students to think and tcUce pleasure in using 
their intellects. 

3. To get them to be self-reliant cuid sure of 
themselves, cuid to trust their own judgment. 

(p. 260) 

The researchers had hypothesized that adaptation to this 

classroom would take several weeks but they discovered that 

the process occurred very rapidly emd that the students 

seemed very different, even by the end of the first day. 

I found this study interesting because I have long felt 

that kids becone very different when they truly eure 

peurticipating in a child-centered classroom. In the study, 

Keuren Smith wcis as busy at the first of the year observing 

her students as the researchers were at observing her. Kid-

watching (Goodman, Y. 1978) begins frm the mcxnent I get my 

class list emd continues as I observe the students in a 
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vciriety of se-ttings. Observa-tion is a powerful source of 

knowledge and I have a veuriety of systems for keeping notes 

on my students. I think there is also a way to observe 

students to see shadows of their cxirrent identity issues. 

It is not my job to analyze my students' psyches, but it is 

my job to teach them acadmic material and address gocLLs 

that were simileu: to those identified in Smith's classroom 

(Edelsky et al, 1983). Sometimes that mecuis that I not only 

observe their issues, but that I respond to them in SOTie 

way. 

In this section I tell two stories. Mahiri & Godley 

(1998) in their study of a wom2Ui's identity issues relating 

to literacy, stressed the need for stories. They quote 

Kaestle (1985) who noted the need for a shift in focus from 

the history of literacy to the history of readers. He 

called for studies of "actual hiimem mecuiings." It is cU.so 

in^>ortcuit to study identity with stories of kids. There was 

a time when I felt that these stories I am edx>ut to tell 

were "extrene" cases. But I have the extreme every yeeur. 

With some I am cUale to respond to my observations in a 

constructive way. With others, I probeU^ly have not looked 

carefully enough. 

In tcULking with my colleague, Judi Busche, she reminded 

me of em incident with one of my students who was living in 

a nearby "shelter." Students living in shelters usucU.ly 

come to us with little or no background information because 

most information about them is secU.ed for legeLL reasons. 
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They s-tay a few days to a few months - seldom for a whole 

year. Although not all students from a shelter cure 

disruptive, one peurticuleur yoxing meui was veary difficult to 

manage. His goed. seemed to be to destroy euiy leeuming 

situation. He wcis defiant euid was able to push adults to 

the point of anger. Since I had no idea what had made him 

so angry other than perhaps the obvious displacement into 

the shelter. 

One day he went behind a bookcase. There was a space 

of about five feet between the bookcase emd the wall. He 

begem mcUcing low almost animeU.-like noises of grunting and 

he was throwing items frcm the bookcase against the wall. I 

moved away from the st2urtled renainder of my class cuid sat 

down beside him. He turned a defieuit face to me. I told 

him I felt there must have been adults in his life who had 

behaved irresponsibly euid now he was having to live with the 

consequences and he must be very angry. I told him it made 

me very euigry, too, because he had so much potential, and so 

much intelligence. I told him I felt like throwing 

something, too. And I did. For severcU. minutes we continued 

to throw everything within reach. We looked at each other 

euid I really saw him emd he saw me. We came to know 

something of each other euid I could see in his eyes the lack 

of power he felt. I could also see that he believed I had 

respect for him cuid the situation he was in. He was, I 

believe, at an identity crossroad. 

The Edelsky study found that when teachers moved from a 
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skills ai^hasis to looking at the whole child, the positive 

effect on students occurred very soon. For this boy, the 

chcuige was almost immediate just as the Edelsky reseeurch 

(1983) suggested. He was not okay everywhere, but he was 

okay while in the socieil cont^t of our classroom. Through 

observation and empathy I sometimes isolate a student's 

thinking in the classroom cuid then develop auri atmosphere of 

support that gives the student space to work through 

whatever is keeping him or her from being a member of ovir 

community. I do not steuid in judgment or attempt 

necesscurily to resolve the anger issue, yet through the 

notion of respect the student may begin to resolve the 

problem of euigry outbursts by himself/herself. 

I have heetrd teachers say, "I am not a psychologist." 

I could not agree more. There cure students in crisis 

situations or who have had experiences that I am not trained 

to deal with euid should not have to address. But I 

regulcurly have students who have identity issues just as 

crucial cis the student just described but which cire not 

acted out in such cui obvious way. The notion of close 

observation and teaching that is tciilored to those 

observations is the point. I believe it is only by 

addressing the student's issues through our manner and 

curriculum that the student is free to leam and to work on 

his or her own identity construction. 

Another story trcm. this year of research comes to mind. 

Shsme was put in my classroom after having spent fourth 
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grade in anol±ier multiage classroom where he was expected to 

spend fifth grade as well. Although no one gave me etay 

details, there was obviously some kind of a problem. This 

is a common practice in schools and I have asked students to 

be removed from my room at times as well. In general, the 

change is made because of a student ̂teacher conflict or a 

pcurent-teacher conflict. I usueilly do not spend a great 

deal of time tracking down the "why" for the placement. The 

"why" is usued.ly dependent on the perspective of the person 

I talk to eUid sometimes becomes a conversation I would 

consider "teacher, student, or parent bashing." 

It was my observation that Shane loved to draw 

Ccurtoons. Based on my sense that I needed to engage Shcine 

from the first of the ye£u:, I made the decision to steurt the 

year with a read aloud based on a boy who found his world 

distressing cuid so created a different kind of world through 

his Ccurtoons. A few weeks later when giving choices for 

literature discussion, I offered a book about a similetr 

character. These books gave Shcuie an opportunity to mcdce an 

immediate connection cuid to develop a sense of acceptcuice. 

Based on comments from his parents at conferences, he 

developed a more positive feeling about what this cleissroom 

and school mecuit to him. I did not recilize until the end of 

the yecur the crisis Shane was experiencing. The following 

section of transcript is tcJcen frc»a his final interview: 

Mrs. K.: What has been important to you this yeeur? 

Shane: Where should I stcurt? I am drawing new things 
now. And I have started writing stories. 
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Shane: 
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Jus-t lit-kle stories. My socicLL life before I 
came into this class, well, I was veiry 
xinsocial. I'm not very social right now but I 
have gone out on more limbs now. I'm meUcing 
new friends and I'm just trying to have a 
good time. [Hegoes on to discuss ceULling old 
friends he ]mew back in New York]. 

What in the cleissroam do you think helped to 
support you in making new friends eind tcJcing 
these risks? 

The whole atmosphere. I mean it's just, I 
meaui I was going down £ind I spreing straight up 
almost. 

Later in the interview: 

Mrs. K: Which of the books that we read this y&ar have 
issues that you see relating to you? 

Shsuie: Even though it's a picture book, it's the one 
1 Never Knew Your Name. [Note: this is a book 
that tells the story of a boy who commits 
suicide]. 

Mrs. K.: OK. And how did that relate to you? 

Shane: I said that I'd hold back saying this euid so 
fcur I have. But last yeeur and the year before 
I was on Zoloft because I have depression, or 
had it. I'm not sure, but I think maybe that 
was what caused the kid [in the book] to go 
over the edge. I mean I was actually thinking 
of going over the edge like he did. But I've 
been doing really well. I've been off of it 
for adx>ut three months 

Mrs. K: So you stopped teUcing it this yecu: shortly 
after Christmas? 

Shane: Yeedi. 

Mrs. K.: OK 

Shcuie: And I'll tell you, it feels, I me€ui I was 
really relieved to get off of it cause every 
day, eve^ morning and every night, having a 
little pill and having to take it down with 
water [He shakes his head and becomes silent]. 
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Mrs. K.: OK. Do you see any of the other books as 
having issues that relate to your life? 

Shane: The Man in the Ceiling. 

Mrs. K.: The Mem in the Ceiling? Ok. Tell me about 
that. 

Sheme: Because Jimmy and. me have a lot in commoa. 
I'm really a flimk at being a person cmd I, me 
emd him imagine the scuae thing. Imagine going 
on to grandeur and a comic book company or 
something. Both of us have worked for popular 
kids. I mecm we both, there's so much we have 
in common. The first time we read it, I felt 
that the story was actually eibout me. That's 
how close it is to my life. 

This interview on the last day of school was the first 

time I was awsure of the seriousness of Shame's struggle for 

identity. At em open house at the end of the third quarter 

in Meurch, Shane's mother said to my husband, "Your wife 

saved my son." I had no idea what she meamt, but the words 

came back to me emd I felt a chill as Shame weU.ked away from 

the interview. I had noted that he had adjustment problems 

in the other classrocmi cmd that he liked drawing csurtoons. 

Those observations were where I had acted first. 

Knowing the child means not forcing the child into my 

space. Knowing your students does not mean that I am their 

"pal" in an informal way. It means that I probe to discover 

where they cu:e in their thinking emd what issues they may be 

considering. It means that I observe their behaviors and 

what seems to be importemt to them. This then affects the 

decisions you make 2dx>ut the next step. 
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Challenging the Child 

There were times in the work of this reseeurch year, 

however, when I did not stop at open-ended questions cuid 

when I did more than medce a quiet adjustment in the 

curriculum based on my observations. There were times when 

I directly challenged students in their thinking. Ochs 

(1993) writes that a social constructivist approach to 

social identity defines that identity as a range of social 

perspectives that are developed over time. Certain stances 

are taken which in turn may develop into a point of view by 

generating eui intensity of emotion. As I understcuid it, 

each of these stcmces becomes a link in a chain of identity. 

Most students eure in my room for two yeeurs emd that gives 

time for many interactions. In this developdLng process, 

students experience "blurred identities" (Ochs, 1993, p. 

298). Students know that I expect them to consider 

alternate perspectives euid become more eurticulate eJsout what 

they think eind believe. This again reflects the classroom 

goals described by Edelsky, et al (1993) in which students 

were expected to think, use their intellects, be self 

relieuit cuid appreciate others who demonstrate diverse 

viewpoints. 

One of the big ideas that emerged from our Wringer 

literature discussion treuiscripts concerned joining a gang. 

As a rule, kids' talk at this level is usually against the 

idea of geings. They cast their eyes heavenwsurd as if they 

just ceumot understand \irtiy anyone would even think of doing 
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such a thing. In Wringer (1997), Spinelli presents the gang 

issue a little more softly. The geuig is just a group of 

boys who don't brush their teeth and who play mean tricks on 

people. The gang's major power is that of intimidation. 

Yet they are looked up to and the main character dLn the book 

turns against his best friend and gets in trouble at school 

just to be one of "the gang." I saw a chcince to get at 

honest thinking about the social pressure of gangs: 

Mrs. K.: Well, do you think this book is possible? I 
meeui, do you think, not so much the pigeons 
part, but I meeui given cuiy situation, do 
you think it's possible for a person to want 
to be in a gang or Wcuit to be a peurt of a 
group so badly they would mistreat their 
friends euid worry a lot about life? This is 
importcuit. What do some of you think of that? 

Bzyeui: I think that would be possible. 

Mrs. K.: How? 

Bryan: [no response, looks down as if in thought] 

Mrs. K.: Do you think it's possible that a person is 
not themselves or does things that they deep 
down would prefer not to do just in order to 
have a membership in a group or be accepted by 
a group? Bryan, what do you think? 

Brycui: Well, you could feel . . . yeah. If I were 
Palmer, I would weuit to do that, too. cause 
people would notice me a lot and I'd know a 
lot of stuff other people don't know. 

Mrs. K.: So, if you were Palmer you would want to be 
with this group of boys then. 

Bryan: Yeah. 

Mrs. K.: Would you have mistreated Dorothy? 

Bryeui: No. I would have. . . well, yeeih, because I 
would have wanted to be their friend, so to be 
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their friend you had to. 

Mrs. K.; What do you think, Nick? 

Nick: I would Wcuit to be in the gang, but I wouldn't 
have mistreated Dorothy. 

Mrs. K.: Do you see Palmer as a weak person or a strong 
person? 

Liz: Weak. It's like he is a follower. 

[Murmur of "yeedi"] 

Liz: He doesn't go his own way, he follows people 

Girl: Uh hm. [in agreement with Liz] 

Liz: More like a copycat. 

This discussion continued 2uid the talk felt more "real" 

theui mcuiy of the conversations that had taken place during 

discussions in more formal geuig emd drug "programs." The 

Wringer discussion gave a brief in-road into the kid culture 

of which the clciss is a peurt. It allowed Bryan to consider 

the kind of choices he might make and to be challenged in 

that choice by my comments and those of Liz. Such a 

dialogue then becomes a place to work at identity 

construction. 

This is not to say that the comments the students made 

eure in actuality what they would do. Sometimes it could be, 

but other times they "take on" cm identity for awhile to see 

how it feels. It may simply be where they currently are in 

their reasoning process. Sometimes they flow in and out of 

their own identity emd that of the cheuracter. Through 

dialogue they have the opportunity to eurticulate cind reason 
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through ideas that may have just been floating around in 

their heads cuid to get the perspectives of other students in 

the group (Eeds euid Wells, 1989). 

This kind of analytic reflection can be extended 

through the use of response logs. Although at first 

students expect to be given a "prompt" for writing or 

drawing, they come to see the logs as a place to consider 

euid reflect on issues of importcuice to them or ideas that 

cure emerging in the curriculum. The ched.lenging teLLk 

surrounding the writing greatly enhcuices the substance euid 

quality of those entries. Following the Wringer discussion, 

Brycui made this entry in his log: 

I think Palmer feels pressure from his dad because 
because his dad was a wringer cuid he shoots pigeons. 
I think Palmer feels sori^ for the pigeons and mad 
mad at them at the same time. He feels sorry for 
them because people shoot them. He feels mad at 
them because they come where he lives euid if he does 
not wring them he will not be friends with the boys. 
That is importeuit to his dad, too. I think Palmer 
wcuits to be friends with Dorothy but he knows he ccui't. 

(Bryan, Journal Entry, 4/30/98) 

Ched.lenging the thinking and perspectives of children 

becomes even more difficult when you bump up against their 

developing notions of self. Yet, to support identity 

construction, this may beccHue the task. During this year of 

research, conflicts related to identity curose with students 

over report cards. At report Ceurd time kids may come to 

realize that the teacher does not perceive them the way they 

perceive themselves. One exan^le was the student who was a 
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^whiz" at computation but became bored in problem solving 

situations. She couldn't understeuid that I did not see her 

as a top math student. 

But the student my data points to the most in this area 

of discussion was the classroom artist. He considered 

himself to be the best eurtist in the room and the other 

students seemed to agree. The problem for me was that he 

always drew, painted, sculpted, etc, the same thing. There 

was one character that he drew over and over. If we were 

doing scratchboard, he scratched that character. If we were 

painting, there it was again. It was noticeable because the 

chcuracter had feuigs euid sort of a "dark side" appearance. 

It came time for report Ceurds. Although I know that 

seme budding eurtists develop their style eeurly, this seemed 

less like a style eind more like a "locked" identity. I felt 

it was too soon for that, because elementcury school is a 

place to explore cuid to use eurk as a tool for concept 

developnent euid meeuiing mcUcing (Eisner, 1994). In spite of 

m«iny opportunities to think edaout eurt in a different way, 

nothing changed. I gave him a B in Fine Arts. He was 

extremely upset. The bottom line weis a conference called by 

the pcirents at which he was present. "I tell it like I see 

it," I said. "When you do eurt, it is the same song, second 

verse." I went on to explain that I was not denying that he 

was very good at the peurticuleu: thing he did and his 

drawings matched the covers of the comic books he brought me 

almost perfectly. If I was grading on that comic book 
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chauracter he would get an A for sure. "But the truth is," I 

Sciid, "You are sitting at a bcuiquet table euid eating only 

your one favorite dish. You owe it to yoxirself to try a few 

of the others." 

I was on deuigerous ground. I was pushing this student 

to see possibilities in himself that he was convinced were 

not there and I was not giving him the kind of reinforcement 

on which he had built his self-esteem. I believed that he 

was afraid to venture into other cireas. The risk of not 

being as good at something new was too sceury. Losing his 

reputation cis an eurtist in the class was too sceiry. 

The end of the story is that at first he deliberately 

drew sinqplistic designs when given the cheuice to draw euid 

thrust them in my face. "Seel" he would say, "I drew a 

cactus." Although not stated directly, the insinuation was 

that I should therefore give him a A in Fine Arts at the end 

of fourth qucirter. Gradually I saw a softening of his 

reaction cuid there was sincerity in his comments during his 

fineil interview: 

Mrs. K.: How do you think you have changed as a person 
this year? 

Student; Well, I think I've changed by way of what I 
draw because I've stcirted to bremch out. I'm 
starting to try to draw flowers. I tend not 
to draw them here, but I'm trying that and a 
bunch of other stuff. 

Mrs. K.: Why don't you draw them here? 

Student: "Cause I'm kind of embetrrassed. They euren't 
c[uite as good as I would like th^ to be. 
And I'm very self-conscious about my art. 
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Mrs. K.: OK. Is there any other way that you feel 

you've changed as a person this year? 

Student: Well, I think that I've changed because, I 
mecin at the beginning of the year I really 
hated writing, you know, it was a toteU. bore 
for me. I never wrote suiything. And at home 
I've steurted to write little quick stories. 

Mrs. K.: Oh, yecQi? What cire the stories about? 

Student: Oh, just little fantasy things. Stuff like 
Life on the Plctins, The One-Armed Soldier, I 
don't know. 

This student decided to pursue other kdlnds of €urt but 

was not going to risk his status with the class. He also 

begeui to write. By changing his thinking he opened new 

doors for himself. 

There is an ending to the report ceurd story. On the 

final day of clcisses after graduation, I hcuided him his 

report Ceu:d. He took the envelope in his hand and said, "So 

is it eui A in Fine Arts this time, Mrs. Kaser?" I kidded 

him saying, "I don't know. Did you sing?" 

So it is that I (juestion, joke with, and conjole 

students into considering multiple perspectives. I do it 

with literature. I do it through my comments emd questions 

as a teacher. I set up structures for reflection and 

dialogue. I create a curriculum rich in ideas and I give 

them the time to consider the possibilities. I encourage 

them to use their intellect and. reasoning abilities to 

discover more cUx>ut the world aroiind them and how they might 

influence that world. But I also encourage them to consider 

the person withdLn and how that person might be SLltered or 
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influenced as well. 

Offering Choice 

Although Dewey (1938) states that there is no 

intellectual growth without restructuring euid remaking, he 

is adamcuit that both teacher and student shcire in the 

process of creating spaces for the growth to occur. He 

refers to such a plcui as a cooperative enterprise rather 

thcin a dictatorship. As students beccane more comfortedsle 

with the kind of reflection that is a necesscury part of this 

intellectual growth, the concern of both teachers emd 

students is that the curriculum truly becomes a meaning 

mcUcing process. As students strive to create mecuiing for 

themselves, their identity issues emerge in the choices that 

they mcUce. 

Offering choices is scmietimes an eurea that is 

misunderstood among teachers. Scxae teachers feel that 

offering choice means throwing out the "meuidated" 

curriculum. This is not the case. It has been my 

experience that even in the most restrictive environment it 

is possible to offer students choices. More common is a 

fecu: that offering choices meems students will take the path 

of least resistcuice or worse yet, do nothing at all. My 

experience has been that when students eure given choices, 

even small ones within tight boundcuries, they work harder 

and feel enqpowered. In this section I will discuss the 

cureas of choice in terms of books to read, studio time, and 

drama cuid their significcuice in the study of identity 
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cons-truction. 

Choice in the Books to Read 

Students read from a variety of materieU.s for a v€uriety 

of purposes throughout the yeeur. As det£d.led in Chapter 

Three which overviewed the cxirriculum, students read from 

both fiction euid non-fiction. They read biographies, 

science related books, poetry and newspapers. Choices in 

reading evolved from what the class was studying £uid their 

own personal inquiries. Because we had a beginning theme of 

"inquiring minds" students read biographies. These books 

may have contributed to their reflections on self but 

responses to these materials were not documented for 

purposes of this study. 

As part of the systanatic study of identity, I read two 

chapter books aloud and I also chose em author of reeLlistic 

fiction, Betsy Byeurs, for the students to read for 

literature discussion. I felt that realistic fiction would 

CCTie closest to supporting students' issues and encUsling me 

as a resecurcher to get at those understeuidings. Byars has 

written many books cuid so offered a remge of reading both in 

skill level euid interest. I did a short book talk on each 

book and then passed the books from table to teQ>le for 

students to browse. This gave them time to read the cover 

and short passages within the book before making a choice. 

Once having made a choice we begcui reading the books during 

Sustetined Silent Reading. Students could change their mind 

diiring this time and exchange their book for any others that 
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were avciilable. Once they read the book, they pcurticipated 

in a literature discussion group (Short, Harste, & Burke, 

1996) euid webbed ideas that came out of the initial 

discussion. Later they decided on one or two areas from 

this web for a more focused discussion. Students regularly 

wrote in literatxire logs as a way to prepare for their 

discussions cuid to reflect. 

The literature discussion groups reflected my belief in 

Rosenblatt's (1978) theory of reading as a treuisaction. The 

students bring meaning to the book eind also derive meaning 

from it to create new understandings for themselves. 

Someone once told me that when we read a book we don't just 

add that to whom we already are, but it mingles with 

everything else so that in the end we eure different. Having 

the choice of a book euid the space of the literatiire 

discussion group makes that reconstruction as vcU.ued>le as 

possible. Peterson and Eeds (1990) refer to such a 

discussion as a grand conversation. 

Studio as a Choice for Responding to Books 

We regulcirly p£urticipated in studio time. Studio time 

which lasted anywhere from eui hour to all day, gave students 

the opportunity to engage in literature more deeply through 

the use of multiple sign systems - drama, mathematics, curt, 

music eind Icinguage. Students could respond to literature by 

creating something meemingful that related to their own 

sense-making process. Although sometimes a particular 

response strategy such as scratchboard was offered during 
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studio time, students could choose to do anything using that 

eurt medium or some other. For some this meant using their 

favorite form of response. For most, it mecuit choosing both 

a response and a medium that was appropriate to the text or 

their idea. I felt it was importauit to offer studio time as 

a way for students to becosne more eirticulate eUx>ut their 

responses. Kauffman cuid Yoder (1990) recognize that these 

types of engagements relate to one's identity: 

Through engagements with eurt, music, math, drama, 
Icuiguage and movement, children not only share ideas 
with others, but reflect on their understandings cuid 
in the process, invent new forms to express themselves 
and permit growth in their current selves, (p. 139) 

An interesting phencmenon took place as a result of 

studio tdLme. In the end of the year interviews, I asked the 

students what they thought was the most valucUale experience 

for them. Three students in pcurkiculeur said it was studio 

time. They felt it helped them to think better in other 

eureas not directly associated with studio. 

For Claire, studio time helped her think more clearly 

in mathematics. "It was like my mind opened up," she said. 

Bryeui, in his final interview of the year, sed.d that studio 

time helped him to write: 

Brycui: I like studio time a lot. 

Mrs. K.: How come? 

Bryan: Well, if I do art,, I CcUi write better, cause 
it gives me a different way to think cibout 
SCTiething. 

Mrs. K.: You know what I think is interesting, Bryan, 
is that a lot of teachezrs do it the other way 
curound. They'll have you write emd then draw 



a picture to go with your writing. But for 
you it works better to work with the art. media 
and then do the writing. Let's say you were 
drawing a picture. Would you then 
write eibout that picture or does the art. help 
you to think in a way that you can write cJx>ut 
something else? 

Bryan: That helps me think about the way I could 
write something else. 

Mrs. K.: Like, cuiything. 

Bryan: Well, more ed>out the book. 

Earlier in the year Bryan's mother had C8J.led me 

because he was unable to make progress on a writing homework 

exercise. He just couldn't get started. I made a few 

suggestions r such as talking about his idea into a tape 

recorder and then using his own words as a beginning or 

having a dialogue with him so he could form a a web of his 

thinking. Through studio time, Bryan came up with his own 

solution. Somehow art gave his mind the opportunity to 

think in such a way that he was then edsle to write. Now he 

will often begin to sketch in his joumeJ. before beginning a 

piece of writing. Sometimes the sketch relates directly to 

his writing. Sometimes not. 

Shcine liked studio because he thought best through his 

curt process cuid studio time was a good place for that to 

happen. He said this in his final interview: 

Mrs. K.: What experiences steuid out in your mind as 
significant in your development as a person 
this year? 

Sheme: I'd have a list that would go on emd on. 

Mrs. K.: OK. Well, throw out something. 
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Shame: Going in Cheri's group. That really helped me 

me b^ause I learned more art. I mean I'm 
dijmbfoxinded. There's so mcuiy possibilities. 
The first time we all had, what is it called, 
art time? 

Mrs. K.: Studio time? 

Shane: Studio time. Yeah, 
helped me think. 

Having studio time really 

Mrs. K. 

Shane: 

Mrs. K. 

Shame: 

How did having studio time help you think? 

Well, in a play I was in there was a line that 
one of my costairs said. Basically what he 
said was, "Sometimes there's words for stuff 
but if there euren't amy words you have to 
figure out amother way to say it". And I have 
to say it through aurt because i cam't, I'm not 
a very good writer. And I cam reaJ.ly maUce my 
hands work when it cc»ies to aurt. 

So the studio time gave you that? 

You know, I'm writing on a piece of paper, 
just letters amd spelling out words, I'm 
insecure amd I feel no power over what I'm 
doing. But when I get that blank sheet of 
paper, I can just fly. I meam I cam say 
emything I wamt. 

Studio time was, therefore, a place to explore how we 

think as well as a place to choose ideas we wamt to pursue, 

the media we will use amd the actual form the response will 

taUce. It was a significamt space in vrtiich to recognize and 

explore a sense of personal identity. 

Drama as a Choice for Responding to Books 

Although drama was a choice in studio, we did have some 

focused drama study in order to give students drama 

experience they needed to feel more comfortable selecting it 

in studio time. This focused drama time was a significamt 
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space during this period of research that once again allowed 

for choice in ways to respond. The students decided as a 

class to work on the book The Man In The Ceiling (Feiffer, 

1993) through drama. I read this book outloud to them £uid 

they were so taken with the themes of the book that they 

asked me to read it aloud a second time. 

We prepeured for drama sessions by first webbing issues 

fran the book emd creating descriptor lists of the 

characters. We began the drama sessions in ways that 

connected directly to the book by asking students to pick an 

issue cuid act out a scene from the book v^ich reflected that 

issue. They were to pick a cheuracter euid act out a scene 

that they felt was a significant point in the stojry for that 

chcuracter. Within these guidelines, they could choose euiy 

part of the book to respond to or to think edx>ut through 

drama. Later they were asked to create scenes that 

reflected these same issues reflected in their lives at home 

or in school (rather them from the book). Mcuiy of the 

scenes involved socieil relationships euid family 

relationships with sibling episodes happening most often. 

Claire te^ks about \^at she gained from one of The 

in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) drama experiences: 

Today in drama I lecunied that Jimmy's Hem isvetry 
emotioncJ.. She cared a lot about her brother 
Lester. In a way, she and I are alike. Both of 
us ar& a little bossy and scmetimes I act like the 
mother in my family ... taking the mother out of 
the book and putting her to life was scoething I 
bad never done before. So it was very exciting 
for me. 

(Joumed. Entry, 5/7/98) 
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The drama was therefore, connected to the curriculiim, yet 

students' were free to move their thinking into eureas of 

their own connections cuid issues. 

TraditioneJ.ly in elementeiry schools, drama is used for 

presentational purposes. For exan^le, students will act out 

plays that have been written for that purpose, usually in 

connection with a curricular topic. Sometimes these £ure 

plays students have written themselves. Although the 

students in the research study did demonstrate their process 

to thedlr peurents at the end of the year, they primarily used 

dreuna as a way to think about the book. The drama was a way 

to bring alive their connections euid their interpretation of 

these connections. There were no props or prepared scripts 

eind the only audience was each other. As scenes were acted 

out, they would unfold according to the interpretations of 

the actors. 

To encourage euialysis etnd interpretation, the class was 

asked by the drama facilitators (Paul Fisher, a resident 

curtist, or me) to tcike on multiple roles as a way to 

understand other viewpoints and perspectives in the 

situations they acted out. It was in this manner that the 

issue of "status" came up for the class and was revisited 

across the curriculum through other discussions, other kinds 

of reading euid in writing. This issue begcin as a dramatic 

enactment of the way Jimmy was treated by his family. He 

was, the class concluded, low man in the family hiercurchy. 

When given the chcuice to perform scenes with "real life" 
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connections, David organized a group to perform an 

experience he had at McDonald's when he was ignored while 

standing in line, presumeUsly because he was a kid. Whether 

his "tcUce" on this experience wets correct or not, the scene 

struck a chord cuid the status of the students in school euid 

at home became a hot topic. 

As students enacted scenes related to status, they were 

encoxiraged to become other people in the scene eind thereby 

see other perspectives in that situation. They recreated 

scenes from the book in which Jimn^ was able to stcuid up for 

himself a little more. We also used this reversal of roles 

in the personeil connections drama for students to 

understcmd that there could be alternate ways to handle 

situations. We talked about body language and students 

arranged each other in a steince they felt conveyed a person 

with high status or a person with low status. Again, these 

were situations which the students presented and not my 

agenda for euiy kind of counseling. We were exploring their 

issues through drama and these were issues that emerged from 

the literature. 

As such, the students begin to see alternatives to 

being pcissive receivers or victims of circiimstances. Rather 

they could become active peurticipants in the creation of 

self and they could see how self relates to others. They 

could feel at least to a degree like the mom or dad felt or 

the younger or older sibling. Noddings (1984) and Gilligan 

(1982) in their ideas of caring and connectedness state that 
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it: is in our underst:cLnding of how we Ccire emd connect to 

o-thers that we understcmd our own individuality, working 

with drama as a process created a space where students were 

open to new ideas and alternate viewpoints. Through drama 

they could actually experience seme of these alternate 

viewpoints. 

Following the drama experiences, students were given a 

chance to reflect individually €uid as a group about the 

drama. They reacted favorably to these experiences as 

expressed in their joumeQ.s: 

When we did drama today we learned how status works 
euid how it chcuiges with different people at different 
times. Sometimes how much status you have depends on 
how you hcuidle yourself, no-t the real stuff going on. 
Like, you can have high sta-tus even if you eure a little 
person. 

(Ashley, Journal Entry, 2/17/98) 

I think I did good in d.rama today. When I was Jimmy, 
I felt like him. I felt like I was in the book in 
tha-t time. I felt like Jimmy because he is the strong 
character in the book and that's how I am. I am strong 
in heeurt. I understood how he felt about all his family 
members. 

(David, Journal entry 5/7/98) 

I was Jimmy in drama today. Me euid Jimmy cu:e the same 
image that exist in different dimensions. 

(Shane, Journal entry, 1/29/98) 

My character today was the mom. She is a reeJ. quiet 
person. It was hard to be her because I'm not a 
real quiet person, neither am I slow like her. 
But it was fun. 

(Liz, journal entry, 5/7/98) 

The inqporteuice of drama to the students was mentioned 
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again in the final interviews: 

I thought it was recLlly great just to like connect in 
different ways instead of just writing. I thought that 
was recilly neat. Cause I had, usually in other 
classrooms we would have to just write about stuff. 
And we wouldn't like act it out through drama cuid 
understand it more. And in dreuna, I reeilly did 
understand. It seems like, oh my God, I didn't, like 
for status cuid all, oh my gosh I never recU.ized that 
like Sue Sue had more status than Jimmy sometimes. 
That is the way it was in that family. I never 
realized that and it made so much sense. And it just 
popped up. 

(Claire, Final Interview, 5/98) 

I believe these entries from joumcU.s eUid Claire's 

final interview demonstrate the impact the drama had on the 

children from their perspective. The students indicate that 

they connected with characters cuid that they could 

understand personalities different from their own. It was 

evident that the drama was significcuit in their meeming 

mciking process of the book cuid of themselves. 

Choice in Developing gnT-T-iffninm 

I offered choice in curriculum development. One 

example of this was in the study of rocks eind minerals. 

This study comes in a kit which was required by the school 

district cuid had to be implemented in a three week period. 

The information auid activities in the kit eure worthwhile euid 

give students a strong knowledge base. I took observational, 

notes as students worked euid made lists of the kinds of 

questions and discussions that were surfacing. When the 

Foss Kit was returned, I continued the study by posting all 

of the questions and ccnoments that were on my list. 
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S-tuden-bs were eager to move deeper into the veurious areas 

represented emd had the knowledge base from which to think 

critically as a deeper study emerged. After forming 

categories, students chose the area of study they thought 

was most interesting for them and they shaped the design cuid 

course of the study. 

Involving students in curricular choices also indicated 

my willingness to move into an area that I had not even been 

considered. For example, the class read a book about Riiby 

Bridges, £ui Africeui American girl v^o was one of the first 

to attend a formerly all white school. My class became very 

involved in the book euid worked with it on meuiy levels 

including discussion and dreuna. As I mentioned in Chapter 

Three, a student happened to see a painting of Ruby Bridges 

done by Norman Rockwell. The class began eui iiqproi^ptu study 

of Normeui Rockwell eUid his stories of American history that 

he tells through his peiintings. I had several students with 

strong connections to drawing euid eurt and the flexibility to 

move in this direction gave them space to leaim about 

history through this form. 

MeUiy decisions in the classroom were made jointly with 

the students. We frequently planned the day together, 

discussing vdiat choices we had in the avcd.led3le time. I do 

orgeuiize the framework of the curriculum with my colleagues 

and it is based on the grade level district expectations, 

our own interests cucid expertise, the interests of this age 

level student, and this p6urticul€ur group. Such an 
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orgcuiizatlon, however, eillows for in-kerpretat.ion of process 

and many detours and side trips. Each year, therefore, 

becomes a iinique experience that reflects the journey the 

class euid I cure currently engaged in, both together euid as 

individuals. 

The Environment 

In the previous section I discussed three categories of 

teaching strategies that I determined were vital to the 

creation of space for identity growth and development. The 

categories were Icnowing the child, challenging the child, 

cuid offering choices. Cutting across all of these 

categories eure the concepts of dialogue euid reflection. 

Students were given opportunity to paxrticipate in leciming 

engagements euid then talk with others about those 

experiences. They were edsle to reflect through writing and 

music euid eurt. I wanted to look at the year again eind ask a 

broader question. What weis significant in my classroom that 

created space for this isqportant dialogue euid reflection to 

occur? Every yeeur a school chcuiges. We cure given new 

materials. We are inserviced in new programs. We leeum 

more about how to teach writing or how to teach math. What 

are the bigger spaces that stay the same for me and that cure 

viteil in the dialogue and reflection related to issues of 

identity? In this section I will discuss the meaning euid 

impoirtemce of: 1) a literature based curriculxom, 2) a 

collaborative COTmunity of learners, euid 3)respect for 

diversity. I will also give examples as to how these 
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touchstones looked dxiring the year of this study. 

The Environment; A Literature Based Curriculum 

The emphasis on books and other forms of reading 

materiaJ.s is evident as soon eis students walk into my rocm. 

There is a long poster that is about twelve inches high that 

covers two walls necir the ceiling. It looks like a single 

shelf of books eind many of my students' favorite titles are 

on the bindings. The poster says, "A good book is a good 

friend." There is a l£u:ge clcissroom library on shelves that 

go from the ceiling to the floor. The books are there to 

tcUce cuid return at will and without specicU. permission. I 

started out with a kind of category system with picture 

books here and chapter books there and poetry on the shelf 

cUx>ve, but now they are all mixed together and maybe that's 

the way it should be. I used to hunt for that special book 

I wanted to read eU.oud, but now I just ask the kids. They 

seem to know the shelves and Ccm find it quickly. There's a 

rug £uid pillow on the floor with a bookshelf next to it. 

This houses c\irrent issues of mageizines like Time and the 

daily newspaper. I put the read alouds or other books used 

during class time there for further browsing. There cure 

shelves with encyclopedias, dictionaries, a thesaurus and em 

atlas or two. I am fascinated by maps so they cure usually 

pulled down emd on display. I Ceui read a map for hours emd 

I find kids do, too. There is eai abundance of materials for 

cJ.1 kinds of readers. Sam in his final interview answered 

my question, "What did you like best about this class?" by 
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saying, "There are books cUQd I like books." 

Students can be encouraged in numerous ways to engage 

with literature. These ways vary from yesur to year in 

emphasis. I may introduce cm author that children find 

interesting but later move away from this en^hasis, or an 

author's work may become the focus of an entire year of 

study as it did one year with Jane Tolen. We may read many 

books from one genre for a while or a single book may hold 

our attention. Literature is a living force €uid interacts 

with my students in different ways frc»a year to yecur. 

During the yeeu: of the study, we interacted with literature 

in three criticcU. ways: read ciloud, literature discussion 

groups, cuid literature as a resource. 

The Read Alouds 

Reading aloud in my classroom takes meuiy forms. The 

most significeuit read-aloud experiences during this study 

were picture books cuid chapter books. I read many picture 

books throughout the yesor. The libreucian asked us to review 

seme historical fiction books at the beginning of the year 

and I used these to begin working with the class on ways to 

talk about books. We discussed both the author's and the 

illustrator's techniques euid style. We sheuired personal 

connections and questions. We used specific response 

strategies like Sketch to Stretch (Short, Hcurste, with 

Biirke, 1996). Picture books read throughout the year 

usueU.ly tied in SOTie way to the ciirriculum or to 

circumstances in the cl€issroom and I read both fiction and 
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non-fiction. Mcuiy of the books connected to our studio time 

because the students would pick one of these books to think 

cQxsut further through art, music or drama. Using picture 

books in daily read alouds ened^led us to visit with a 

variety of authors and to consider mcuiy of life's issues. 

Students came to understand that the dieU.ogue following the 

book was as importeuit as the reading itself. Reflection 

continued in literature logs or sketch logs or studio time. 

Students listened and observed the way each person in the 

classroom created meaning frc»i a book differently and they 

learned from each other. For example, one of the early 

historical fiction books we read was Train to Somewhere by 

Eve Bunting (1998). The train took orpheuied children from 

the East on a train to the West. People met the train at 

various station houses and chose a child to take in. The 

main chcuracter in the story hopes that at each stop she will 

find her mother. She goes the feirtherest on the train since 

no one chooses her. This story struck a chord in the heeurts 

of meuiy of my student. One student shcured the story of his 

own adoption and suiny of the students did heeurt-felt 

drawings in their sketch logs. One drawing was of a treiin 

passing through a broken heart. 

In this way the class came together euroiind a piece of 

literature once each day and began to understand its power 

to evoke deeply felt responses cuid criticed. discussion. We 

learned how to listen emd veU.ue what we s£u.d to each other. 

We came to understsind that a text is not over when we close 
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the book, but that we Cein return to that book in our 

thoughts, in our journals, in studio time or in a rereading. 

The first chapter book I read aloud was The Man in the 

Ceiling by Jules Feiffer (1993). I considered many books as 

read eU.ouds that might connect to issues of identity. I 

chose this specific one because the main character loved to 

draw cartoons. Copying cartoon styles is an interest of 

this age group and was of peurticular dLnterest to a new 

student I was getting. Reading chapter books allows for 

deeper discussion in mcuiy ways as the book is lived through 

for a longer period of time revealing layers of the story 

day by day. Yet in today's classroom it is hard to find 

time when all of the children are present so that no one 

misses out on the continuity of the story. Although we 

reflect on each day's reading, I generally do very little 

"instruction" or analysis. I would give such mini-lessons 

only if they came up naturally euad usually chose to use 

other materials for lessons on setting or plot development. 

The chapter book read aloud is a place for students to use 

understcindings from their lives to enjoy a good story. 

But something happened to change that for The Man in 

the Ceiling. Paul Fisher works with our students in drama 

as a "resident surtist." The first year he came we worked at 

games to leeum drama techniques. This yeeur he wanted the 

students, who now had techniques as tools, to use drama in a 

way that connected more purposefully to the curriculum. The 

students were involved enough in this book that they wanted 
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to use drama to think cJsout it in greater depth. 

We first asked the children to simply act out peurts of 

the story that they connected with or to act out the 

connections themselves. The students began to get confused 

smd mixed up characters cind scenes. There were indications 

that certain ideas in the book had escaped s<xne students. 

They begeui to disagree. They would grab the book and flip 

through the pages to convince cuiother person that their 

interpretation was the correct one. They finally asked me 

to read the book again. I was trxily auaeized that 

understcuiding this book was importeucit enough to them that we 

would plod through it agciin. This time we made chcurts of 

the chsuracters and their personeility traits. We did a 

family web that illustrated how the characters related to 

one another. We did a map of the major "happenings" in the 

book that led to discussions of the author's piirpose in 

putting certain cheuracters or "scenes" in the book. This 

deeper study of the book took place in order to facilitate 

understcuidings for the drama experiences. 

We also began a web of issues that we felt were 

importeuit in this book. We added to this web after each 

reading if something importcuit had cc»iie up. Personal 

connections were often made to the book related issues. X 

would encourage these discussions in order to get at 

students' own current issues and to support them in ideas 

for dreuaa. Here is one exaoqsle teUcen from my teaching 

journal dated Jauiuary 22: 
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Ralph: Jinmy is forced t^o apologize to Lisi. That's 

a new issue. 

Mrs. K.: What do you think about that? 

Ralph: It isn't fair. 

Mrs. K.: Are euiy of you ever forced to apologize? 
[murmurs of "yes"] 

Lucas: All the time, [he says this forcefully] 

Mrs. K.: This happens to you, Lucas? 

Lucas: All the time. 

We then continued discussing Jimmy's situa-tion in the 

book cuid shcured similar occurrences in our own lives. 

Students could reflect further in one of their response 

logs. Later, we revisited that issue in drama and 

considered it from a more critical stance. In this way, 

reading the book again, discussing the book, forming 

character euid issue webs, euid working in studio and drama 

all flowed together. 

At the end of the book we orgeuiized our issues into 

groups or themes: Downtimes, The Relationship between Jimmy 

cuid Uncle Lester, Family Relationships, emd the Importance 

of Drawing for Jimmy. Students chose one of these major 

themes to work with and then listed episodes in the book 

that related to that theme. This gave th^ more ideas for 

drama. Another engagement I used was to ask for single 

words that came to mind when thinking about the book. We 

listed all of those words euid students were then asked to 

pick a word euid act something out related to it. Some 
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studen-ts chose scenes from t:he book and some created 

origineU. scenes. One of the words was "status." Status 

merged as the significant issue in the study of this book 

and in the drama experiences, and eventually anerged as a 

significcint identity issue for the students in this class. 

I closed out the yecur with the chapter book Wringer by 

Jerry Spinelli (1997). This book generated powerful group 

discussions on getng membership and our relationship with 

family and friends. Although there was less time to work 

with this book students were skilled in reflection cuid 

critical thinking euid used studio time as an effective way 

to create meeming from the book. One student used a 

math^natical spiral of tiles to think further about the 

relationship between the main chcuracter cuid the father. One 

group of students put together a musical composition that 

reflected the tension throughout the story. Mciny students 

used sculpture, paint euid chcurcoal to create their 

responses. Such reflective cuid creative meaning making 

responses sure cmicial in identity develofmient. These 

responses cure a visued. representation of the "poem" referred 

to by Rosenblatt (1983) that Ceui occur when a reader 

interacts with a text. 

Literature Discussion Groups 

When Andrade & Moll (1993) attempted to obtain data on 

a child in South Tucson, they were looking for "intimate 

glinqases into children's socieLL worlds, thus confirming our 

philosophical approach to understemding children's lives as 
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they themselves live them" (p. 92). In a summation of their 

s^udy, they sta1:e that contemporeury childhood is very 

different from adult percep-tions of it, and that teachers 

ar& oft:en ineffective because they do not concern lihemselves 

with the reactions cuid attitudes of children. Since the 

purpose of my study was to catch my own glimpses of 

contemporeury childhood, I chose realistic fiction novels for 

literature discussion groups. I usually have a common 

thread that runs through all the groups and this time it was 

the author Betsy Byars. Her books provided characters and 

circumstances that would offer my students m£uiy ways to 

relate to identity. I gave a book talk on each title (a 

brief introduction) euid the students browsed the book and 

then chose one to read emd to peirticipate in a discussion 

group of approximately four students. After reading euid 

sharing the book together as well as reflecting in their 

various response logs, students webbed what they considered 

to be the major issues of the book and then spent a day or 

two examining those issues more deeply. 

The webs allowed me glimpses into the concerns of my 

students. The following literature group was discussed in 

Chapter Fovir, but I repeat it here to show the power of 

webbing as a strategy for thinking. I sat in on one of the 

groups which was my routine, cuid asked than to fill me in on 

how things were going. They showed me a web they had 

created. It was three circles euid they told me it weis how 

kids were divided up. One circle was the "normals," €uid one 
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circle was the "weirds." The weirds had two sub sections: 

the "bom weirds" emd the "wsuma be weirds." They expledjied 

that the "bom weirds" could never be normals euid sometimes 

they tried to be "weinna be weirds" but couldn't pull it off. 

The "weuma be weirds" usually stcurked out as normeQs but 

deliberately chemged their clothing style, hair, etc. and so 

were considered weird. They often eventucd.ly returned to 

normal, the group said, unless, ets one student put it, "they 

die from drugs or something." 

Literature groups allowed my students to come to 

together to meUce sense of story. It allowed them to sheure 

insights cuid to think cUsout a book in a way that is not 

dependent on the way the teacher thinks edx>ut a book. 

McJcing categories such as "wanna be weirds" would never have 

occxirred to me cuid yet is eui io^rteuit piece of kid culture 

ctnalysis for these children. I spent the remainder of my 

time in the group asking probing questions: Why can't "bom 

weirds" ever be normals? Describe a "bom weird" to me. 

Who in our classroom fits into these categories? 

At the Icist question, their eyes met each others and 

drifted away from mine and I knew that I was too close. 

They did not feel safe talking to the teacher about other 

kids. They answered the question by going back into the 

book and discussing the categories the story's characters 

would fit into, em acceptcd>le response that was entirely 

appropriate. These students had found a space to reflect 

emd think critic£^.ly about a book, about the world, and 
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edx>ut themselves. As adults, many of us find it fulfilling 

to have a person or several people to think with. I believe 

it is important for students to think with their peers and a 

literature discussion group creates a space for that to 

happen. 

Literature As a Resource 

As students spend time in dialogue and reflection 

eurovind books, they come to value literature. My goal is for 

students to value all kinds of reading materials throughout 

their lifetime. To this end we turn to literature for 

multiple purposes throughout the curriculum. Since our 

curriculum had a focus on Americeui History, specifically the 

Civil Vlar, we studied the Civil Wcu: through literature. We 

read aloud a true story about a womeui who pretended to be a 

mcua in order to fight in the war. We wondered each day with 

the reading if she would be caught. We read journals of 

soldiers, one of which weis written by a family member of one 

of my students. We read fiction set in the period of time. 

We read Lincoln's Gettysbvirg Address and we read books eUx>ut 

Lincoln. We read essays related to reasons the war begeui. 

We read poetry. Our involvement with the literatvire 

stretched our understandings and our perspectives. 

Literature was eJ.so our resource for language study. 

We looked at how words cure used - "four score and seven 

yeeurs ago" > and we conqpared our own story beginnings to the 

way certcLin authors begin. We found metaphors in story. We 

noticed the difference in how fiction is written eUxd how em 
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essay or a speech is wri-bten. We noticed in oxir literature 

pieces how writing is organized euid we saw demonstrations of 

simple rules of mechanics that Ccui make our writing clecurer. 

Students use literature to pursue their own interests. 

For some it may be a science or sports interest. For others 

it is a genre or eui author. The father of one of my 

students came in eind SCD.d gleefully, "It finally happened. 

My son read for three hours streiight on Sunday. He NEVER 

reads. We couldn't believe it. He finally connected." It 

turns out his son was reading The Giver (Lowry, 1993). He 

had discovered science fiction. 

Students in a literature beised classroom not only cure 

eUsle to read but they choose to read many kinds of 

literature for real piirposes. That says scxaething eibout the 

person they are euid the person they may be becoming. To set 

up a framework in which students are free to explore 

multiple resources is to create eui importcuit space for 

Identity formation. You can fill a clcissroom with books, 

but it is what happens when kids emd books come together in 

purposeful engagements that changes lives. 

The Environment; Building Communltv 

HcUcing a class list of children into a colleUtx>ratlve 

community who eure cUble to think cuid grow together is a 

challenge that goes beyond literattire discussion groups. 

Vygotsky (1978) stresses that our social side, that is how 

we interact with others, is a determining factor in the 

development of oizr own intellect. Short (1990) discusses 
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the difficulty of estedslishing new societl contexts for 

lecuming when schools have long traditions of "hierarchy, 

competition, cuid individueU-ism" (p.35). Short makes some 

suggestions that have 8U.ready been covered in this chapter, 

this is, lecucning through action, reflection cuid 

demonstration, euid offering choices within a "predictable 

frcunework." Short also suggests that students simply ccxne 

to know each other. 

In this study, I felt my students could come to know 

each other by coming to know more about self euid then 

sharing that self with others. The students began the yeeu: 

by tending the class about sonething they had each learned 

over stmnner vacation. Students brought in em artifact for a 

brief "show and tell." We discovered that Bryan climbed 

mountains and Raquel lecumed about little kids because she 

had to babysit her little sister cU.1 siuomer. At this point 

there was sOTie disagreement cdx>ut when things were leemaed. 

Some felt that they could not lecum to swim over the sximmer 

even if they had lessons, if they could swim to seme degree 

before that. So we made leeiming time lines complete with 

posters. The visuals that went along with presentations 

told us as much eUsout each student as did their time line. 

Brycui created a ccHi^uter and his leeuniing experiences were 

behind pop-up computer disks. Liz did the same using 

baseballs with a big bat in the middle. Throughout the yeeir 

we continued to pcurticipate in these kinds of engagements. 

We "mapped" our families. For homework one night students 
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were to find out how they each got his or her name. Shauie 

reported that he wsis named Sheme because his Dad was reading 

a book cibout the West. Up to that point they were going to 

name him Hilo. "Milo!" he exclctimed, "1 would have been 

Milo if it hadn't been for that book I" We wrote essays that 

described who we cure as readers and writers, mathematicians, 

scientists and ctrtists, and we shared them in author's 

circle. All of these essays emd responses beccune peirt of a 

personal folder students kept for the first quarter of 

school. The purpose of aill the activities was to build a 

COTimunity by coming to know each other better. 

Peterson (1992) in his book Life in a Crowded Place 

discusses the importance of ritual in building a ccmmtunity. 

One suggestion he mcJces is the lighting of a story cemdle 

before reading. This has worked very well for me. I 

stcirted with a small ceuidle on a shelf near me, amd now I 

have a tall candle stemd that sits next to a rocking chcu.r. 

Students enjoy bringing me all kinds of story ceuidles cmd we 

faithfully light the candle before beginxiing to read. We 

have used variations on the theme. While reading the 

Chronicles of Namia we turned on a leuitem each day. We 

celebrate birthdays every Thursday with a specieU. read eiloud 

and treat. Just as the "real world" has traditions within 

cultures, so a classroom enjoys traditions and with these 

routines comes a class personality. We call ourselves 

"Kaser's Kids'' emd to us that has a definition that meeuis 

something. 
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In an interview Rosanna, the principal, commented that 

sometimes spaces in eui environment cure simply "felt" and are 

difficult to isolate. She provided me with a list of my 

tcingible teacher behaviors that she believes fosters the 

intcingible classroom environment. This compcurison based on 

her observation of my classroom is shown in figure 5.2. 

Based on her experience as a principal, she views my teacher 

stcince as contributing to a community that fosters personcil 

growth. 

Tangible Intangible 

Manner of speaking to students that ^ > A tone of acceptance and 
reflects caring and respect support for each child 
Listening to what students are saying ^^ Students know that their 
and responding in a manner that encourages opinions are valued 
them to talk to you for both fbnnal and informal because there is 
reasons follow up 
£xplanation(s) of what is happening and why ̂ ^Each child is important 
Expectations of how all members of your ^ ^ Mutual respect for each 
community should treat each other are member of class 
discussed and modeled 
Room enviroimient is inviting and interesting^..^ense of pride at being 
as well as an intricate part of the Iteming member of your 
Cheerleader for each student's success ^ y A desire to live up to 

expectations 
Traie for each student 4^ A sense of "I matter/I can" 

Figure 5.2 - Roscuma Gallagher's Chart 

Dewey (1938) talks about "mutual confidence" euid that 

in cooomunity it is not the will or desire of euiy one person. 
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but "the moving spirit of the group" (p. 56). Dewey weums 

however, that "cosmnunlty life does not orgcuiize itself in an 

enduring way spontcuieously - it requires thought euid 

plcuming eUiead" (p.56). In a community, lecuniers will find 

that sitting silently or making predictcJale responses is not 

exciting. Teiking the responsibility to be meUcers of 

mecuiingis exciting. As discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter 3 on Curriculum Development, my class was so diverse 

at the beginning of the year that working diligently at 

building community was imperative. That community came 

together, endured into the second half of the yecur and into 

the following year in my multiage classroom. 

Environment; Valuing Diversity 

When students enter a cleissroom, they bring with them 

funds of prior knowledge, personal experiences both in and 

out of school, cind values constructed through membership in 

social communities. Gender, economic differences, race, cuid 

ethnicity also affect a student's approach to learning 

(Beach, 1994). When this diversity is viewed as a resource 

euid each person Is valued for what they have to offer, the 

community is strengthened (Fleck, 1935). Students come to 

respect the knowledge, ideeus and personalities of others cuid 

truly cem come to recognize the contribution each one makes 

to the intelligence and energy of the class as a whole. 

One cirea that is given considerable attention in 

schools is "multlcultiiralism" which most often refers to 

race cuid ethnicity. The enqpheisis In most schools is on 
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building more culturally plurcQistic attitudes in students. 

Ruiz (1984) maintains that multicultured-ism should be eui 

orientation toward learning in schools that values a 

diversity of viewpoints and experiences. All people cure 

seen as contributors to society. Ramsey (1987) holds that 

this vcU.uing begins with self, euid suggests that students 

need experiences that help them develop positive racial, 

ethnic, gender, linguistic, social class, religious, 

exceptional euid national identities about themselves. This 

self-defining then encourages aweureness and curiosity about 

other people leading to inc[uiry. Such exploration must be 

accompcuiied by critical, reflective leeuming (Gollnick & 

Chinn, 1990) rather than just curriculum add-ons. Any study 

of cultural elements Ccuinot stop with definition of what 

delineates any one group, but must include eui examination of 

society's assumptions cQsout the group eind a challenge of 

such assxomptions thus developing a critical consciousness 

(Freire & Macedo, 1987). 

Moving children toweurd the dec is ion-making and social 

action level (Banks, 1989) may speak to this critical 

thinking euid social consciousness paradigm. One powerful 

way to support students in developing such eui identity is 

the use of multicultural children's literature. The 

literature reflects hioman life as a mirror to reflect self 

euid a window to look at others (Sims, 1992). The literature 

when used in a meaningful way, Ceui help students understcuid 

their own culttiral heritage euid those of others inside and 
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outside the classroom. 

Recent studies show the positive effects that using 

appropriately diverse literature can have. Ramsey (1992) 

examined the impact of a \init of Native Americeui literature 

on young children. Rcuosey found that through their study, 

students began to alter their bcisically stereotypical 

perceptions of Native Americeuis. In a similar study, 

Specurs-Bunton (1992) found that African American students 

engaged the literatiire strongly eind linked it to life 

experiences related to cultural differences. Previously 

failing African Americeui students strengthened their overall 

literacy performances. In a literature response class ro<»i, 

groups entertaining a text form a socieJ.ly constxructed 

experience that may affect one's view of learning (Vygotslcy, 

1978). 

Although I find selecting and locating children's 

literatvire that is representative of diversity to be a 

challenge, I feel strongly that I must be selective of the 

literature as well. To present stories in which women or 

people of color are perceived of as weedc or victimized, or 

to estciblish a wcxaan's place is to invite resistcuice 

(Fairbanks, 1995). Although gender and ethnicity have been 

a focus for my selection of books in the recent yecurs, I now 

am finding more material on the homeless euid children with 

disabilities. I feel all children need to see themselves 

represented in the stories we read. I €d.so use more 

realistic fiction thcui I once did as evidenced by the books 
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chosen for this study on identity formation. I once felt 

that kids live their lives every day, why read about it? 

That body of literatiire seemed scxaehow less importcuit to me 

thcui other kinds of literature. I still find that children 

love some of the classics. The Chronicles of Ncumia by C.S. 

Lewis are always loved by fourth euid fifth grade students. 

Realistic fiction, however, speciks to their kid culture 

(Kaser, 1994) cuid gives then a chcuice to look at problems 

cuid situations viccuriously. The need for this was 

demonstrated by my students' deep focus in studio and drama 

on the realistic fiction by Spinelli, Feiffer and Byara. 

As Short (1990) suggests in her discussion of honoring 

diversity, there are other classroom engagements that honor 

diverse perspectives. Having regulcur sharing time where 

students could talk eUaout what they were reading, writing, 

or experiencing was importeuit. Every Monday morning our 

class shcured weekends. We heard eibout games lost euid won, 

favorite movies or video games, and pets cuid people who were 

sick or who passed away. When we returned in Janucury of, we 

shared our holiday customs and it became importeuit for us to 

actually chcurt the Vcurious customs and observances. In this 

instance, the sharing time had a specific focus. 

Another curriculeur engagement is brainstorming. In one 

of our brainstorms we did a web on what is important adx^ut 

"me'' when we define ourselves. As I stated earlier, 

students created bubbles in the web for words like lecumer, 

artist, culture, citizen, family member, collector, teacher 
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and status. We discussed that the bubbles Ccui move around 

and sometiiiies one bubble grows bigger while other areas 

diminish in importance. 

Respect for diversity mecuis having activities that 

offer choice €uid that eure open ended. I do not expect all 

students to get the same thing out of the same escperience. 

I provide activities that have the potential for being 

understood at many different levels, such as literature 

response euid personal or group inquiry. The leeuniing 

students achieve is not inherent in the engagements or books 

th^nselves but lies in the students' transactions and 

reflection. Meaning making depends on children's past 

experiences and cognitive maturity, and to allow these 

engagements to happen is to honor diversity. 

Finally, I believe in the curts as one way to create 

space for diversity in the classroom and in identity 

formation. Geurbeurio (1991) states that art can heal deep 

wounds cuid prevent negative outccxnes including substance 

cUsuse. In a long term develO£»aental study of children 

succeeding in spite of the "odds," Werner & Smith (1992) 

state that 'creativity is foundational to human resilience. 

Participation in curt related activities establishes self-

righting tendencies that move children toweucd normal adult 

development imder eU.1 but the most persistent adverse 

circumstances" (p. 2). 

I v€LLue the time spent in studio where students are 

invited to use memy materials to create meaning. I value 
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music and drama as tools for self-expression and meaning 

making. Bryan sciid that when he does eurt he can write. 

Claire said that doing eirt "opened up her mind" cuid her 

blocks to math have disappeeured. Many of the identity 

issues detailed in Chapter Four were evidenced through the 

drama. Burke (1996) states that effective eurts programs eure 

shaped by the children themselves emd therefore create a 

space for diversity. Fox (1994) speaks in glowing terms, 

"To experience our own creativity . . . constitutes 

a rebirth of self that holds the key to the rebirth of ed.1 

society's ailing euid tired structtires" (p. 34). 

I found some lines by Dewey in a forwcurd to The 

Unfolding of Artistic Activitv (Schaefer-Simmem, 1970). 

Creativity . . .is manifested not just in what are 
regeucded as the fine eurks, but in cd.1 forms of life 
that are not tied down to what is estcUslished by 
custom and convention. In recreating them in its 
own way, it brings refreshment, growth, cuid 
satisfying joy to one who p£ucticipates (p.ii). 

This stat^ent echoes Dewey's treatise Art as Experience 

(1934) where he advocated that curtistic creation is not just 

the specicLl talent of special people but a universal "life" 

factor cill hvunans share. It is importeuit that my classroon 

environment honors diversity by creating space for 

creativity through the eurks. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I reflected on the spaces in my 

teaching emd the spaces in the curriculum that allow issues 

of identity to emerge euid to be thoughtfully considered. As 
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presented in Figvire 5.1, my primary teacher stance is to 

know my students by responding to them through dialogue and 

observation, to challenge students by setting the 

expectation that they will think in new ways and by finding 

ways for them to have choices in the lesuming process. 

These form the corners of the tricuigle ̂ ich is then nested 

in the classroom environment represented by a circle. 

The environment is also criticeil to students' 

understandings of self. That environment is centered in a 

literatvire based curriculum, an emphasis on creating 

community, euid a respect for diversity. These three eureas 

became the touchstones for our meaning making work in 

reading, writing, discussion, music, art, math euid drama. 

Shelley Hcirwayne in her book Lasting Impressions (1992) 

quoted the author Jean Fritz as saying, ''When I discovered 

librciries, it was like having Christmas every day" (p. 94). 

I want my students to find spaces in school that are 

uniquely theirs so that they will continue to lead lives out 

of school that eure reflective 2uid meaningful. 
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CHAPTER 6 

WORKING AT IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION: CASE STUDIES 

In this chapter I address my final research question: 

How do students work at constructing identity? To answer 

this questionr I have chosen to look at the issues euid 

engagoaents of three students over the yeeu:. The case study 

of each student will be presented cis a photo documenteury 

with eui introduction preceding each documentcury and a 

discussion of all three students at the end of the chapter. 

Some time ago I visited two showings at the University 

of Arizona Center for Photography. The first show was a 

series of photos by different photographers. There was a 

title to the photo essay but no other words were included. 

I waB struck by the stories that were told through 

photographs. For me there was a connection to the 

chcuracters in the photos that seemed to go deeply inside of 

me. I felt, at least in some, that I was present in the 

experience cuid knew these people. Later I took my students 

to the "TeU-king Pictures" presentation. The gallery was 

filled with single pictiires that were meaningful to well 

known people. Each picture included eui explcuiation by the 

person who had contributed the picture. Many of the photos 

were of cui ordinary nature, for example one was of a cow, 

and the explcmation gave me a lens with v^ich to view it. 

The photograph then was of greater significeuice to me as I 

came to understand what it meant to the person \^o had 

chosen it. These two experiences came together in my mind 
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as a forma-k for the case studies included in this study. 

I chose these particular students because they 

represent the three categories of the identity construction 

process that I identified as occiirring during the year. I 

call these categories: integrated identity construction, 

conceptual identity construction, cuid situationeU. identity 

construction. These categories orgcuiize the discussion 

following the documentaries. 

Each case study starts with eui introduction giving 

background information on the student. The documentary 

itself begins with a picture of the student euid his or her 

drawing of a self portreiit. The first page also has a quote 

from the student. On the pages that follow cire photographs 

of the student peurticipating in class engagements, 

photographs of eirtifacts the student created in studio, 

segments from literature discussion treuiscripts, response 

log entries, identity folder entries and excerpts from the 

final interview. My method for the selection of the items 

in the case studies is detailed in Chapter Two on 

methodology. As I noted there, my criteria for the 

selection of pieces was to demonstrate a student's identity 

work over time emd through as many kinds of engagements and 

responses cis that student chose to explore. I also wanted 

to include a sanqple of the different perspectives that were 

part of that child's construction process. The work is not 

presented in chronologiceU. order but rather eunranged in a 

way that the reader can make sense and meaming from this 
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short documentcury that is representative of a Icurge body of 

work. 

There is no written interpretation or explcination 

within the docromentary itself because I want the images to 

indicate the identity construction process in each of these 

children. The interpretation lies in my Ceureful selection 

of the images cuid language of each child. Hammer (1958) 

contends that every response of an individual in some way 

becurs his stamp. In these documentaries these responses are 

most often related to the literatxire through which the 

students "acquired not so much additional information as 

additional experience. New understcunding is conveyed to 

them dynamically cuid personcU.ly. Literature provides a 

'lived through' not 'knowledge eUaout'" (Rosenblatt, 1938, p. 

38). Richeurd Meyer (1996) says that life is a story we live 

cuid one we Ceui 'periodically stop and retell cuid cuialyze" 

(p. 58). Through their responses in these documentaries, my 

students tell their stories. 

The telling of stories through these multiple responses 

is consistent with the definition of speech or leuiguage as 

given by Klepsch and Logie (1982) who say that: 

. . in drawings, Icmguage is given its broadest 
meeming for we communicate not only with words but with 
unconscious gestures, ways of sitting, steuiding emd 
walking, styles of demcing euid hcmdwriting, 
choreography, creative writing, music and eurt. Whether 
willing it or not, the self is in each of these 
activities. (p.5) 

I focus on the responses of three students euid the issues of 

self they present as they work in the available spaces 
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within the ctirriculiim. 

It is not my intention to analyze these students euid 

their issues of identity psychologic2d.ly. Rather, I chose 

the documentary format so that the reader can see what it is 

I see as a teacher and the kinds of information that guide 

me in making curricular choices. 

Case Study: Liz 

We cure what we love. 

(Erik Erikson, 1968) 

Liz was a fourth grader. She considered herself a 

mathematician and euinovinced that math was her favorite 

subject. She told me that she was not especicU.ly skilled in 

math^natical procedures because there had not been much math 

instruction in her third grade class. This lack of math 

skills frustrated Liz and she wanted us to have lots of math 

classes so she could "catch up". At first, she resisted 

reading suid euiy work connected to the language and visued. 

arts. Her mother told me during the fall conference that 

getting Liz to read books or do any writing was a source of 

frustration for then both. 

As Liz continued through the ye€ur, her mathematical emd 

cuialytical approach was evident in her literature reflection 

€uid response. She thought about books in a mathematical way 

cuid created meaning through responses related to structure, 

size, line, form and perspective. Studio time and response 

logs gave her the opportunity to integrate her mathematical 
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thinking into her leuaguage curts meeuiing making process. She 

came to look at reading differently. 

This case study includes photos of studio curtifacts as 

well as entries in Liz' sketch log, written response joumed. 

eind entries in literatxire logs that were specifically 

created for a literature group discussion ciround one book. 

The piece ends with a portion of her final interview. 
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Draw a picture of what happens In your thoughts when you think about 
this book. What does It remind you of? Write to explain your Ideas. 
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One of the big issues that you talked about when you were in 
Pinballs, I noticed reading back through some of those transcripts, was 
the issue of the status that kids have in the world. Do you think kids 
have high status or low status? What do you think? 

You can have both. It just depends the way you are. 

Give me an example of that. 

Like say you , everybody thought you were a nerd and you were real 
short, you probably wouldn't have real high status. But then again if you 
were like, if you didn't feel bad about yourself and you were kind of 
popular, you would probably have high status. 

Ok. Is status an issue with you? 

I can be both at times. 

Liz, do you have anything to say about being your own self? 
Is it hard to be your own self? 

No. Not for me it isn't. 
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Case Study: Brycin 

I suggest that the only books that influence 
us cure those for which we are ready, and which 
have gone a little fcirther down our particuleur 
path than we have yet gone ourselves. 

E. M. Forster 

I chose the abav& quote to begin the introduction to 

Brygui's story because he was peurticularly ready for the 

books we read during the year and I believe they greatly 

influenced him. He strongly identified with the meiin 

cheuracters in both The Man in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) 

eind Wringer (Spinelli, 1997). 

Bryeui was a fourth grader who considered himself shy. 

He had close friends whose families interacted socicQly euid 

he found it difficult to enter into some of the activities 

they enjoyed. For exan^le, the families climbed up and down 

the sides of cliffs together, using heavy chains. Bryam's 

friends found this fun cuid exciting. One of the fathers 

informed me that Bryeui would walk up to the equipment, start 

to pick it up, eind then walk away. He would force himself 

to return, only to walk away again. FineQly he went through 

with the task and at the first of the ye€u: brought in the 

chains to show his lecunciing frcxa the summer. One of the 

issues Bryan looked at was being part of a group. He 

wondered about getting into groups emd getting out of them. 

He considered how importemt it was to sacrifice self in 

order to be accepted. 

In another instemce involving Bryeui's shyness, his 
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father came in to speeUc with me. It seems there was a 

problem with cinother student in the class who wanted to be 

Bryan's "friend". If Bryan didn't "play" with him or choose 

him to work with in groups, the student would call him names 

euid get him in head locks on the playground. Although this 

student was necurly a yeaur younger than Bryan suid much 

sm2d.ler, Bryeui was intimidated by him. Brycui's father was 

concerned that Bryan would begin to see himself cis a victim 

because of his ineU>ility to teike control of the situation. 

Bryan's friends urged him to tell the young boy emd those 

with him to "get lost" but Bryeua was genuinely afraid euid 

was torn between the two sets of "friends." The issue of 

being in or out of the "in crowd" emd of what defined a 

leader stayed with Bryan ctll year. 

Another issue that concerned Bryan was that he felt he 

could not write. I noticed in the fall that during journal 

writing time Bryeuci would often just sit auid stare down at 

paper. The paper would have a Ccirefully printed title cuid a 

date on it, but nothing else. One night when I had given a 

short essay as homework, I got a ceU.1 at home from his 

mother. Bryeui just couldn't get stcirted and she wondered if 

I had any suggestions. His documentary contains his 

resolution of his problems with writing. 

Bryan's docximentcury illustrates his involvement with 

the eurts and how he begcui to work in studio €uid dreuna with 

surprising results. His talk in literature discussion and 

his fineU. interview eure also provided. 
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SK: In that one scene where you jumped up and said, "Maybe I'm not going to be 
a cartoonist and maybe I stink at cartooning." That seemed like that just 
came from inside, you know. How did it feel when you said those words? 

Bryan: Well, it was kind of embarrassing but I kind of knew how he felt when I was 
doing that. Cause I was just shouting. 

So you felt the way you're sure Jimmy must have felt. 

I've done that with things. Like sometimes I didn't want to be, do this one 
thing, like a sport or something and then I would just, I wouldn't jump up and 
yell but I would kind of be mad and explain it, how I felt and stuff, like he did. 



SK: Do you think "the treatment" they gave kids when they turned ten was 
a good tradition, do you think? 

Bryan: It's good and bad. Cause it makes you feel proud. It makes you feel 
cool at this age. I went through the treatment and I'm, like a cool kid. 
But then it's bad because you have to get hurt to do it. 

It's like Ralph and then all my other friends. And some of Ralph's friends. 
So, it's the same thing with him. I'm kind of both their friends. But then 
when all the friends meet, like Ralph and his friends and all my other friends, 
they kind of fight. And if I'm there at the same time, I can 't, I don't know 
how to explain this. 

You 're doing a great job. Just keep going. 

They just start fighting and then they start looking at me. The one group 
goes, Bryan, tell Ralph you 're not his friend . And the other group goes, if 
you say that to me and then I tell my other group of friends that told me to 
tell him I'm not his friend , I tell them and if I do he'll start yelling at me and 
pick on me for as long as I know. And then he's all like, they say I don 't care. 
When I start talking to Ralph about it, he starts getting mad at me. But if 
I don't and I start being his friend he's like my friend. I can barely explain it. 

Yeah. Do you have people within these two groups that you would rather be 
friends with and some that you would rather not be friends with? Or did 
you want to be friends with all of them? I mean is it, I guess what I'm asking 
is, is it your fear of being picked on by Ralph that you try to stay his friend , 
or is it that you really would like to be Ralph 's friend? 

It's the fear of being picked on by Ralph . Cause I really don 't, sometimes I 
really just don 't want to be his friend any more but somehow we just kind 
of stay friends . 

Ok. 

So it's like ar the end of Wringer where he really wanted to be Dorothy's friend 
and not the guys, that 's how I feel with Ralph . I still know him and stuff 
but then I really want to be with my other friends . 
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SK: Do you think choice is important? 

Bryan: Yeah, I like that. 

SK: How come? 

Bryan: I like that because we, if we do a choice we can think of 
things different and we can see what everybody else has, 
so if we like one idea better we can use that instead of 
everybody coming out with the same thing. 

SK: It helps you to see what other people do. 

Yeah. It gives me ideas. 

I 
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Bryan 
Final Interview 

Bryan: I think,well, even though Lucas does make jokes a 
lot, it's too bad he does that, because if he didn't, 
I think he would be a really good successful person. 

Because he's smart? Why else? 

Bryan: He's like a natural leader. 

Do you think you're a leader, Bryan? 

Bryan: In some ways, like cause I have a lot of friends. And 
lots of my friends aren't leaders except for Nick and 

that's about it. So I'm like kind of above my friends so 
I would be a leader for them. But if I met someone 
new, the'd probably be a better leader than me. 

Final Interview 
May 1998 
Page 3 

Has shyness always been an issue for you? 

Yeah. 

So how do you feel that you got less shy? You 
have thought about it this year it sounds like. 

Yeah . Well , it starts at school. I feel more 
comfortable talking to people cause I know them, and 
then when I go places I feel comfortable talking, so 
then I started talking in a lot of places. 
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SK: Is it hard to just be yourself? 

Bryan: It depends on who you are. Like if you are a strong person, a leader, 
like the gang was and Dorothy, well's that why it is not hard to be their 
own self, cause everyone just does what they want. So they're like 
leaders and they just do it. But other people, if you're weaker and you 
don't really, you're not really a leader, then you follow the leader. 

Bryan: It's hard to leave when other people do things. Cause sometimes my 
friends do this stuff and they think it's really fun and then when I do it, 
it's really scary. And then so I say it's fun. But then I try and get away 

but then they keep doing it and so then I kind of give in to them. I don't ... 
but when I try and get away, I don't really want to cause I think it's cool 
when I'm doing something with them. 
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Bryan: Well, you would feel, yeah. Even if I were Palmer, I would want to do 
that too. Cause people would notice me a lot and I'd know a lot of stuff 
other people don't know. 

SK: So if you were Palmer you would want to be with this group of boys then? 

Bryan: Yeah. 

SK: Would you have mistreated Dorothy? 

Bryan: No. I would have, well, yeah, because I would have wanted to be their 
friend so to be their friend you had to. 
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Bryan: I liked studio time a lot. 

SK: How come? 

Bryan: We should do that. 

Ok. 

Ok. Is there a particular kind of writing you like to do more than others? 

Yeah, I like to do like stories, like personal narratives more than reports 
and that kind of writing. 

How come? 

Bryan: Cause I know in personal narratives what I'm going to write because 
mostly it's happened to me. I like to write nonfiction. I mean real 

Real stories. Yeah. 

Bryan: About me. And so it's easier cause I know what to write. Cause it's 
happened. 
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SK: You were part of the drama program and you acted Jimmy out in the 
drama program. What was that like? How did that, did that help you 
identify with Jimmy or help you, how did you feel doing that? 

Yeah, I felt like I could understand him more. 

SK: OK. So how are you different? Can you explain? 

Bryan: Wel l, I'm not as shy any more. I'm still shy but not as shy as I was. 
And I'm better in work. 
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Estevan: (reads from trade book) "I've got a lot of studying to do after supper," 
Alfie said. "Studying" these days means drawing comic strips ... 

David: Okay - so that defines ... 

Bryan: His mind. 
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Case Study: Danny 

Midway in life's jovimey I was made aweure 
That I had strayed into a deurk forest. 
And the right path appeared not anywhere. 

(Deuite, The Inferno) 

Deuiny entered my classroom when he was in the fourth 

grade, but when a new teacher was hired, he was moved to her 

class. He would stop by my room for a few minutes every now 

eUid then and I would greet him in the hall. He was placed 

in my room for fifth grade at the recommendation of the 

principal. 

I was told that his mother died from a drug overdose 

two years previously. He had moved to Tucson to live with 

his half-brother. This information came from the special 

education teacher eilthough Deuiny was not in the special 

education program. That was all I knew of Deuiny until his 

h2J.f-brother's wife Ccune in for the feU.1 conference. She 

said Danny would be returning to his father at the end of 

the year. She told me Deuiny's mom was addicted to alcohol 

eUid drugs and she had ultimately died from her addiction. 

Dsmny's family was concerned with Danny's slow academic 

development. They were especially disappointed with his 

progress in math. They said they had expressly told Deutiny 

that two years had passed since his mother's death euid he 

should get beyond it £uid focus on his school work. He was 

not allowed to talk about his mother at home. 

What was Deuiny like in the classroom? He spoke very 

little of his mother's death with the exception of 
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literature discussions euid his fined, interview. He was a 

"loner" cuid spent his lunch hours helping out in the 

kindergarten instead of going out to the playground. He 

turned in very little work during the day in spite of 

prodding. His homework was usually done because of the 

support of the brother's wife. He hid things in the 

classroom. I remember one day when I was edx>ut to start 

music class and the tape for the recorder was missing. I 

looked everywhere and then went on without it. Deumy got up 

to get a drink euid happened to find it in the cupboeurd cibove 

the sink. Things like this happened fed.rly frequently euid 

Danny would admit to having hidd«i the objects. 

Danny found drama intriguing. When the class explored 

status, he cU.ways took on the role in each vignette as the 

person with the lowest status. Paul Fisher had him reverse 

roles eind attempt the role of the person with the higher 

status. Students would "adjust" Danny for his role by 

bringing his chin up euid shoulders back. This was not only 

done for Dcuiny but was the practice in the drama 

exploration. 

In studio he would drift euid accomplished very little. 

The documentary of Danny then, focuses on his sketch log 

entries, jotimal responses, talk in literatiire circles euid 

coaiments made during his final interview. Because of the 

sensitive nature of Danny's issues and responses, his n€uae 

has been changed or eliminated from his artifacts and there 

are no photos of him as there are of the other students. 
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Final Interview May, 1998 

SK: Which of the books that we've read this year or that 
you've read this year to you see relating to your life? 

Danny: The book I Never Knew Your Name. 

SK: Can you explain why? 

Danny: Because of the kid dying. And this little kid, the little 
kid, he always wanted to cheer him up, but he was always 
scared to cheer him up. And it's like when my mom died. 
It's like I knew she was going to do that because my 
grandma did the same thing. Cause when I really think 
about the kid jumping off there with the .•. I think of 
my mom. 

SK: You think of your mom ... 

Danny: Just dying. 

SK: Just dying. Do you identify with the little boy at all. 

Danny: 

SK: 

Danny: 

SK: 

A lot. 

How do you identify with him? 

Like when my mom's sad, I like to cheer her up, but I 
never did. That would bother her. Cause she'd say. 
uLeave me alone, I hurt." 

Now would this be Fran you want to cheer up or your 
mother? 

Danny: My mother who is dead. 
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Claire: Well, it's usually because I'm hurt or •. Like if you 
have something in your eye and your eye's trying to get it 
out. 

Danny: My parents say it's ok to cry. 

SK: Do they? 

Danny: Un hm. 

SK: Do you cry sometimes? 

Danny: Uh hrn. I cry a lot. Like whenever I, every time I pray 
to my mom, I cry all the time. 

SK: You pray to her? 

Danny: Uh hm. 

Claire: Do you talk to her when you pray? 

Danny: Every night. 

(Literature discussion: The Summer of the Swans, Byars, 1970) 
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Bryan: Well, you would feel, yeah. Even if I were Palmer, I would want to do 
that too. Cause people would notice me a lot and I'd know a lot of stuff 
other people don't know. 

SK: So if you were Palmer you would want to be with this group of boys then? 

Bryan: Yeah. 

SK: Would you have mistreated Dorothy? 

Bryan: No. I would have, well, yeah, because I would have wanted to be their 
friend so to be their friend you had to. 
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Final Interview 
May 1998 
Page 10 

Danny: 

SK: 

Danny: 

Well, I liked the pictures, the colors. I like 
everything about books, picture books. I like to learn 
how to do them cause I want to be an artist in them. 

So you'd like to make a picture book. 

Uh run. 

SK: Really? What would you make a picture book about? 

Danny: My mom. 

SK: Yeah. Wouldn't that be great? 

Danny: 

SK: 

Danny: 

SK: 

It would be about a little boy who lost his mom, and he 
thinks about how he used to have fun and all that stuff. 

And you know? If you wrote a picture book, you could 
make it end any way you want. It wouldn't have to end 
the way the real life thing did. People take ideas and 
they turn them into stories and they mix up characters so 
you could have people who never knew your mother in the 
story kind of. You know? That's kind of what they do. 
So you could make one. 

I can put like a kid who's talking to his mother. That's 
what I'd like to do. And it would be a great ending when 
I end up with my dad having fun, and we would think about 
her all the time. 

I think i t's a great book. 
truly hope you'll write it. 
me, and send me a copy. Ok? 

I hope you'll write it. I 
And you know where to find 
Anything else, Ernest? 
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Discussion 

Each of the students documented in this chapter 

explored an identity theme that extended throughout the 

school yeeur emd through multiple engagements. I was 

therefore cUale to see how they worked at their identity 

construction within the spaces I made availcd^le as part of 

the curriculum eind what value, if any, these spaces had for 

students. Other students worked within similar themes. 

Shcuie explored his identity as an eurtist throughout the yeeur 

in a way somewhat simileur to the way Liz explored math. 

Many students were considering their own personeilities and 

peer relationships in ways simileur to Brycui. One student 

from a recently divorced feunily worried about her situation 

euid her mom's new boyfriend. She was much like Dcumy. 

Although not all students had a consistent theme that 

extended over time, the issues that were woven throughout 

their work fell into the three categories of: integrated 

identity construction, conceptual identity construction, euid 

situational identity construction. How I arrived at these 

categories was explained in Chapter Two on methodology. I 

will address each category briefly within the constructs of 

the documentaries. 

Integrated Identity Construction 

Liz saw her identity as that of a mathematicieui. When 

given the rocm to expand on that interest, it became 

integrated into other eureas of her life in such a way that 

those eireas beccuae stronger and more meaningful to her. I 
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could see the way she thought matheniaticcU.ly by observing 

her responses. When she considered the foster children in 

Pinballs (Byeurs, 1977) she felt they had a low self image 

and she drew them smaller them the other figure on the page. 

Hcmy of her drawings demonstrated unusual perspectives. She 

drew the wringer's heuids from a close-up perspective giving 

the action of wringing all the attention. Memy of her 

drawings look like diagrams emd maps. She chose the tiles 

to construct a spiral as a representation of the father and 

son's relationship in Wringer (Spinelli, 1997). 

Up until fourth grade, Liz saw school subjects as 

sepeurate. She was good in math but she hated reading. 

Writing was a chore and was defined by leuiguage systems such 

as spelling. By using studio time and her response logs to 

think about books through em imaginative mathematical lens 

she found that she loved reading. In one picture she drew a 

girl with a book in her heart because "everyone needs 

reading in their life." She even entertained the idea that 

were she to beccxne a writer, she would like to write for a 

newspaper. 

In Adleriem theory, scholeirs talk about a "guiding 

image" in individuals that is purposeful emd consistent emd 

defines the uniqueness of the individual (Powers & Griffith, 

1987). Though I am not a scholeu: of this theory, I do see 

in sane students such as Liz, a chcuracteristic response that 

seems to interject itself into most aspects of their work. 

If not cd.lowed to integrate this way of creating meaning for 
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herself across the cxirriculaur areas, the student feels a 

sense of frustration and discouragement. Liz did not 

continue to grow in new areas or even in the way of thinking 

in «diich she was most comfortable as evidenced by the 

request in the fcU.1 for more math lessons, until this 

integration occurred. 

ConceptucJ. Identity Construction 

Bryan's exploration of leaders euid followers is cui 

example of the category of identity constomction. I could 

see from many of the research cirtifacts that scxne students 

worked at conceptual understcuidings because they sought to 

define the issue itself as well as their role in that issue. 

Bryan was not only seeking to understeuid his shyness, but 

also to explain what really defines leaders euid followers. 

He drew a picture from a book about suicide in which the 

chcuracters are "thinking." He commented in a literature 

discussion that what a book chciracter is studying defines 

"his mind." Bry2ui spent time in his mind. He liked to 

concentrate on ccxaputer skills and on the violin. He 

recognized that most leaders in school, however, sure more 

"outgoing" eind often have a connection to sports. He felt 

the only time he was a leader was when he was good in 

sports. In Bryeui's photographs, he was often over to the 

side, contributing but not teUcing visible leadership. 

Bryan was also cible to isolate the difficulty he had in 

writing. He re£j.ized that if he did scxne kind of eurt 

experience first, he could write more easily. He found out 
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tha-t he liked to write about "real stuff," not fiction. He 

w€U3 able to consider different aspects of the writing 

process as well as what writing jneeuit to him. In this way 

the issue was not a problen to be solved but a concept to 

consider. It is this kind of quest for understanding that I 

delight to see in my students. It usually means teachable 

moments are sitting like presents to be opened. 

For Bryein, these teachable moments came through his 

peurticipation in drama. He said he "became" Jimmy for 

awhile and felt Jimmy's frustration with Charlie Beemer. He 

felt the sense Jimmy had of being left out and the strength 

Jimmy had in the end. Bryan was mcirvelous as this chcuracter 

and surprised all of us with the intensity he put into the 

role. The literature became a way that he was able to 

explore, through discussion and drama, concepts that were 

significant to him. 

Situationcil Identity Construction 

I believe that for Dcumy his mother's death euid his 

feeling about her death became v^o he was. It was a bubble 

in which he floated. When given the opportunity to draw or 

write he always reflected somehow on his mother euid on his 

sadness. He discussed his prayers to her and the sadness he 

was afraid to reveal. A flower and a cup came to symbolize 

her for him. In one poignant drawing he brings everything 

together, his mother, the cup, the flower, the death scene, 

euad himself in tesurs. There is even the desperate statement 

that he would do cmything to be with his mother again, even 
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kill himself. 

Although I understood his aiint's irritation at Dcuiny's 

involv^ent with the death of his mother, time does not 

always take care of grief cuid even given time, feelings do 

not always go away. Perhaps with some, the wall beccxnes 

thicker euid higher over time until the leeuming that should 

be happening in the classrocm cannot penetrate it. 

Situational identity does not necess£urily have to be 

something that has happened "to" the student. It could be a 

situation with other students. I have had students who are 

self-conscious because of their appecuremce. I ceui see how 

this situation begins to define them and they think of 

little else. Bryan's father was afraid that coming to see 

himself as a victim was a real possibility for Bryan euid 

would then define him in later life. 

I find situationeU. identity to be the most frustrating 

from a teacher's point of view. For though I might have 

compassion for the student, often there is little I can do. 

Sometimes I have only a feeling that it is situational 

identity that is interfering with learning because I may not 

see the evidence cuiywhere. Students from the local shelter 

often fxinction at lower levels of skill and p€urticipation 

that I instinctively feel are not representative of what 

they are capeU:>le of doing. They usually do not speedc of 

their situation and we simply struggle on together. Often 

there are counselors and other adults involved cuid yet we 

struggle because the identity lies within the child and it 
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is frcxa wit:hin that the focus has to cheinge. I feel that 

the eirts may be a key euid I address this in Chapter 7 on 

Implications. 

Summary 

In this chapter I analyzed how students work at 

identity construction by examining three students over time 

by means of photo documentcuries. These three categories of 

situationeU. identity construction, integrated identity 

construction euid conceptueG. identity construction eure ways 

to understcuid the identity development of each student. 

These students represent other students in the study who 

worked at identity construction in these eureas. The case 

study students used all the forms of reflection including 

dialogue, eurt, drama euid written responses to work at 

meeming medcing. Students involved in integrated and 

conceptual identity construction demonstrated more growth 

across the academic areas them did the situational identity 

student who appeared to be stuck. There was evidence of 

"possibility thinking" by students in all three categories. 

For Liz, responding to literatxire gave her a way to 

think mathematically eind she came to value the reading and 

writing parts of the curricultmi as well as the math. Bryem 

used the literature as a way to come out of himself. 

Responding through drama was of special significcuice for him 

even though he still had not fully resolved the leadership 

issue at the time of the final interview. 

Although Danny, the student in the situationeil identity 
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category, did not make significant academic progress, he did 

find a lifeline in literature emd as such it wcis mecuiingful 

to him. This is evidenced by his comments in his final 

interview of weuiting to write a book about his mother. His 

drawings may have represented a safe place to consider the 

events in his life but there is no reed, way for me as a 

teacher to measure the long term benefits of this 

experience. 

Rosenblatt (1938) urges us not to consider reading as a 

passive act but rather, when a piece of literature is 

successful for readers, that success comes from the fact 

that they bring to the selection all they have experienced 

cind all that they are. The book and the reader ccme 

together emd there is a new creation that can never be 

duplicated because it is the unic[ue quality of a single 

reader. As Danny, Liz, Bryan and the others in my classroom 

responded to literature, they were eJ.1 creating their own 

poem. The diversity of valid responses that these students 

evidenced and that permitted th^ to grow as individuals is 

the excitement of literature emd the reason it is the 

foundation for identity construction in my classroom. 
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Chapter 7 

THE IMPLICATIONS OF IDENTITY EXPLORATION IN THE CLASSROOM 

What does education often do? It makes 
a strcd.ght cut ditch of a free, meandering 
brook. 

Henry David Thoreau 

It is importeuit for me to iindersteind the unique 

approach that each of my students has toweurds learning. I 

am interested in how they construct their social worlds, how 

they form their attitudes emd relationships with others, and 

how others influence them. I am specifically interested in 

the school setting as a place sepcurate euid distinct from 

everyday contexts of learning. I have come to understand 

that students go about learning in diverse ways euid I have 

subsequently created flexible class structures so that 

students can make decisions edxDut how to accomplish the work 

of school. I encourage children to make cuid shcure meeming 

through a variety of ways such eis cirt, music, drama euid 

Icuiguage. I highlight literature and dialogue in order to 

create opportunities for children to talk openly eind 

critically with peers about meuiy issues. 

In this teacher resecurch study, I looked at these 

veurious elements which form my classroon learning 

environment euid Ccirefully examined how responding to 

literature serves to capture children's thinking eis they 

construct an identity by forming personcJ. euid socieU. 

perspectives. I weuited to understand what it is students 

are thinking edx>ut during their construction of identity. I 
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wan-ted to knovr in what way my cleissroom instruction could be 

supportive, could build on their thdlnking emd honor them as 

individuals. After several yeeirs of exploring a literatiire 

based curriculum in my classroooi, I noted that children made 

powerful connections to literature. I felt that looking at 

these connections and responses could give me a window into 

their minds as they worked to construct their identities. 

With a greater understauiding of my students as well as the 

ways curriculum caui support identity construction, perhaps 

school could be more meaningful emd meJce a greater 

difference in my students' lives euid in the choices they 

mcdce. 

The following questions guided this teacher research 

study in my intermediate multiage classroom: 

1. What are the issues that are significant to ten and 

eleven-yegur-old students as related to the 

construction of their own identity? 

2. How does the classroom learning environment provide 

spaces for students to explore or construct their 

own identities? 

3. How do kids work at constructing an identity within 

a school context? 

The areas of professional literature that inform this 

qualitative study are the formation of social cuid cultural 

identity, the theory of reader response euid transaction, and 

the role of literature discussion and reflection in identity 

formation. 
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I examined student responses to read alouds of various 

picture books throughout the year as well as the chapter 

books The Man in the Ceiling (Feiffer, 1993) emd Wringer by 

Jerry Spinelli (1997). I used sets of books by Betsy Byeurs 

for literature discussion groups with four or five students 

reading the same book. The responses to these books took 

the form of literature discussion, written responses, and 

responses in studio that included eurt, drama, music euid 

mathematical representations. 

The primcury sources of data collected were student 

cLrtifacts such as written pieces cind the sketches in their 

identity folders and response logs, as well as projects 

completed during studio time. I also kept field notes cuid a 

teaching joumeU.. I audio taped literature discussions eUid 

had those discussions trcuiscribed. I video taped a small 

portion of the drama experience. I interviewed students euid 

had those interviews transcribed, i took photographs of 

eirtifacts cuid students involved in the process of webbing, 

literature discussion, drama and studio response. 

The first heJ.f of the yeeir from August to December was 

the exploratory phase of the study. During this time I 

worked toward creating a sense of community as well as 

est£U3lishing the curricular framework. This period of time 

included the reading of The Mem in the Ceiling emd work in 

the identity folders. January to i^ril was the period of 

intense data collection. The primary data collected during 

this time were responses to literature with both picture 
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book read-aloud discussions and small group discussions of 

Betsy Byeirs' chapter books. The Mcui in the Ceiling was read 

for a second time and I read Wringer aG.oud to the class. We 

worked in studio and I documented drama as a tool for 

response eund as a way for students to reflect on personal 

issues. I took photographs throughout the entire yeeir. I 

closed out the yeeur with student interviews. 

I did some prelimincury data analysis dtiring the 1997-98 

school year to determine the students who might be 

considered for individucU. profiles. I worked on data 

emcQysis throughout the summer euid into the fall euid I wrote 

the dissertation during the 1998-99 school year. I was 

supported in the data analysis by my teaching colleagues: 

Judi Busche, Leslie KcQin and my principal, Roseuma 

Ged.lagher. I also worked closely with a doctoral student 

who was doing reseeurch in my classroom, Cheri Anderson, and 

my dissertation director, Kathy Shoirt. 

Reseeirch Findings 

The data ctneilysis was a tiered process. The etnalysis 

of the issues of identity construction that I addressed in 

question one, helped in arriving at ein understcuiding of the 

curricular spaces I addressed in question two. The emalysis 

of issues cuid spaces then enabled me to form categories of 

individual identity construction which I revealed in the 

three case studies that became the analysis of question 

three. In this section I review the findings for each 

question. 
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Issues of Identitv Construction 

These findings relate to my reseeurch question: What 

issues cure significant to ten and eleven-year-old students 

when constructing their own identity? The data sovirces used 

to answer this questions were tremscripts from literature 

discussions, response journals, written pieces frcxn the 

identity folders and final interviews. I found four 

categories of identity exploration as determined by the 

grouping of issues. These categories are: constructing eui 

image of self, constructing relationship, constructing a 

sense of place, and constructing viewpoint. To sutmnarize 

these findings I define each of these concepts euid give an 

overview of the issues the students considered relative to 

the major concept. 

Constructing an Image of Self 

In school, students at this age may begin to consider 

how their school work compares with that of other students. 

They begin to notice that we do not leam all the same 

things in the same way nor do we have the same skills. With 

this may ccsne praise as well as criticism from others. A 

blurred image of self begins to form as they think about 

their significant issues. I found that the issues under 

consideration Ccui be grouped into the following categories: 

1. Thinking about Thinking: a recognition of student's 

own thought processes. 

2. Meeting in the Middle: the discovery of the gray 

eureas as opposed to either-or situations which 
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medce their decision-making more difficult. 

3. Just be Yourself: the wondering of what "being 

yourself* is going to meeui for each of thaa. 

4. The Need to be Noticed: wanting to feel that they 

are important, or at least constitute a presence 

in someone's life. 

5. Ridicule Leaves a Lasting Impression: the negative 

impact of being made fun of or embarrassed. 

6. Personal Integration: putting together pieces of 

the puzzle to create self. What do we keep? 

What do we let go? Who do we please? When do 

we please? 

Whether students reach their adulthood in a whole and 

healthy way is determined by how they view themselves emd 

that self-image may be determined, at least in peurt, by 

classroom experiences. 

Constructing Relationship 

Relationship was central to my students euid they were 

highly analytical in their talk about social circles, 

especisLlly with regeird to v^o heis power and who does not. 

The following sub-categories of relationship deal primeurily 

with the issues of trust £uid status: 

1. Lying Breaks Down Trust in a Relationship: students 

considered the damaging aspects of lies. 

2. Everyone Gets Picked On and Put Down: Students 

talked about the cycle of status in put-downs. 

Kids may make fun of others to mcUce up for the 
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pain that had been Inflicted on them. It's the 

thing to do. 

3. Competing for Friends Makes Everyone Crazys The 

Issues of making connections and choosing 

friends also has to do with trust and status. 

When students talked about Issues of relationship, they 

often found it difficult to articulate the Issues and became 

easily confused. 

Constructing a Sense of Place 

As students worked at constructing a sense of place in 

the world, they considered aspects of cultiire. For seme, 

their ethnicity was cleeurly defined. Others were not yet 

certain what ethnicity mecuis to them. They tended to discuss 

this issue in terms of how others treated them. Most seemed 

accepting eind even proud of thedLr religion. They felt their 

kid culture was not generally respected by adults. They 

were developing gender definitions auid were aweure of 

stereotyping. 

Other sense of place issues included children's place 

in the family as related to parents euid siblings. Much of 

their thinking also related to their place or slgniflccuice 

in the classroom as related to populauclty and leaders and 

followers. 

Constructing Viewpoint 

In responding to literature, students engaged in 

critical thinking. Although frequently beginning with 

personal stories, students would respond to each other's 
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commen-ts and consider other perspectives. The £ocus of much 

of the talk edx>ut viewpoint centered on the issues of 

personal involvement euid personal knowledge, and how they 

can alter viewpoint. 

Supporting Identity Construction in the Classroom 

The findings in this section support the reseeurch 

question: How does the cleissroom learning environment 

provide spaces for students to explore cuid construct their 

own identity? The findings are concerned with how leeuiming 

engagements 2Uid my role in the classroom support identity 

construction. The data cUicULyzed were the student interviews, 

tremscripts of literature discussions in which I 

participated, the curriculeu: plan eis evidenced in my pleui 

book, my teaching journals, euid interviews of colleagues who 

observed my teaching methods. 

As shown in Figure 5.1, three areas guided my teaching: 

knowing my students, challenging my students by setting the 

expectation that they would think in new ways, and offering 

choice, that is, finding ways for students to self select 

how they will explore their intellectual and emotional 

growth process. These three approaches were successful when 

embedded in euti environment that offered a literature based 

curriculum with an emphasis on literature response, worked 

at building community, emd demonstrated a respect for 

diversity. 

Knowing the Child 

Knowing the child was achieved through the use of two 
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strategies, responding to dialogue cuid responding to 

observation. I fo\ind that one way I consistently "paid 

attention to kids" was by listening euid then cisking 

questions for clcirification or making simple coimnents that 

encouraged response. These were simple statements but when 

done over time offered significemt knowledge for me and for 

the students themselves euid therefore created space for 

identity construction. I also observed students closely and 

found ways to respond appropriately either by taking 

personal action or by considering the observation in 

curriculcuc planning. Thus, my behaviors euid lessons plcuis 

moved in a path that related closely to the behaviors euid 

thinking of my students. 

Challenging the Child to Think in New Ways 

I documented times during this research when I did not 

stop at open ended questions or adjustments in the 

curriculum but directly challenged students' thinking. I 

used probing questions and sometimes it meant bumping up 

against the students' preconceived notions of self. I set 

up structures for reflection euid dialogue. The curriculum 

that evolved over the yeeir was rich in possibilities and 

opportiuiities. I saw ways to xirge students to use their 

intellect cuid reasoning abilities £md to consider multiple 

perspectives of eui issue. I encouraged them to consider the 

person within coid how that person might be altered or 

influenced as well. 
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Offering Choice 

My aneU.ysis indicated that I frequently allowed 

students to self select. I offered choice in the books euid 

other reading materials that were used in the curriculum. 

The students regularly pcucticipated in studio which was 

designed to offer a choice in response across the sign 

systems - drama, mathematics, eurt, music eind Icuiguage. I 

found that drama was the significant tool of response in 

issues of identity construction during the reseeurch year. I 

wcis somewhat surprised to find that I offered choice in 

curriculum development. I believed that I weis uncomfortable 

moving in a student directed way to cuiy Ictrge degree. I 

found, however, that I used several strategies for offering 

choice. At times the class moved from the cvtrriculum I had 

constructed into inquiry groups based on student ideas or 

discussions during my preplanned engagements. I documented 

that on several occasions I moved into an eurea of study that 

I had not even considered until a student or group of 

students presented the idea. I often made decisions jointly 

with the students. For example, I often asked them how they 

would like to schedule the day eind how much time they needed 

for Vcurlous tasks. Though seemingly tmimportcmt at the 

time, when I reflected on the frequency of these negotieJsle 

moments and the students responses to these opportunities, I 

saw it to be significant to my students' Identity 

development as learners. 
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The Environment 

Cutting across all the aireas of knonring the child, 

challenging the child, and offering choices were the 

concepts of diailogue and reflection. I looked at the spaces 

in my environment that allowed for powerful dialogue cOid 

reflection euid that stayed the same for me from year to yecur 

regardless of changes in specific learning engagements. I 

found these spaces to be a literature-based classrocxn, a 

collciborative community of lecumers, euid respect for 

diversity. 

A Literature Based Classroom 

Hy classroom emphasis on books and other reading 

material encouraged students to engage with literature in 

three criticeU. ways: read alouds, literature discussion 

groups, and literature as a resource. The read cd.ouds were 

supportive of larger group discussion euid responses in 

studio euid in group drama engagements. Read alouds and 

literattire discussion groups encouraged students to revisit 

the text for understcuiding. Literature discussions groups 

also played a crucial role in helping students develop 

multiple perspectives and allowed me to see their issues. 

These engagements enabled students to come together to 

create a sense of story cuid to share insights or to think 

cQjout a book in a way that was not. dependent on the way I 

thought cJaout the book. Literatxire as a resotirce stretched 

students understandings and connected literature to lemguage 

study. Students used literature to pursue their own 
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in-kerests using multiple resources. 

Creating C<»miunitv 

There are many examples of community building that came 

out of the data cuialysis. There is evidence of classrocm 

rituals and social contexts for learning. There are 

frequent frameworks for personal shearing. Students cJ.so 

demonstrated evidence of shearing responsibility 

intellectually and in the running of the classrooan. 

Valuing Diversity 

The literatmre used represented diversity throughout 

the curriculum. Occasions of sh€uring and brains-torming were 

evidence of respect for diversity. Many leeucning 

engagements offered choice euid were open-ended. There were 

times of direct discussion of student differences such cus 

ethnicity cuid religious traditions. There was em emphasis 

on the curts in the curriculum which created space for 

diversity of expression euid identity formation. 

Working at Identitv Construction 

These findings relate to the resecirch question: How do 

students work at constructing identity? To euiswer this 

question, I looked at the issues and engagements of three 

students over the year. These students were presented 

through individual photo documentcuries which included an 

introduction euid summcury statement. The students were 

identified as representatives of the three categories of the 

identity construction process. These categories of identity 

construction are integrated identity construction, 
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conceptual identity construction auid situational identity 

construction. 

Integrated Identity Construction 

Integrated identity formation refers to a student who 

has a strong approach to life or a specific eirea of 

interest. When given the rocia to expcuid on that interest or 

approach, it becomes integrated into his or her life in such 

a way that those cureas become stronger emd more meaningful. 

Liz was em example of integrated identity formation. She 

took a mathematiceil approach to life cuid wanted to do more 

math cuid less reading. When given the freedom to respond in 

ways that made sense to her, she often responded in 

mathematical ways or found mathematical meeuiings in the 

context. This resulted in a renewed interest in Icmguage 

eurts and the fine eurts. Another student saw himself as an 

artist amd when given ways to create meaning through curt, 

demonstrated a more positive approach to life. 

Conceptual Identity Construction 

Meuiy of the students worked at conceptual identity 

construction. They considered issues in relative isolation, 

attempting to define the issue itself as well as understand 

their role in that issue. Bryan represented this kind of 

identity construction. Bryeui considered himself shy cuid 

was seeking to understand not only \irtiat it would mean to be 

shy but what re£d.ly defined leaders and followers. The 

literature was significeuit to these students in that it gave 

them room to reflect and to share perspectives on these 
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issues with their peers €uid with me. The issues could be 

discussed impersonally at first through cheiracters euid 

situations in the book euid then gradually, if the issue was 

truly signific£uit as it was with Bryan, it would emerge in 

other discussions or in written responses or interviews. 

Many of the issues emerging as a result of the cuialysis to 

answer the first research question show students working on 

conceptual identity construction. 

Situational Identity Construction 

Situational identity construction was represented by 

Deuiny. This kind of identity construction occurs when a 

situation comes to define a student in that he or she is 

eible to think or deal with little else. For Danny the 

situation was the death of his mother and his subsequent 

displacement. For others in the class it was a parent's 

divorce or being identified as a student who is learning 

discd^led. 

The Implications of The Study 

Knowledge which is acquired under compulsion 
obtains no hold on the mind. 

Plato 

As I was considering the implications of this study, I 

happened to be in conversation with a woman in her twenties 

who is a senior at the University of Arizona. She was the 

valedictorian at a large Tucson high school. She talked 

£Ux>ut the pressure she felt during her years in school to 

achieve euid how she came to see achievement as figuring out 

what the teacher wanted. She s€u.d it was all about 
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completing assignments euid getting A's, and that she never 

had the urge to expand or build on her learning. Generally 

she was getting one assignment done so she could go on the 

the next one. She felt there was no real choice in school 

because the choices were really a selection of assignments 

originated by the teacher. Determining which assignment to 

do was based on superficial things like the kinds of 

materials needed. She felt most of her teachers considered 

her to be a good writer so she usucuLly went for written 

assignments, choosing joumcLLs or papers. She could 

guarantee a good grade that way. Yet she does not enjoy 

writing emd has never written for her own purposes. Towards 

the end of the conversation she became more thoughtful. "I 

feel I got a good education euid I am doing well in college, 

but I think I became inflexible. I keep trying to approach 

life like I approached school. Now I am a pcurent and I keep 

thinking there is a way to do it right. I don't trust 

myself cuid I don't feel like I cem reason things out. I am 

just developing that now because I have to. I feel bad a 

lot euid I don't feel successful in any place but school. 

Now in college I am doing the same thing. Some classes sure 

more enjoyable them others, but I just keep trying to figure 

out how to get the good grade." 

I realize that this young wornem may not necesseurily 

represent all kids in ed.1 schools. I do feel, however, that 

we have developed a defixiition of school that force some 

students into certain behaviors in order to be successful at 
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the sacrifice of their creative intellect. There are 

important aspects of individuals that may be overlooked. 

Eisner (1994) concludes, ". . a culture or a school program 

that dulls the senses by neglect or disrespect [of the 

individual] thweurts the development of humam aptitude and 

undermines the possibilities of the hiiman mind" (p. 29). 

Although the findings in this study are in meuiy ways 

the implications as well, I want to revisit some of the 

centrcil ideas. These will be orgemized into two sections, 

implications of identity construction for the classroom 

teacher and in^lications of identity construction for the 

ciirriculum. Following these two sections, a third section 

addresses the implications of identity construction for 

children. In this third section I share the passion I 

acquired as I worked through this study. I consider the 

questions: Why should we care if kids work at identity 

construction? What difference does it meUce in children's 

lives? The chapter closes with a reflection on teacher 

research emd the new questions that £ure percolating in my 

mind. 

Implications for Claissroom Teachers 

Classro<»i teachers need to see education as meeming 

meiking and should support students in their individual forms 

of creating meaning as well as challenge them to consider 

new perspectives. This implies that teachers come to know 

their students in ways that go beyond skills assessment. 

Dewey (1938) states that education must begin with insights 
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in-to the child's capacities, interests cmd hcUsits. My 

study d^onstrates that this is done in small ways 

throughout the day when teachers aure interested in 

understanding what is iii^>ortant to students. The puirpose in 

this kind of knowing is to cultivate students' thinking, 

encourage a growth of knowledge, and stimulate different 

kinds of responses in children. 

For example, a teacher who "knows" a student will 

choose a book that may "gred}" the student's interest so that 

he or she will read the book eind improve reading fluency. 

In my study I chose books by Betsy Byeurs because I thought 

the stories would interest the students and also give them 

big ideas to think eUxdut. Central to this concept is that 

the students really are deeply considering issues of 

importemce to them and this kind of thinking should be 

explored in the classroom. By finding ways in the daily 

life of school to address students' issues, teachers honor 

eind support the culture of childhood without necesscurily 

listening to rock music on their lunch hours or knowing the 

current populeir br2uid of athletic shoe. 

Teachers need to encourage students towards a knowledge 

of self. Meuiy yeeirs ago there was a movement to build self 

esteem in children through classro<»ii instruction. Although 

begun with good insights cuid intentions, what followed were 

commercial programs cuid activities that resulted in a 

cheerleading of self with the theme "l am special.." Indeed, 

all students cure special, yet to most teachers and students 
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5U.ike these kinds of lessons cire superficial. What truly is 

it that makes each child unique? To write edx>ut who I am as 

a reader can work to support students on a number of levels 

cuid takes no more time than the writing of the over-used 

book report. 

Teachers should consider Dewey's (1938) concept of 

reflection in order to challenge students in coming to know 

themselves. Engagements such as literature discussion cire 

effective for reflection that helps students challenge their 

current thinking. All kinds of sharing experiences help 

students see the thinking euid perspectives of those £uround 

them and this contributes to their own meaning making and 

risk teiking. I know when I feel pushed for time, it is my 

time for sharing euid reflecting that is eliminated. We can 

get caught up in finishing this project or tinit so that we 

Ceui move on to the next one. But it is crucial to tcUce the 

time to ask questions such as: What do we know so far? How 

does this connect with other things we've leeunied? ^at 

kind of lecuming do you think was teUcing place in this 

experience? Did we l&am euiything not directly connected 

with the specific engagement? In this way students can be 

challenged beyond the experience itself to think in new 

ways. 

When students share, one student may use another 

student's idea the next time eiroxind. I saw this happen in 

our studio times. Using other students' ideas as 

demonstrations mecuis a stretch in the intellect. For one 
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child it is filling a void, for euiother it is representing a 

risk, but it isn't copying. Teachers make it safe for 

students to cheLLlenge themselves by looking at the work of 

others for examples. 

Fin2d.ly, teachers need to find as meuiy ways as possible 

to offer choice within the expectations of the educational 

process. When given choice, the students in my study chose 

to work in cireas that most closely related to ideas they 

were currently exploring. Teachers sometimes believe that 

all students must study cU.1 things in the same way and at 

the same time. Yet if as adtilts we look closely at personal 

experiences, we will see times in life when leciming took 

place because we were motivated to pursue eui idea. I 

recognize that teachers have curriculeur restraints, but 

within that framework students should have many choices 

about how to go edx>ut considering curriculeur material. 

Whatever various students or groups eure exploring, it is 

always shcured euid becomes the joint knowledge of the group. 

This is a very interesting phenomenon to me euid demonstrates 

the peripheral learning that is going on constemtly in the 

classroom. 

Children c£ui project a false self or a fcLLse intellect 

in order to ple€ise a teacher, a pcurent, or a group of 

friends. I saw Brysm do this with mountain climbing. He 

was trying valiantly not only to do accomplish the task but 

to pretend he was having a wonderful time. The classroom 

climate should be a place of accepteuice for the self with 
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-the challenge to grow. There is rooia for the educationeil 

process and the work at identity construction to mesh in the 

classroom but it is dependent on teachers who see it as 

isqporteint euid weuit it to happen. 

Implications for the Curriculum 

A cxurriculcir implication from this study is the power 

of literature to reach into the minds of children and draw 

out their thinking. Readers think eibout peist experiences in 

life to mcike meaning from text cuid this gives other students 

with an opportunity to expeuid their own leeuming. It 

provides students a chance to consider how that person's 

experiences differed from their own and how those 

experiences have affected that person's thinking. 

Hollindale (1997) suggests that children have a need to 

construct their childhoods of the mind through their 

encounters with the imagination of literature. Literatture 

brings together the real with the imagined and new 

perspectives are envisioned. 

It is important to remember that in literature 

discussion groups, there was not a predetermined meaning 

that the students were expected to glean from the books. 

Rather, the reading was viewed as a life experience for 

which a vcuriety of interpretations could exist. In the 

dialogue that follows or is part of the reading experience, 

students become criticeil thinkers. Being a peurt of 

literature discussion allows students more opportunities for 

interpretation and self-reflection than simply reading. 
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Litera-ture also encourages response in ways other than 

discussion. This study demonstrates that the way in which 

students choose to respond to a book should allow for many 

forms of representation in order to strengthen identity 

construction. The studio tine concept worked well to enaJsle 

students to choose the tool with which to think edx}ut the 

meeuiing a book had for them. Scxae used art materials, some 

used drama or music, and some used written forms of leuiguage 

or materials traditioncG.ly used for mathanatics. Eisner 

(1994) stresses that education should not only help students 

create meaning through these veurious forms but students 

should be given the opportunity to "read" the unique 

meemings that different forms of representation make 

possible. I think when students cure responding to 

literature, their created pieces meUce sense to each other 

and they begin to develop the kind of understcuidings that 

Eisner emphasizes. 

Allowing students to work across sign systems also 

allows them to have experiences within their aptitudes or 

interests. This allows them to work at identity 

construction smd etllows teachers to honor diversity eind work 

toward equity. For exan^le, a student may be ed^le to 

perform cui idea from a book that assures the teacher of 

understanding cuid meaning making from that book, ̂ ereas he 

or she may not be cdsle to demonstrate such understcuiding in 

writing. Although the student and. teacher should work at 

improving the student's written language, there should be a 
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way within the curriculum for that student to sheure meeoiing 

and siibsequent intellectueU. growth. 

As I considered the responses of students in this 

study, I could see their fragments of understandings. They 

had little to connect these fragments which were neeurly 

always built on personal experience. It is truly exciting 

for me to see students gain confidence as they begin to 

explore ideas as Bryan did with his (questions related to 

leaders cuid followers euid ccme to a Icurger picture of the 

issues he was exploring. This kind of exploration occurred 

through dialogue €md reflection in multiple ways in class 

and during studio time. I was ameized at the pieces the 

students created axtd the meeuiings that were represented. 

Studio time meant for me a giving up of the control of 

outcomes. I saw understcuidings, ed^ilities and thinking in 

children that I had no idea were there emd there was a 

richness in the diversity of responses that was amazing euid 

htMbling. Students took pride in the creations that 

represented their meeming medcing process. Since the 

projects were diverse I saw the removeLL of fear that they 

were being graded by con^arison or judged against a presumed 

"right way." 

It was Liz and her mathematical responses that 

supported Eisner's notion that students leeum in a way that 

strengthens the ways in which they use those skills later in 

life. His thinking about schools accommodating diversity 

was supported by the findings of my study. I saw students 
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build connections across ciirriculum. I saw how thinking 

visually helped Claire in math and Bryan in writing. I saw 

how Ralph improved in all cureas when given the chcmce to see 

himself as em eurtist and not only as a student Icibeled 

leciming dis€J>led. Eisner (1994) suggests that concept 

formation is biologiceU.ly rooted in the sensory systems that 

human possess. It makes sense to me therefore that the 

sensory systems be used in lecuming not in eurtificicd. ways 

but as a mecuiing msJcing tool for students. Supporting such 

learning eU.lows them to engage authentically in problem 

solving in order to explore issues of identity construction. 

I am convinced that ̂ at Eisner calls a sepeuration of 

the mind from the body results in a nazrrow intellect. Along 

with him, I believe that one role of education is to support 

kids in deepening the mecuiings they can seciire in their 

lives, and in order to do that teachers must respect euad 

support the aptitudes that are inherent in their identity 

configurations. Such a focus in education enriches the 

culture of the cleissroom and cultxires at large as well. 

As Elliot W. Eisner (1994) states: 

In the context of education, the creation 
of conditions that lead to self-re6d.ization 
is, I believe, a primary eiim 

Education is not a horse race. Speed 
is not the ultimate virtue. What people can 
beccHoe through em education€d.ly ceuring conmunity 
is. 
The provision of opportunities for youngsters, 

indeed the invitation to use meeuis that draw 
upon their strengths, is a practice that ceui be 
fostered and its consequences appraised. It 
seems to me that such a practice has much to 
commend it,despite the complexities it is likely 
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to engender. (p. 86-87) 

The curriculum should encourage community building. 

This study demonstrates that students have issues that can 

interfere with the learning process. Not all of these 

issues cure revealed in the clcissro<xii cuid not all can be 

directly addressed. But in my experience, a strong learning 

community softens these issues euid Ccurves a gentle path for 

students to safely wcLLk. This meeuis deliberately putting in 

place traditions that are consistently followed like the 

lighting of the story cemdle or the honoring of students' 

birthdays. Yet there is eJ.so the deeper community that is 

built through trust and negotiation. This is not equivalent 

to "giving up control" of the classroom, but is one way of 

meUcing students partners in the instructional process to 

accomplish the work of lecuming and encourages students to 

see themselves as learners euid not as only receivers of 

information. The curriculum then is at the center of the 

community building process. 

Teachers must remind thanselves of the i mporteince of 

conmunity in the clcissroom and school, especially as we 

decide to explore multiage classes emd students with 

multiple emotional and physical disedsilities. I have a 

colleague whom I deeply respect. We encourage euid support 

one euiother. She has a difficult class with low skills and 

behavior problems. She shared one day that she no longer 

did read alouds. There just wasn't time between trying to 

raise their "skill levels" emd also memage their behavior. 
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We discussed how building a story through a read €d.oud draws 

students together. We discussed a possible choice for a 

read eiloud that would be meaningful to her students. We 

agreed that teachers sometimes allow time to "run out" 

before getting to the very things that might be the most 

productive in reaching the class. Teachers must consteuitly 

assess student leeiming and the direction the curriculum is 

t€Qcing. 

The ideas I have suggested require thoughtful plemning 

to implement. To use literature effectively, teachers must 

know something eibout literatiire and resources related to 

literature. Students need to be introduced to the concept 

of discussion by using of various engagements. Using studio 

time effectively means that students need experiences in 

multimedia. Building community is a deu.ly effort. I think 

we should subscribe the adage "less is more" is something 

teachers should subscribe to. One or two powerful 

literature studies a year is mecuiingful to students. It is 

not necessciry to have a new set of books every six weeks. 

Studio time can occur once or twice a month instead of every 

Friday. Maybe spending that hour in sheuring and reflecting 

is more importeuit today theui using our cc»nputer IcUs time. 

Teachers need to avoid meUcing teaching a straight ditch 

instead of a meeuidering brook. 

Implications for Kids: 

Is Working at: Identity Construction Importem-t? 

There are those who would say that "getting kids to 
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know the states and capitols cuid multiplication tcdales is 

what school euid teaching is cibout." They would say it is 

not about children constructing identities nor the teacher's 

role in supporting that construction. To be truthful, I 

have heeird such statements said directly to me lately. 

There are some who say there are very few kids who conform 

cuiymore euid kids cure so full of their own identities that 

the classrooms have become just short of a three ring 

circus. I do iinderstemd that teachers are tired of being 

amateur psychologists and counselors. Miy should they work 

on ^issues of identity" when they are already tired from the 

biirden of making the newest top-down innovation work and 

fr<Mii the emphasis on steuidcurdized test scores that is 

sweeping the schools? As expressed in Chapter Three, I am 

not immune to these pressures. So why is it I think that 

teachers have to consider issues of identity construction in 

school? What difference does it mcJce in the lives of 

children? 

I believe it is important because true education has to 

greO) the mind and heart and dare I say, the soul. If it 

does, then knowledge is increased, personalities and 

intellects are strengthened, lives cheuige. In my county in 

Arizona, the DARE (Drug Awareness and Resistance Education) 

program has been dropped for financial reasons. They say 

there is no evidence of a difference in the drug involvement 

of students \rtio have experienced DARE and students who have 

not. They say the money should go into more personalized 
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programs such as "Big Broilers emd Big Sisters." A 

colleague says she understands that. The "no smoking" 

curriculum was in effect when she first stcurted teaching and 

she thought it was the greatest thing ever. With such an 

education no kids would ever start smoking. Yet, middle 

school euid early high school is still the highest entry 

level for cigarette smoking. Why cure kids still smoking, 

taking drugs, joining geuxgs, cuid committing suicide in spite 

of these special programs? It has to do with personal 

decision making, £uid o\ir decisions ccnse frcxa oiir 

perspectives of the world and of our selves. 

I think my journey towards a study of identity 

construction in school really began several years ago when I 

read the work of Paulo Freire (1995). Although I have 

always Ccured deeply about children, it was this book that 

pushed me to consider the hviman aspects of my classroom. I 

was raoinded of Freire when I heard the young woman speak to 

whom I referred at the beginning of this chapter. A "feeur 

of freedom" had developed in her. She had ccxae to trust the 

rules and the criteria for success but not herself. She 

mirrored the interests and personeQities of her teachers; 

she did not build on strengths within herself, although her 

teachers recognized those strengths. She would no doubt be 

the first to say she had good teachers. The notion of 

dooaination was pivotal for me. How importeuit is control to 

a teacher? It ceui be a daily mantra - control the students, 

control the curricultmi, control the time. I could decide 
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when students can shcurpen a pencil, when they can go to the 

bathroom, when they can read a book cind \^ich book that will 

be. Freire states that the oppressed neeirly always express 

fatalistic attitudes towards their situation. How many 

times have I heard adult students say, "I have to jun^ 

through the hoops . ."to achieve? As the young woman 

recognized, Freire notes that the oppressed distrust 

themselves. The distiirbing part of all is that this is what 

is happening to the best students, those who work the 

hardest to succeed cilong with many others. Freire (1995) 

suggests dialogue based in action and reflection as the 

eunswer, but he stresses that it is necessary to "trust in 

the oppressed emd in their ability to reason. Whoever lacks 

this trust will fail to initiate (or will eU^andon) dialogue, 

reflection cind communication" (p. 48). He explains the 

"banking" concept of education in which students are 

expected to store deposits of information, yet at the same 

time they eure filing away their own identities through the 

lack of creativity. Ceui anyone be "truly human" in this 

setting? In reading the work of Shirley Brice Heath (1983) 

I was again struck with how inflexible classrooms ceui be cmd 

how individual cultural euid social identities can be 

trampled on. 

This is heavy stuff, as the kids say, but this is 

serious stuff. A student in my cl€tss during the period of 

this study was depressed and considered suicide the previous 

year. A friend of one of my students ccnomitted suicide 
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during the resecurch yecur. He was in the middle school band 

and was an A student. Could it be that the banking eispect 

of school has robbed students of a criticeil consciousness? 

Perhaps they ax& unable to see themselves as transformers of 

the world auid have a passive role imposed on them that 

encourages them to simply adapt. Some adapt well, eind some 

choose to exit the system in one way or another. This may 

have more to do with the lack of social and educational 

progress them whether or not a school has prevention 

programs like our DARE program. 

To those who question building self image in school, I 

say that meuiy of the students who currently cause problems 

in classrooms eure not doing so out of an insistence on 

voicing a personal identity. Indeed, they may be without a 

meeuiingful self concept of emy kind. They may be caught in 

a situationcQ identity that should not define them euid yet 

so often does, euid continues to define them into adulthood. 

The better thing to do, it would se^, is to give 

students the right to develop their own purposes for 

learning euid not require them to mirror those of the 

teacher. To establish frameworks for students to explore 

multiple perspectives eUid esteiblish viewpoint makes more 

sense to me in creating lifelong leaomers than thinking for 

students or imposing my thinking on them. Freire refers to 

these frameworks as a "problem-posing" education in which 

students and teachers engage in dieJ-ogue and beccxne jointly 

responsible for a process in which all grow. 
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This is consis-ten-t with Rosenblatt's (1938) 

treuisactioncUL theoz^ in literature in which students reflect 

on their background awetreness in light of new understandings 

generated by transaction with literature or what Freire 

calls a ^learning situation." In these trauisactions euid 

learning situations, students' learning becoaes truly 

authentic. 

Students are involved in the process of becoming as 

^unfinished, unconpleted beings in and with a likewise 

unfinished recU.ity" (Freire, p. 65). This can, it seems to 

me, give hope to all the veurious students in our cleissrooms, 

if we can give them the gift of a sense of power through 

their incoo^letion. They can see that the past and the 

present is a way to "understcmd more clearly what and who 

they are so that they Ccin more wisely build the futiire" (p. 

65). Students start from where tbey are at, so to speak, 

euid no one is eihead or behind but simply on the road. It 

mecuis to shake up the conforming euid find direction in the 

lost. If, as we go about the business of school, we Ccui 

inspire students to be conscious tiumeui beings who know how 

to work at decision making and understemding themselves, 

then perhaps they will overcome situations which limit them. 

Perhaps they will treuisform themselves rather theui 

succumbing when they cure in situat.ions v^iich seem to have no 

criteria and no rules to follow. Sadly, students eure in 

these situations at younger cmd younger ages. 

It is crucieU. that teachers recognize that when we are 
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givers of infozma-bion, work on process or discuss issues, we 

cure working with minds. I believe more thcui ever before, 

children's minds are searching for what is meaningful. What 

will satisfy that quest is unique to each child and is made 

up of the social, the intellectual cuid the emotional. When 

"school" supports this search for personal meaning, then 

focus euid energy is brought to a task cuid students tcike frcxa 

moments spent on that task a sense of personal satisfaction. 

The work on brain based lecuming by Caine & Caine 

(1991) teilks about engaging a student's dream. For the age 

students I teach, the "dream" may be as yet unconscious, but 

I believe the dream is there. The findings of this study 

may indicate curricular keys to unlocking dreams, but it is 

not just one key, just as changing student's perceptions 

cannot be done with one district or state initiated progreun. 

Rather, our mind makes infinite adjustments when a mental 

shift occurs that involves both the lecuming that is taking 

place £uid the emotions. 

Caine & Caine (1991) argue that chcuige is not a matter 

of reprogramming the brain, but rather change comes edx>ut by 

using It's full capacity. Relating to identity formation, 

they state, "A person has an infinite capacity to 

differentiate between what enhances the self emd what does 

not. The human brain moderates its own programming and has 

access to the enormous c€^acity of the emotions in that 

venture" (p. 137). I believe that by offering meaningful 

learning experiences and transactions within the entire 
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classroom context:, we support: students in a reorgsuiization 

of their brain in a positive way that has consequences for 

their developing self ident:ity emd the way they perceive 

ot:hers. 

Reflections on Teacher Research 

I believe that we lecim from experience. In my 

cleissrooai I set up "leeuming engagements" that will become 

experiences for learning. A book is an experience. 

Creating a piece of eirt is cm experience. Similarly, 

teacher research is an experience. It is the way I 

esqoerience the t:heory I have been reading cd>out. So many 

books, curticles £uid lectures climb into my thinking when I 

look closely at my classroom practice in a systemat:ic, 

intentional inquiry. It is the way I experience my students 

and curriciilum and change who I am in the classroom. 

Teacher reseeurch fine times what I do. I see subtle 

differences in definitions and the subtleties in teaching. 

I become more articulate and confiden-t in why I do what I 

do, or what I am working to change. It has made me more 

flexible in a way t:hat strengthens my work. I am more 

cOTifortable (but not always completely comfortable) with 

discussion about my methods and critical feedback. I think 

I see trends in my classroom and in the profession more 

quickly because I have done classroom resecurch. 

Teacher reseeurch gives me peace. I feel comfort^able 

let:ting certain things fall away. I don't fritter around 

t:he school trying to keep up with t:his or that person. 
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Although I am rcurely cdale to study the same topic twice, I 

repeat what heis become basic for me, the literature, the 

reflective responses, the negotiation, the deeper purposes. 

All of the factors tha-t this study suggests are important to 

students are also important for my growth emd development. 

I need to securch out and explore euid reflect on what 

interests me euid this works to cheuige my thinking cUx>ut 

instruction and about myself. 

Teacher research changes time spent with colleagues. 

Planning sessions look and feel different. Discussion of 

students and curriculum feels bigger emd has more depth. 

Ideas cuid understandings are generated by teJcing a closer 

look at classroCTi practice. We encourage one another to see 

in new ways so that the probing notion of reseeurch is 

ceurried within us even without the structure of a formal 

study. 

Although teacher resecurch is hard work and can be 

fatiguing, in reality it gueurds against teacher bum-out. 

There is an energy and enthusiasm that comes fr(^ this kind 

of focus that is a challenge to the intellect and that leads 

us to challenge the profession. What a difference it meUces 

in our lives cuid in our schools when we are willing to risk 

becoooing leeuniers ourselves. 

Teacher reseeirch leads to more leeunaing, wonderings and 

wishful thinking. I wish in the light of this study on 

identity construction that class size were smaller. 

Wouldn't students leam more efficiently if there were fewer 
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of them? I wish there were specieU-ists to support students 

in eurt, music, drama, euid dance. I am only one. I wish I 

had time to talk with kids more. Even lunches eure spent in 

meetings or running to the copy machine or signing out the 

VCR. I wish we didn't have to give grades. It feels 

threatening. The more I think aUsout it the less sense it 

makes cmd the more hcun&ful it seems. And four times a yeeur? 

I wish students didn't have to have mothers who took harmful 

drugs in pregnancy or pcurents involved in substance abuse. 

I wish students didn't have to live in shelters. I wish 

children were not disabled. And on cuid on the list could 

go. 

What does teacher resecurch really do for me? It puts 

me on the side of the kids. 

Conclusion 

This study looked at the way children construct 

identity within the school setting. The purpose of the 

study was to look at my cleissroom practices especially 

related to the use of literature euid how I did or did not 

support student's exploration of personal emd social issues. 

I wanted to deeply consider individual identity and how that 

relates to a student's learning within the social context of 

the cleussroom. 

This study has, however, taken my thinking closer to 

understanding the Icurger issue of what constitutes a 

democratic classroom. I have further questions about equity 

£uid eUx)ut student en^>owerment. I still do not feel 
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sa-tisfied that I have found the best way to support students 

to make sense of themselves eis individuals, their school 

life, and their world. They and I will continue resesurching 

euid learning together. I close this study of identity 

construction with a poem I found in my mailbox one day: 

AVERAGE 

I don't cause teachers trouble 
Hy grades have been OK 
I listen in my classes 

And I'm in school eveiry day 

Hy teachers say I'm average 
Hy p€u:ents think so too 
I wish I did not know that 

Cause there's a lot I'd like to do 

I'd like to build a rocket 
I've a book that tells you how 
And start a stamp collection 
Well, no use in trying now 

Cause since I found I'm average 
I'm just smart enough to see 

It mecuis there's nothing special 
That I should expect of me 

Nobody ever sees me 
Because I'm in between 

Those two steuideurd deviations 
On each side of the meeui 

I'm part of the majority 
That ''hxanqo" pcurt of the bell 
Who spends his life unnoticed 
In eui "average" kind of hell 

(author unknown) 



APPENDIX A - PARENT PERMISSION FORM 

JamjatyT. 1997 

Parent Pennission Form 

Dear Parents and Fani8y Memben, 

This spiing I wil be conducdng a study h my dassroom to describe dddren's responses to Oeraiurs 
itaougii ait drama, literature discussion and response logs. Yourctddnni be paniqpaltng in activities 
related to ctvldren'sfiteralure as itwrautins part of the readbig and American History cunicuiunL The 
drama worfctrit be done wahPatiRsfterandwawabadramalltflii; parts oracMdten'sbook. The art 
oxperiences wS be connected to books and the adtviiies «dl sometimes be (ftrected by Ctieri Anderson 
who is in ttiaOisbict Department of VtsiialLitefacy. This study dbes not hvofvespeoaf testing or removal 
from ttiedassroom. 

I am writing toyouto aak tor your permisaion to tape reootdBeramrBdi.saf«>ona.collcetwTitlnB3a"»plg  ̂
and lake photographs of ttiedasaroomactivitias. These Sems win be used tiy me to better understand 
your child's teaming and may a(s3 later be used bn presentations to other teacbeis and to write an artide tor 
teachers. 

The proĵ  has been tentativeiy approved t>y ttte Tucson IMRed Sctwol Bisbict and has been previewed 
by Rosanna Gallagher. The results ofttw study wSI lie kept conlUential and reports of the study win not 
include the names of the chSdrerL 

If you have any questions about this praiect please fed Im to caO ma here at Robinsi 

Sincerely. 

(give my consent: 

^1. For my chiM to be audio and video taped in smaO group discussions or drama. 

2. Forphotocopiestobemadeaf writitig and webs my chOd makes related to ttie study focus. 

3- For photographs to be taken of my chikfsparticipaUng In activities related to ihe study. 

^4. For photographs to be taken of my child's art work. 

I understarxlttiat my chad's actual tame wiitwt be identatedki future presentations or putaWcattons that 
may result from this study. 

Signed . . 

Chad's Name Date 
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